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 Statement of Disclaimer 
Since this project is a result of a class assignment, it has been graded and accepted 
as fulfillment of the course requirements. Acceptance does not imply technical 
accuracy or reliability. Any use of information in this report is done at the risk of the 
user. These risks may include catastrophic failure of the device or infringement of 
patent or copyright laws. California Polytechnic State University at San Luis Obispo, 
students and its staff cannot be held liable for any use or misuse of the project. 
  
 Executive Summary 
The purpose of this document is to report on the development of a test machine for 
EVS’ Web and Axis knee braces. Between September 2012 and June 2013, Team CSN, 
comprising of Nick Mattison, Silvia Aguilar, and Chris McCarthy, have methodically 
planned, designed, built, and tested this machine.   The overarching goal of this 
unique machine is to address the need for both hyperextension and fatigue testing. 
From here on out this report dives into details of the machine with an Appendix C 
reporting testing results of said knee braces.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction  
Sponsor Background and Needs 
EVS Sports specializes in producing protective gear for extreme sports. They made 
their debut in industry by releasing the first ever Motocross specific knee brace. EVS 
has grown significantly since its debut and now produces an extensive line of knee 
braces, neck supports, helmets, chest/back protection and many more products in 
order to keep both street and motocross riders safe.  
It is this senior project’s objective to design, build and test a fatigue-testing machine 
for EVS, specifically for the 2013 Axis and Web knee braces. 
Formal Product Definition 
The primary goal of this product is to conduct two tests: cycle fatigue testing of knee 
brace hinges and static hyperextension. A secondary goal is to have the product 
perform lateral compression tests. The secondary goal will be approached only if 
time allows. By the end of this project a table-top machine will be constructed with 
the potential of performing three tests; fatigue, hyperextension, and compression.  
The final product will test both knee braces with a minimum load of 2lb force on 
each side of the knee brace. It will include a live-time read of fatigue cycles, an 
automatic shut off feature at failure, manual kill switch, and a Data Acquisition 
System for gathering and saving data.         
The purpose of this product is to allow EVS to test their 2013 Axis and Web knee 
braces on-site at their factories located overseas through reproduction of this design. 
With this final product EVS will gain a better understanding of their knee brace’s 
performance and thus use that information to better serve their customers. 
Simultaneously, the final product will provide the team members from the California 
Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo with a capstone experience within the 
Mechanical Engineering department required of all students receiving a 
baccalaureate degree.     
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Objectives  
The main goal of this project is to build a table top machine capable of testing the 
fatigue and hyperextension strength of EVS’ 2013 Axis and Web knee braces under 
variable loads. The secondary goal is to test for failure under variable, static, and 
lateral compression loads. All testing procedures should be suitable for Medium and 
Large sizes of both knee braces, as well as suitable for knee braces with varying 
degree stops.  
To effectively accomplish these goals, the machine must contain a shut off switch 
and kill switch.  It must also be capable of recording the number of cycles and the 
force experienced by the knee brace at the time of failure.  
As a guide toward a product design that meets EVS’ needs, we have created a Quality 
Function Deployment (QFD), sometimes referred to as “House of Quality.” This tool 
helps us identify EVS’ needs and requirements for the machine, as well as allows us 
to compile a list of our project’s engineering requirements. Furthermore, it allows us 
to compare similar machines currently on the market. 
Within the QFD, we compared the customer requirements to quantifiable 
engineering requirements set by our group. We used the current market options, 
the Instron Fatigue Testing machine and the Ball Joint test system, to quantify how 
relative these machines were to solving the customer’s requirements set for by EVS. 
The QFD revealed that the Instron machine met the customer’s requirements by 
55.3% while the Ball Joint test system scored higher with 61.0%. The two big 
drawbacks with these machines are that they are very expensive, and are not of 
table-top design. These two parameters are deal breakers for our customer and so it 
is necessary to continue on and custom build a testing machine.  
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Figure 1 Quality Function Deployment comparing market options to customer’s needs.  
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Functional Performance: 
Provides effective fatigue and hyperextension testing 8.7% ○ ● ∆ ○ ∆ ● ○ ∆ ∆ ● ∆ ∆ ○ 1 3 1.7% 5.2%
Cycles Counter 5.9% ○ ∆ ∆ ○ ∆ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 5 5 5.9% 5.9%
Sufficient Cyclic Force for Knee Brace Failure 7.1% ○ ● ● ● ● ○ ● ● ● ○ ○ ○ ● 5 5 7.1% 7.1%
Quiet While In Use 2.4% ∆ ● ● ● ∆ ● 4 4 1.9% 1.9%
Energy Efficient 2.8% ∆ ○ ○ ● ○ ∆ ● 2 2 1.1% 1.1%
Must Fit S-XL Web Knee Brace 8.3% ∆ ● ● 1 1 1.7% 1.7%
Must Fit S-XL Axis Knee Brace 8.3% ∆ ● ● 1 1 1.7% 1.7%
Automatic Stop Function at Knee Brace Failure 6.7% ● ∆ ∆ ∆ ∆ ∆ 1 1 1.3% 1.3%
Limited Range of Motion for Knee Brace 5.9% ∆ ∆ ∆ ○ ● ∆ ○ 3 3 3.5% 3.5%
Integration of Various Testing Techniques 6.7% ○ ∆ ● ● ○ ∆ ○ 4 4 5.4% 5.4%
Human Interaction: 
Variable Loads and Speed Functions 5.9% ∆ ∆ ∆ ∆ ∆ ● ∆ ∆ ○ 5 5 5.9% 5.9%
Fast Loading and Unloading Time 0.4% ∆ ∆ ○ ∆ 2 3 0.2% 0.2%
Intuitive Controls 3.1% ○ ○ ● ● ● ∆ ∆ ○ 3 3 1.9% 1.9%
Physical Requirements: 
Compact and Portable 3.5% ○ ∆ ∆ ○ ● ∆ ● ∆ 1 1 0.7% 0.7%
Reliability & Life Cycle Concerns: :
Last a long time 5.1% ● ∆ ○ ∆ ● ∆ ● ● ● ● 5 5 5.1% 5.1%
can withstand varying environments (humidity, etc) 3.5% ∆ ○ ● ● ● ○ ∆ 1 4 0.7% 2.8%
Durable 5.1% ● ● ○ ● ∆ ● ● ● ● ● ○ ● 5 5 5.1% 5.1%
Low Maintance 2.8% ● ∆ ○ ○ ● ∆ ○ ● ● ● ○ ● 4 4 2.2% 2.2%
Resource Concerns: 
Standard Parts 1.2% ● ∆ ∆ ∆ ∆ ● ● ● ○ ● ● ● 1 1 0.2% 0.2%
Common, easily attainable materials 2.4% ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● 2 2 0.9% 0.9%
Inexpensive Parts 3.1% ● ● ● ○ ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● 1 1 0.6% 0.6%
Works with different power sources 0.4% ● ● ● ○ ● ∆ ∆ ∆ ○ ● 1 2 0.1% 0.2%
Manufacturing Concerns: 
Parts able to be made by Mills, Lathes, or Casting 0.8% ○ ○ ● ● ● ● ● ○ ● ● 2 2 0.3% 0.3%
Total 100% 72 80 53 98 62 104 112 79 80 78 84 47 49 85 55.3% 61.0%
Targets 126 162 117 171 126 180 162 99 108 108 126 117 99 117
Percent Correlation 57% 49% 45% 57% 49% 58% 69% 80% 74% 72% 67% 40% 49% 73%
● = 9 Srong Correlation 1 Design does not meet the requirement at all
○ = 3 Medium Correlation 2 Design slightly meets requirement
∆ = 1 Small Correlation 3 Design somewhat meets requirement
Blank No Correlation 4 Design moslty meets requirement
5 Design fully meets requirement
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Engineering Requirements (HOWS)
EVS, EVS Manufacturing Empolyees 
overseas, EVS Engineering Team
Benchmarks
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Using the QFD we were able to narrow down our engineering specifications, as 
described in the following table. 
 
Table 1 EVS’ knee brace test machine engineering specifications. 
Spec. # Parameter Description Requirement or 
Target (units) 
Tolerance Risk1 Compliance2 
1 Long Fatigue Life 10^8 Cycles Min M A, T, S 
2 Lateral Compression 
Force 100 N Min M A, T, S, I 
3 Sounds  85 Db Max H A, T, S, I 
4 Range of Motion 115° Min M A, T, S, I 
5 Size 1 m X 1 m X 1 m Max H A, I 
6 Cyclic Bending Force 2 N Min L A, T, S, I 
7 Hyper extensive Bending 
Force 100 N Min M A, T, S, I 
8 Cycle Speed 100 cycles/min Min M A, T, S, I 
9 Cost $2,000  Max H A 
10 Humidity withstanding 100% Min M A, S, I 
1. In the Risk column, the symbols L, M, and H represent Low Risk, Medium Risk, and High Risk, 
respectively. 
2. In the Compliance column, the symbols A, T, S, and I represent Analysis, Test, Similarity to 
Existing Designs, and Inspection, respectively.  
 
It is noteworthy to state that the specifications illustrated above where initial 
specifications. As our design concepts developed so did these specifications. New 
engineering specifications can be found in the “Final Concepts” section of this report.  
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Management Plan:  
All three of us will be heavily and entirely involved in all aspects of this design 
process. We have organized ourselves as team leads for various key steps of the 
project. Meaning, each team lead will hold the rest of the team accountable for 
completing work throughout different steps of the project. Team lead assignments 
are as follows.  
Table 2 Team Lead Assignments for CSN Design Process. 
Responsibilities Team Lead 
Financial Officer Silvia Aguilar 
Information Gathering Chris McCarthy  
Documentation of Project Progress Silvia Aguilar 
Concept Design Ideation Silvia Aguilar 
Manufacturing Considerations Nick Mattison 
Prototype Fabrications Chris McCarthy 
Testing Plans Nick Mattison 
 
Throughout the various design stages there will be important milestones that will 
keep EVS updated on our progress. These important dates are found below: 
 
Table 3 Milestone Due Dates for Effective Project Completion. 
Date Milestone 
2/26/13 Critical Design Review, Presentation to Sponsor 
3/4/13 Begin ordering parts 
3/7/13 Manufacturing and Test Review, Team Meeting with Advisor 
5/30/13 Senior Project Design Expo XII @ Cal Poly 
6/14/13 Final Reports Due 
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Chapter 2: Background  
Our initial thoughts were to identify all of the potential failures of the knee braces. 
We felt that knowing these points of failure would be important in designing a test 
fixture. The following table summarizes failures that may occur on the 2013 Web 
and Axis knee braces. 
 
Table 4 Critical areas of EVS’ 2013 Web and Axis knee braces at risk of failure. 
Potential Failures 
2013 Web Knee Brace 2013 Axis Knee Brace 
Shearing of plastic hinge "arms" Aluminum failure at hinge arms 
Adhesive failure, hinge "arm" 
connection with carbon fiber 
frame 
Screw failure, shearing at the 
hinge to aluminum joint 
Rivet failure for strap attachments 
Rivet failure joining aluminum 
and carbon fiber frame 
Static hyperextension, failure at 
hinges, material buckling  
Static hyperextension, hinge 
failure, material buckling 
Mesh fabric at knee cup 
Strap failure at dual defense 
knee cap 
 
Over 80,000 ACL injuries occur in the United States Annually4. We were able to 
identify the Newtonian forces associated with normal loads to those that cause ACL 
injuries. The following is a chart that summarizes the load. We are taking this data 
as a preliminary step in identifying the forces that our product will exert. Such 
forces will be sufficient enough to simulate a motocross impact.  
Table 5 Anterior Cruciate Ligament (ACL) loading responses due to closed kinetic chain exercise in 
computer simulation models4. 
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This design will require many specialized mechanical parts. There will likely be at 
least one linear actuator. A linear actuator is a machine that creates motion in a 
straight line. This is especially important to this project because of its ability to 
create forces perpendicular to the knee brace, as EVS recommended. There are 
several means of powering linear actuators. Some of the more commonly used types 
are: mechanical actuators, hydraulic actuators, pneumatic actuators, and electric 
actuators.  
Mechanical Actuators  
Mechanical linear actuators often convert rotary motion into linear motion. Typical 
forms of mechanical linear actuation are screws, wheel and axle, and cams. 
Unfortunately, these forms of actuation have some seriously limitations. Screw 
actuation takes a long time for significant motion to occur, which can be impractical 
when testing for fatigue. Many of the wheel/axel and cam mechanisms can only 
produce force in one direction, which is also disadvantageous.5  
 
Hydraulic and Pneumatic Actuators 
Both hydraulic and pneumatic actuators utilize pressure difference to move a piston 
in a linear motion. Hydraulic actuators create this pressure difference by using 
fluids, which are nearly incompressible. Pneumatic actuators use compressed gases 
(typically air) to create this pressure difference. The advantage of these two forms 
of linear actuation is that they can provide very precise linear displacement and can 
produce forces in both directions.6 
 
 
Electric Actuator 
This technique utilizes an electric motor to provide linear forces. The advantage of 
this system is that it is more energy efficient than the previously mentioned 
actuation devices, can cycle through its stroke at a higher rate and electrical energy 
is usually abundantly available in most situations. 5 
 
The GSX20 and GSX30 series of electric linear actuators from Exlar can withstand 
the loads and speeds necessary for this project.  
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Figure 2 Typical Structure and Layout for Electric Linear Actuator.9 
 
Following the critical design review it was decided that an actuator would not be 
able to serve our mechanical needs in a manner that we expected. It was this 
background work that allowed us to realize this. At which point we switched from 
powering the machine with an actuator to powering the machine through the use of 
a motor. More on this in the following sections.  
 PLC (Programmable Logic Controller) 
A control system will be needed in this system to provide variable loading. Also, this 
will be useful for switching between fatigue and static loading. In industry, the most 
common controller used in mechanical systems is a PLC controller. PLCs or 
Programmable Logic Controllers are often used in electrical machinery to automate 
electro-mechanical motion. Today’s PLCs are capable of position control, on-off 
control, sequential control, feedback control, and other complex applications. For 
electromechanical motion, this can include switches, relays, timers, counters, etc. 
Figure 2, below, models a typical PLC system.  PLCs can also be used for the function 
of automatic shut off of the system (This will be incredible useful with the EVS test 
machine). Typical electrical power supply to a PLC is either 24 VDC or 220 VAC. 
With the use of other specialized detection sensors, PLCs can diagram and track 
motion, pressure, temperature, etc. of a system. PLCs can range from around fifty to 
thousands of dollars.7     
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Figure 3 Position Logic Control System. 
 
Load Cells 
A load cell, or force transducer, is used to convert a force into an electrical signal 
that can be read by an electronic device. The most common type of load cells used 
sense these forces with a built in strain gage. Some less common load cell devices 
use hydraulic gages or other techniques to detect forces. 8 
 
Safety 
A concern that we would like to address is safety. Our team took this concern very 
seriously and continued the background research by establishing safety 
specifications. The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) lay out 
federal standards of safety that we will design around. Please note that the final 
design does not meet all of the OSHA standards, EVS has been made aware and they 
understand that extra steps must be taken to fully ensure the machine meets OSHA 
standards. 
The two main safety standards being considered for our project are:  
1. Occupational Noise Exposure1 
OSHA, Section: 1910.95(c)(1) 
For an 8-hour shift, an employee is not required to wear noise protective 
equipment if the sound they are exposed to is less than 85 decibels.  
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2. Electrical Safety 1 
In order to ensure the safety of our machine we researched and followed 
the National Electrical Codes. Focusing on Chapter 3 titled “Wiring 
Methods” and furthermore focusing on Articles 300 and 310 to 
appropriately select wire sizes.  
 
Another main concern is the sources of electricity that will be available in 
China and Taiwan versus those available in the U.S. At this point we are 
thinking of using electrical components native to the U.S. and using 
adapters to make the product versatile to other electrical systems. 
Chapter 3: Design Development 
Method of Approach 
In order to meet our goals we followed the design stages and steps listed below2.   
Stage I. Initiation (September 2012) 
 Finding a need or challenge 
 Accepting the challenge 
Stage II. Specification (September-November 2012) 
 Initial Study 
 Specification and design requirements: development of a 
problem statement.  
Stage III. Ideation (October-December 2012) 
 Generation of ideas 
 Analysis and selection of ideas 
Stage IV. Implementation (January – March 2013) 
 Analysis, detail design, and planning of the converged solution 
 Realization of the idea 
 Assessment of the solution against the problem statement and 
verification 
Stage V. Iterations (January – May 2013) 
 
We also utilized Ulrich’s concept generation process as described below in Figure 4.  
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Initial ideation 
In order to develop a product that will satisfy the customer’s needs, we developed a 
three step ideation process. The process allowed us to brainstorm a wide range of 
solutions for the problem proposed by EVS. Each ideation step is explained below in 
detail.  
  Step 1: Component Ideation 
 Step 2: System Ideation 
 Step 3: Feasible System Ideation 
Step 1: Component Ideation 
A list of principal components was made and brainstormed by all three members of 
the team during the first step. This method was developed using Dr. Niku’s process 
for creating a “Menu Attribute List.”3 Each component was brainstormed for five 
minutes with each team member listing their own individual ideas. At the end of 
each component session a compiled list of all components was made.  Some 
examples are given in the figures below. 
  
Figure 4 Ulrich’s 5-step concept generation process. 
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List of components: 
 Base 
 Propulsion/Power 
 Transmission of Power 
 Fixtures 
 Counters 
 Kill Switch  
 DAQ 
 Loading 
 
Figure 5 Base and propulsion ideation. 
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Figure 6 Transmission of power and fixture ideation. 
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Figure 7 Counters, kill switch, DAQ, and loading ideation. 
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Step 2: System Ideation 
After completing component ideation we looked into building complete system 
ideas with the components listed in Step 1. Each team member worked on 
completing three complete systems by themselves as an initial starting point. Below 
you will find an example of an individual system idea, at the end of this step the 
team was equipped with nine system ideas.  
 
Figure 8 Individual System Ideation 
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Step 3: Feasible System Ideation 
After step two, we came together as a team, took another look at the component list 
and then started compiling system ideas together. We developed three ideas as a 
team by combining components from each of the individual designs. Below is an 
example of one of the systems compiled by the team.    
 
Figure 9 Team system ideation. 
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This provided us with twelve designs to evaluate for feasibility. We collaborated 
extensively to discuss the feasibility of each design. Designs were eliminated based 
on the following issues: system was too complex with more moving parts than 
needed, system was incapable of tracking the motion of the brace without adding an 
undesirable amount of linkage, system required a linear actuator with more than 
feasible range of motion for fast applications, and system couldn’t provide testing 
for both fatigue and hyperextension.  
We were then left with four designs to evaluate based on a weighted decision matrix. 
Eight different design attributes were devised and assigned a weight factor on a 
scale of 0 to 0.9. Each concept was evaluated on whether or not it meets the design 
attributes.  Concepts one and two scored much higher than concepts three and four. 
Our decision matrix can be seen below in Table 6.  
 
Table 6 Weighted decision matrix for our final four concepts. 
Design Attributes Weight factor 
Concept 
1 
Concept 
2 
Concept 
3 
Concept 
4 
Cost Effective 0.5 1 1 1 0 
Ease of mfg 0.6 1 0 0 0 
Long life 0.8 1 1 0 1 
Aesthetics 0.3 1 0 1 0 
Cycle speed 0.7 0 0 0 0 
Ease of brace installation 0.4 1 0 0 1 
Maintenance 0.7 0 0 0 0 
Standard Parts 0.5 0 1 0 0 
 Total 2.6 1.8 0.8 1.2 
      
1 Concept meets attribute    
0 Concept does not meet attribute   
 
Our four final concepts were also presented to our senior project sponsor team. 
They selected concepts one and two based on simplicity, manufacturability, and 
ease of maintenance. They felt that these two designs are simple yet robust in 
fulfilling the requirements for testing the knee braces. To advance to the next step, 
they suggested we model both concepts in SolidWorks to get a better grasp on how 
each design will function.  
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Final Two Concepts 
Concept 1: 
Concept one utilizes a dual synchronized linear actuation system which allows the 
system to accurately track the motion of the brace. This design incorporates two 
arms hinged in the center similar to the knee brace it will test. The knee brace will 
sit with the patella protector in the downward facing direction and each end of the 
brace clamped to the seats. The seats hold the knee brace above the machine 
resulting in separate locations of the machine hinge and knee brace hinge. This 
separate motion causes the need for one seat to freely rotate and transverse along 
the length of the arm. An overall length of transverse motion will be calculated when 
machine dimensions are finalized. Figure 10 shows how the clamps are attached to 
meet these requirements. 
 
Figure 10 Left hand and right hand clamp of Concept 1. 
This machine has a rod rigidly connected to the base, and the arms that are 
connected to the rod are free to rotate by using bearings. Linear actuators are 
connected to the base and arms using pin connections. Each is connected to the arm 
in the center along the length to optimize the required linear actuator range of 
motion and force. Figure 11 shows the attachments needed to meet these 
requirements. 
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Figure 11 Linear actuators and connection to base in Concept 1. 
The seats are aluminum half cylinders dimensioned large enough to fit the largest 
size knee brace we will test. On the inside surface there will be a rubber pad to limit 
slip. Three vice grip style clamps attach to each seat to force the ends of the brace 
against the rubber. Figure 12 shows how the rubber and clamps will be utilized. 
 
Figure 12 Vice grip style clamps integration with Concept 1. 
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This concept provides a sufficient range of motion for fatigue and static 
hyperextension testing. During fatigue testing, the motion of the machine arms will 
range from 180° to 90° apart.  The 180° dimension slightly varies depending on the 
stop size installed in the knee brace. During static hyperextension, the machine 
accounts for deformation of the material by moving the arms up to 210° apart. 
Figures 13 and 14 show how this range of motion is achieved. 
 
 
Figure 13 Range of motion during hyperextension testing. 
 
 
Figure 14 Range of motion during fatigue testing. 
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Concept 2: 
Concept two utilizes a single linear actuation system with a two bar linkage and dual 
clamps. Unlike Concept 1, this system only requires the use of one linear actuator, 
eliminating the difficulty of synchronization necessary for multiple actuators. Also, 
this concept incorporates the idea of a “fake leg.” This “fake leg” could be made out 
of two cylinders, as shown, and would help truly model a knee brace as worn by a 
rider during motion.  The range of motion during fatigue testing of the EVS knee 
brace with this machine could be as extreme as from 180⁰ to 45⁰. However, since 
only the stop at full extension needs to be hit, motion from 180⁰ to 90⁰ will likely be 
used. This will also allow for a shorter linear actuation stroke, which will decrease 
the overall cost of the machine. 
 
 
Figure 15 Description of fatigue testing in Concept 2. 
Hyperextension will be tested with additional programming of the PLC controller. 
This will provide a linearly increasing downward static force so that the exact point 
of failure can be measured and recorded. The starting angle of the two-bar linkage 
when the knee brace is horizontal will prevent the machine from over rotating and 
starting to test for bending failure.   
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Figure 16 Hyperextension testing in Concept 2. 
The clamps used will have a rubber lining with a large coefficient of friction to 
ensure that no slipping occurs as the knee brace is tested in both fatigue and 
hyperextension. These clamps are hinged to allow for a smooth transition through 
its rotational motion and will be adjustable to test both the medium and large size 
knee braces. Also, this concept will allow for the motion of the knee brace to 
correctly pivot about the hinge since the “fake leg” would be attached to a horizontal 
rod, as shown.     
 
 
Figure 17 Hinge restraint in Concept 2. 
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Figure 18 QFD for final two concepts. 
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Table 7 Engineering requirements for final two concepts. 
Spec. # Parameter Description Requirement or 
Target (units) 
Tolerance Risk Compliance 
1 Long Fatigue Life 10^5 Cycles Min M A, T, S 
2 Lateral Compression 
Force 100 N Min M A, T, S, I 
3 Sounds  75 Db Max H A, T, S, I 
4 Range of Motion 50-200° Min M A, T, S, I 
5 Size 1 m X 1 m X 1 m Max H A, I 
6 Cyclic Bending Force 2 N Min L A, T, S, I 
7 Hyperextensive Bending 
Force 100 N Min M A, T, S, I 
8 Cycle Speed 2 cycles/second Min M A, T, S, I 
9 Cost  $2000-$5000  Max H A 
10 Humidity withstanding 100% Min M A, S, I 
1. In the Risk column, the symbols L, M, and H represent Low Risk, Medium Risk, and High Risk, 
respectively. 
2. In the Compliance column, the symbols A, T, S, and I represent Analysis, Test, Similarity to 
Existing Designs, and Inspection, respectively. 
 
 
In developing the final two concepts we realized some of the original engineering 
requirements were not feasible and, thus, we changed them. Specifically, we changed the 
target of 10^8 cycles to 10^5 cycles because this was an extreme overestimation of the 
number of cycles necessary. We want to be able to test the knee braces up to 500,000 cycles 
and expect that it will fail within that range of 0-500,000 cycles.  The range of motion 
parameter changed from 115° to a 50-200° range. It is noteworthy to state that Concept 
1 contains a range of motion all the way up to 210° in order to perform hyperextension 
testing, and this exceeds our requirement of 200°. The main driver behind this change 
came in the realization that EVS is only interested in hitting the extension stops when 
the brace is in full extension and not in full flexion.  Another small, but notable, change 
was made to the cycle speed. At this moment in time, it is our objective for the machine 
to operate at 3 cycles/second instead of 100 cycles/minute. 
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Changes from Conceptual Design Review 
Following the conceptual design review, with EVS’ approval, we chose to pursue 
Concept 1, the dual actuator design. In-depth engineering analysis of this design 
began following the review. We realized that the synchronization of dual actuators 
was a high risk, low reward solution for powering the machine and overall, not very 
feasible.  
The pneumatic system presented with the original Concept 1 was initially proved to 
be a viable solution for the needs of the machine. The rated output for each actuator 
during dynamic loading was 200lbf, with a static load output of 1500lbf for each 
individual actuator. These loads were sufficient and necessary of the actuator in 
order to achieve the 3 cycles per second goal during fatigue testing and the 1,000lb 
pulling force during static testing.  
The weakness of this dual actuator design lied in the physical dimensions of the 
needed actuators; with an outer diameter of 3 inches and bore diameter of 2 in, each 
individual actuator was dimensionally big. The actuators were oversized for 
dynamic loading, but properly sized for static loading requirements. Another 
weakness lied with how each actuator would be powered. The large dimensioned 
actuators required a high flow rate of air in order to operate, which called for an air 
compressor ranging roughly around $5,000. Also, the compressor would exceed our 
target goal of less than 85db during operation. Arguably, the driving reason for 
diverting from the actuator design was the problem presented with successfully and 
accurately synchronizing the arms. Due to the complex motion required of the knee 
brace during fatigue testing, if error as small as 5% existed between the 
synchronization this could cause misalignment and therefore dysfunction of testing.  
At this point in the design, it was decided that the dual actuator concept of powering 
the machine was a high risk, low reward design. The following is a quick history 
breakdown of alternative options considered, as well as the final solution which is 
now being presented as the final design.  
Solution Considered 
The first solution we came up with was to replace the 
linear actuators with mechanical linkages. The linkages 
would perform the same motion and purpose of the 
actuators with mechanial motors powering their 
motion. Synchronization of the linkages still proved to 
be the most challenging part. In order to address the 
synchronization a belt drive system was further 
investigated.  
 Figure 19 Concept solution, replacing  
of dual actuators. 
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Figure 20 shows the belt-drive 
system that was introduced in 
order to achieve linkage bar 
synchronization. A sprocket, 
roller chain set was designed in 
order to transmit desired loads 
and power.  
The weakness of this design 
change lied in all the extra 
components required to make 
this feasible. The introduction 
of four sprockets/gears 
drastically increased the total 
cost of the design and the 
complexity. This design helped 
us transition to a more simplified machine which utilized only one linkage arm, 
instead of two.  
Final Solution 
The solution was to eliminate the dual movement of mechanical linkage arms within 
the machine and replace it with only one moving arm. This simplifies the overall 
machine design drastically and having only one moving arm allows for the use of 
one motor with no belt drive system. It also greatly simplifies the power 
transmission design work. This team decision was based on keeping the simplicity, 
yet effectiveness of the design as a top priority.  
   
Figure 21 Hand drawing of final concept. 
The following sections go into a detailed breakdown of how the final solution 
operates, the components involved, and the engineering analysis to defend its ability 
to meet EVS’ requirements.  
  
Figure 20 Chain Drive System 
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Chapter 4: Final Design 
Overview:  
Rather than having two moving components (referred to as “arms” from here on 
out), we have come up with a final design that only incorporates one moving arm. 
This greatly reduces the complexity of the design, and we believe it better addresses 
the need. It is noteworthy to say that the new device is no longer a table top design. 
Rather, it now incorporates its own steel table, unique to the machine. The 
preceding subsections go into details of the design one component at a time in order 
to explain how the machine operates. The machine and its components were 
designed with the assumption that 1,000lbf is the maximum static force that the 
knee brace will fail at. We also assume that static hyperextension loads will be vastly 
greater than any fatigue loads and therefore will be treated as the worst case 
scenario.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 224 Arial view of final design. 
Figure 21 Isometric view of final design. Figure 22 Side view of final design. 
Figure 23 Front view of final design. 
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Motor and Worm Gear Box 
The motor was specked out with the overall goal of having the arm of the machine 
perform a maximum of three cycles per second. That is, to have the machine open 
and close the knee brace three times per second.  
Dynamic loading analysis of the moving arm proved to be complex and variable. The 
dynamic loads felt by the motor due to the movement of the arm are highest at peak 
accelerations—the peak accelerations are seen at the inflection point before the arm 
changes direction.  Max torque output required by the motor was calculated through 
the use of worst-case-scenario dynamic loads caused by the moving arm. We then 
proceeded to apply a factor of safety of 3 to these peak loads and used that result to 
size the motor. 
We recommend the purchase of a 1HP, 1725 RPM Inverter Duty AC Induction Motor, 
3-phase. This general purpose induction motor will be able to adequately handle the 
dynamic loads produced by the arms and meet our maximum speed of 3 cycles per 
second. The inverter duty motor is recommended over a non-inverter duty motor 
because the inverter motor is able to handle high torques at low speeds adequately. 
That is, the inverter duty rated motors can handle 100% of the output torque 
desired at low speeds which is exactly what we need for the functions of the 
machine. Non-inverter motors that are operated at low speeds with high torques 
tend to cause the motor temperature to exceed the motor rating due to limited 
airflow produced by the motor’s fan.  
We are also recommending the purchase of a worm gear box that is compatible with 
the motor in order to be able to accurately transmit loads.  A worm gear set of 15:1 
ratio was chosen in order to transmit power and speed from the motor shaft onto a 
driven shaft. The 15:1 gear ratio was the smallest worm reduction ratio that would 
output our desired 3cycles per second speed. Therefore the motor is designed to 
operate at a rotation of 2700rpm (180rpm X 15:1 ratio).  
 
 
  
Figure 23 Worm gear box. 
Figure 24 Hollow shaft worm gear box. 
Figure 25 AC Induction Motor 
 (1 HP, 3600 RPM) 
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Figure 26 GS2 Series Variable 
Frequency Drive. 
Variable Frequency Drive 
A Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) was used in conjunction with 
the motor in order to diversify the motor operating speeds. A 
drive can control two main elements of a 3-phase induction 
motor; speed and torque.  
AC Drives function by converting incoming AC power to DC, 
which is then synthesized back into three phase output power. 
The voltage and frequency of this synthesized output power is 
directly varied by the drive, where the frequency determines the 
speed of the three phase AC induction motor.  
The need for using a VFD was established after we determined that the machine’s 
cycles per second parameter should be adjustable. That is to say, we wanted to have 
the flexibility of running the machine anywhere from 0 to 3 cycles per second.  
We recommend the use of a GS2 Series drive for this application. The GS2-21PO 
Automation Direct variable frequency model drive is compatible with the 1HP 
motor that we discussed previously (it is not intended to be used with a single-
phase motor). This particular model has the capability of operating either with a 1-
phase or 3-phase power input. For our specific building it was wired for 3-phased 
input power, please adjust this parameter according to your specific power supply.  
This particular model is programmable through the front face keypad but it can also 
support RS-232C/RS-485 serial communication. The serial communication allows 
for the drive to communicate to a desktop/laptop for easy programming. Please 
refer to the GS2 manual for software downloads and more information regarding 
programming.  
Input fuses are needed to protect the VFD from excessive input current due to line 
surges, short circuits and ground faults. The GS2-21PO model drive calls for a 3-
phase fuse rating of 300V at 20A.  It was then determined that a 3-phase fuse 
disconnect box would be used to house (3) required fuses and also simultaneously 
serve as the disconnect switch between the VFD and power supply.  Specific wiring 
information can be found in the electricity section of the report.  
 
Electricity 
This section focuses on the electric wiring used to connect the input power supply, 
fuse disconnect box, VFD, and motor. The machine is designed to plug into a power 
source of 240V, 30 Amps. Again, this was the power supply that was available to us; 
this can vary depending on the building so please make adjustments as needed.  
When adjusting to a new power supply please look over the NEMA connector and 
wire gauges to make sure they are suitable with the new input power parameters.  
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A NEMA L35-30 Male connector was used to connect the machine to the building. 
NEMA L15 connectors are used with circuits having a maximum specified voltage of 
250V AC which exceeds our 240V AC supply power. These connectors are intended 
for three-phase, four wire L-L-L-G circuits therefore a (10/4) 600V SOOW cord was 
used in between the NEMA L35 connector and the fuse disconnect box. The 6 foot 
cord used was a 10 AWG with four conductors housed by SOOW insulation. Ten 
gauge wires are rated for allowable amperage of 30(A) by the National Electrical 
Code and therefore are suitable for use with our power supply.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A (12/4) 600V SOOW cord was used to come out of the fuse disconnect box and into 
the VFD. The 2’ cord used is a 12AWG with four conductors rated for allowable 
amperage of 20(A) by the National Electrical Code. The 20A rating is consistent with 
the 20A fuses housed inside the disconnect box.  The same wire gauge cord was 
used to connect the VFD output terminals to the motor input.  
 
Figure 27 Electrical wiring diagram. 
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Figure 28 Variable Frequency Drive wiring terminals. 
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Power Transmission System  
 
Figure 29 Front view of power transmission system. 
 
Figure 30 Component breakdown of power transmission. 
Gear Box Tapered 
Roller 
Bearings 
Clevis 
Pin 
Coupling Linkage 
Torque Arm 
Tapered 
Roller 
Bearings 
¾” Bolt 
½” Bolts 
Motor 
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Figure 30 is a component description of the parts involved in transmitting speed 
and torque from the motor to the mechanical linkage, which is attached to the arm 
of the machine. As previously discussed, the motor speed is stepped down through 
20:1 ratio worm gear housing. A central shaft runs through the table and connects 
all of the components seen in Figure 30. The left side of the shaft is threaded while 
the right side of the shaft gets inserted into the “hollow shaft” of the worm gear box.  
Moving from the right to left on Figure 30 we see the shaft connects to the gear box, 
and then runs through tapered roller bearings as it goes through the table. The shaft 
then has a coupling that slips over it and is attaches to the shaft through the use of a 
clevis pin. The clevis pin allows for the torque to be transmitted from the shaft onto 
the coupling. It is not visible in the figure, but there is room for a threaded nut to 
enter the left side of the coupling and screw onto the threads found on the shaft. 
This allows for a snug compression of the coupling onto the shaft.  
The coupling then connects to a torque arm through a series of bolts. The torque 
arm connects to the mechanical linkage with the help of bearings and a bolt.  
All components within the power transmission system are purchasable with the 
exception of the coupling, torque arm, and linkage. We plan to manufacture those 
three components.  
Linkage System 
The linkage system is critical to the design as it is the main component responsible 
for the movement of the arms. There are two main connections that allow the speed 
and torque to be transmitted onto the arm.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 31 Overview of linkage system. 
Torque Arm 
Linkage 
Steel Shaft 
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Torque Arm to Linkage Connection 
The first connection lies between the linkage and torque arm. The connection is 
made through the use of a bolt, tapered bearings, and saw-tooth connection 
between the linkage arm and the bolt. Figure 32 displays this connection. The saw-
tooth connection allows for the linkage system height to be adjusted. The 
adjustment of its height will allow the machine to be versatile for knee braces with 
various degree stops.  
Varying degree stops within the knee braces will vary the point of full extension. 
The machine needs to be able to adjust to various full extension points for each knee 
brace; the saw-tooth connection allows for such adjustments.  
The connection between the torque arm and linkage will experience a compressive 
load as the bolt is tightened. Taper bearings were chosen in order to account for the 
compressive loads while also allowing the free rotation of the bolt needed during 
fatigue testing.  
 
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 32 Torque arm to linkage connection. 
Saw-tooth 
Connection 
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Linkage to Arm Connection 
The second connection within the linkage system lies between the linkage and arm 
of the machine. The steel linkage will be welded onto a steel shaft, which is attached 
to the arms of the machine through two bearings. The bearings contain a set-screw 
locking collar which holds the bearings securely to the shaft and allows the shaft-
linkage connection to rotate during fatigue testing. Each bearing will be bolted onto 
the bottom of the arms. 
 
 
Figure 33 Linkage, bearing and steel shaft connection. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 35 Steel mounted ball bearing housing for 
linkage to arm connection.  
Figure 34 Isometric view of linkage to arm 
connection. 
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Machine Arms 
The arms of the machine are designed to 
accommodate the unique movement of the 
Axis and Web knee braces. Entirely built out 
of steel, they are designed for long life cycles 
and can withstand static loads up to 1,000lbf 
and dynamic loads up to 225lbf with a factor 
of safety of three.    
Figure 37 provides an exploded view of one 
of the arms to showcase the individual 
components: 
1. Steel Shaft 
2. Compact Bearing Housing 
3. Bearing Plate 
4. Eccentric Adjustable Bearing 
5. Profile Rail U-Channel 
6. Steel Back Plate 
 
Component 1 is a steel shaft which will 
support the clamping system that will hold 
the knee brace. The clamp is not shown in 
Figure37 for simplicity, but can be found in 
Figure 36. Component 2 allows the 
aluminum shaft to rotate and is supoprted by 
the bearing plate through the use of four 
screws. The bearing plate (Component 3) is a 
machined steel plate which will be 
pressfitted onto the bearing. Components 1-4 
allow the clamping system to have both 
linear and rotational motion during fatigue 
testing.  
 
 
Components 4 and 5 are purchased parts meant for hevy duty bearing systems. The guide 
system offers a lifetime of durability under continuous use. This system was chosen because 
of its ability to handle high axial and radial loads. Fatigue testing of the knee braces will not 
produce loads high enough needed of this bearing system, but the hyperextension tests will. 
The need for the rail system to withstand 1,000lbf during hyperextension is what drove the 
neeed for the heavy duty rail system.   
 
Figure 36 Isometric view of the machine arms. 
Figure 37 Exploded view of machine arm components. 
1 
2 
3 
4 5 
6 
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Figure 37 only represents the left hand side of the arm, Figure 38 is a more holistic 
view of what both arms look like as one unit. From the figure, it can be seen that the 
arms are kept equidistant from each other due to their mounting onto the steel 
tubing structures. The steel tubing structures are welded onto the machine table 
and therefore provide a rigid connection that keeps the arms equidistant from each 
other. Each arm has a hole extrusion in each backplate component which allows for 
a sleeve bearing input. The sleeve bearing is slipped onto the shaft of the steel 
tubing structure.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gripping System  
The grip system consists of one fixed and one free clamp. The fixed clamp sits on top 
of the table while the free clamp is welded onto a steel shaft, which moves with the 
arm of the machine. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fixed Clamp 
Free Clamp 
Figure 39 Side view of clamping systems. 
3 
Figure 38 Mounting of arms onto table. 
Hole 
Extrusion 
Bearing Steel 
Tubing 
Structure 
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Fixed Clamp 
The fixed clamp is made up of two components; the top part is made up of 
aluminum while the bottom part is made up of steel. 
 
The original intent was to have both parts manufactured out of aluminum but 
through the building phase we decided that it was more beneficial to have the 
bottom portion of the clamp permanently fixed to the table. The permanent fixture 
called for a weld – as you know welding aluminum to steel is not possible so this 
caused a material change from aluminum to steel for the bottom part of the fixed 
clamp. The top portion of the clamp is made of aluminum for ease of manufacturing. 
Two ½” bolts run through the two components as well as through the table. This 
fastens the entire clamp together through the use of a nut. Two different top parts 
were manufactured to accommodate for the various models of knee braces. Each top 
clamp part is clearly labeled indicating which knee brace it is for. We recommend 
the lining of the inside surfaces of the clamp (which are in direct contact with the 
knee brace) with neoprene in order to prevent slip.  
 
 
Figure 41 Fixed clamp bolted onto the table. 
Figure 40 Fixed clamp displaying accommodation for 
both the Axis and Web knee brace. 
Figure 42 Axis knee brace in fixed clamp. 
Figure 43 Arial view of Axis knee brace in 
fixed clamp. 
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Free clamp 
The free clamp is similar to the fixed clamp in that it entails two components, a 
bottom and top part. Figures 47 and 48 demonstrate the geometry associated with 
the bottom clamp.  
The clamp was originally designed as an aluminum part, but unforeseen 
circumstances during manufacturing caused us to change the shape of the clamp as 
well as the material. We found that the original design was intricate and not 
practical. It required aluminum welds that were critical, and after performing said 
welds we found that the welds were cracking. This led to a design and material 
change for the bottom portion of the clamp.  
 
Figure 44 New bottom clamp after design change. 
The new design is manufactured out of carbon steel and welded onto the steel shaft. 
The bottom camp incorporates a through hole which houses a steel cable, the steel 
cable is used for latching the winch onto the clamp for hyperextension testing, 
please see hyperextension section for more information.  
Two different top parts were manufactured out of 6061 Aluminum in order to 
accommodate each knee brace model.  Aluminum was used for ease of 
manufacturing; in order to save time and money we proceeded to manufacture the 
top parts out of aluminum. Each top part is clearly labeled and is ready for use with 
the Axis or Web knee brace.  
For example, if the Web is to be tested, you would grab the top portion of the free 
clamp designated for the Web and bolt it onto the bottom portion of the clamp for 
testing. Similar to the fixed clamp, we 
recommend that the free clamp be lined with 
neoprene in areas with direct contact with the 
knee brace in order to prevent slip.  
 
Figure 45 Old Bottom clamp showing 
winch connection hole. 
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Figure 47 Top clamp for axis knee brace. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 48 Top clamp for Web knee brace 
Figure 46 Bottom portion of free clamp. 
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Figure 51 Disengage saw-tooth connection 
for hyperextension.  
Saw-tooth 
Connection 
Hyperextension Testing  
Up to this point we have covered moving components associated with fatigue 
testing. In order to hyperextend the knee brace to failure we have chosen to use a 
winch capable of delivering up to a 1,000lb pulling force.  
Before hyperextension testing, the saw-tooth connection between the linkage arm 
and torque arm must be disassembled. This can be achieved by simply loosening the 
bolt and letting the linkage arm hang from the arm of the machine. As the linkage is 
suspended in mid-air the weight of the machine gets transferred from being 
suspended by the linkage to now being suspended by the knee brace.  
The winch connects to the free clamp of the arm by hooking the winch through the 
steel cable found on the bottom clamp (as previously described above). The winch is 
turned on and the operator can begin to retract the winch via the remote control. 
The winch starts to pull the entire machine arm down, thus hyperextending the 
knee brace to failure.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 50 Winch connection point. Figure 49 Winch mechanisms. 
Figure 52 Winch placement in machine. 
Winch 
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Force Transducer  
We suggest that EVS buy a previously calibrated force transducer. The following 
load cell would be a good starting point: The U10M force transducer from HBM. This 
transducer is great for both static and dynamic loading. The following picture shows 
this device. 
 
 
Figure 53: The U10M force transducer from HBM. 
 
Arduino   
After much research regarding possible control systems, we have decided that an 
Arduino Uno microcontroller board would be great for the control and data 
acquisition needs of this test machine. The Arduino Uno has a large support 
community online and is programmed with a user friendly language. Though we 
were unable to implement the machine’s control systems (besides the VFD), we 
were able to do some sample Arduino coding for various tasks, such as data reading 
from a load cell’s Wheatstone Bridge, saving to an SD card, and serial 
communication. This sample Arduino coding can be found below:     
 
Wheatstone Bridge Pseudo-Code: 
 
/* int timer = 100; 
int delayTime = 10000; // Loop delay 100 ms 
float voltageA; 
float voltageB; 
*/ 
 
import processing.serial.*; 
 
PrintWriter output; 
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DateFormat fnameFormat= new 
SimpleDateFormat("yyMMdd_HHmm"); 
DateFormat timeFormat= new SimpleDateFormat("hh:mm:ss"); 
String fileName; 
 
Serial myPort;  // Create object from serial class 
short portIndex = 0;  // Selecting com port (0 is the first port) 
char Header = 'H'; 
 
void setup() { 
   
  size(200, 200); 
 // Open whatever serial port is connected to the Arduino 
 String portName = Serial.list()[portIndex]; 
 println(Serial.list()); 
 println("Connecting to -> " + Serial.list()[portIndex]); 
 myPort = new Serial(this, portName, 9600); 
 Date now = new Date(); 
 fileName = fnameFormat.format(now); 
 output = createWriter(fileName + ".txt"); // Saves the file in the 
sketch folder 
 // Initialize serial communication at 9600 bits per second 
  
 // Serial.begin(9600); 
  
} 
 
void draw() 
{ 
  int val; 
  String time; 
   
  if ( myPort.available() >= 15) // Wait for the entire message to arrive 
  { 
    if( myPort.read() == HEADER) // is this the header 
    { 
      String timeString = timeFormat.format(new Date()); 
      println("Message recieved at " + timeString); 
      output.println(timeString); 
      // header found 
      // get the integer containing the bit values 
      val = readArduinoInt(); 
      // print the value of each bit 
      for (int pin=2, bit=1; pin <= 13; pin++){ 
        print("digital pin " + pin + " = " ); 
        int isSet = (val & bit); 
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        if( isSet == 0){ 
          println("0"); 
          output.println("0"); 
        } 
        else { 
          println("1"); 
          output.println("0"); 
        } 
        bit = bit*2; // shift the bit 
      } 
      // print the six analog values 
      for(int i=0; i < 6; i++){ 
        val = readArduinoInt(); 
        println("analog port " + i + "= " + val); 
        output.println("analog port " + i + "= " + val); 
      } 
      println("----"); 
      output.println("----"); 
    } 
  } 
} 
 
void keyPressed() { 
  output.flush(); // Writes the remaining data to the file 
  output.close(); // Finishes the file 
  exit();         // Stops the program 
} 
 
// Return the integer value in bytes recieved on the serial port 
// (in low, high order) 
int readArduinoInt()  
{ 
  int val;   // data recieved from the serial port 
   
  val = myPort.read();  // reads the least significant byte 
  val = myPort.read()*256 + val; // Add the most significant byte 
  return val; 
} 
 
   
   
/* 
void loop() { 
 
// Read analog voltage at port A0 
voltageA = analogRead(A0); 
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// Read analog voltage at port A1 
voltageB = analogRead(A1); 
 
// Bridge voltage is difference between VA and VB 
float bridgeVoltage = voltageA - voltageB; 
 
// Pring voltage values 
Serial.println("VoltageA"); 
Serial.println(voltageA); 
Serial.println("--------------"); 
 
Serial.println("VoltageB"); 
Serial.println(voltageB); 
Serial.println("--------------"); 
 
Serial.println("Bridge Analog"); 
Serial.println(bridgeVoltage); 
Serial.println("--------------"); 
 
// convert analog reading (analog from 0-1023) to a voltage reading 
(voltage from 0-5v) 
Serial.println("Bridge Voltage"); 
float voltage = bridgeVoltage*(5.0/1023.0); 
Serial.println(voltage); 
Serial.println("--------------"); 
 
delay(delayTime); 
} 
*/ 
 
 
SD Card Pseudo Code:  
 
#include <SD.h> 
 
//Code for setting up MicroSD Card 
//May 14, 2013 
//Silvia Aguilar 
 
int CS_pin = 10; //SPI requires that you set Pin 10 to Chip Select 
int pow_pin = 8; //Power PIn, 5V to SD Breakout Board 
 
void setup() 
{ 
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  //Serial process to communicate with computer. At a speed of 9600 
  Serial.begin(9600); 
  Serial.println("Initializing Card"); 
   
  //Set CS Pin as output 
  pinMode(CS_pin, OUTPUT); 
   
  //Card will Draw power from pin 8, so set it on high 
  pinMode(pow_pin, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(pow_pin, HIGH); 
   
  //Check if card ready 
  if(!SD.begin(CS_pin)) 
  { 
    Serial.println("Card Failed") 
    return;  //This will end the program if the card failed 
  } 
  Serial.println("Card Ready") 
} 
 
void loop() 
{ 
  String dataString = "Silvia is cool"; 
  //Open file to write to. This will open a "SD_DATA" on the SD Card 
  File dataFile = SD.open("SD_DATA.txt", FILE_WRITE);  
  //Debuggin, if data file is created it will print dataString 
  if(dataFile) 
  { 
    dataFile.println(datasString); 
    dataFile.close(); //Close the file so you can open another one 
    Serial.println(dataString); //prints to the display window the exact 
same thing that is on the text file  
  } 
  else 
  { 
  Serial.println("Couldn't Access File"); 
  } 
  //Only one file can open at a time 
   
  delay(5000); 
} 
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Communication Pseudo Code: 
 
void setup() 
{ 
  //create serial object 
  Serial.begin(9600); 
   
} 
 
void loop() 
{ 
  //Have the arudino wait to receive input  
  while (Serial.available() == 0); 
   
  //Read input 
  int val = Serial.read() - '0'; 
   
  //Echo the output 
  Serial.println(val); 
   
} 
 
 
 
Special Safety Considerations 
The machine as it stands is not properly guarded. Steps need to be taken in order to 
comply with OSHA standards. Both the senior project team advisor and sponsor 
contact have been made aware of the current unsafe conditions of the machine. It is 
understood that from this point on the sponsor will take the responsibility of taking 
the necessary steps in order to properly and safely comply with OSHA standards.  
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Prototype Cost Breakdown  
The following is an itemized Bill of Materials reflecting the individual, raw, material 
cost of each component of the machine. Said prices and grand total does not include 
tax or shipping & handling costs.  
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 Raw Material Costs: $2,896 
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Budget 
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Maintenance Considerations  
The following is a list of considerations to be kept in mind. All of them are 
considerations regarding the upkeep of critical parts. The machine will be 
experiencing a cycles as it fatigue test and therefore the following should be kept in 
mind:  
 Watch out for and remove any rust on moving parts 
 Grease linear rails: inside surface where bearing rides, top surface where 
mounting plate glides 
 Remove tapered roller bearings and grease inner race 
 Observe slack on machine bronze bearing and replace when wear is visible 
 Confirm screws are tight on motor and gear box before each test 
 Frequently check all screws for tightness 
 Check slack in power train by sliding coupling back and forth: If slack exists 
tighten large nut inside coupling 
 
Engineering Analysis 
Now that we have explained how the machine functions, we would like to provide 
some engineering analysis as a way of mathematically proving that this design will 
meet the requirements. Hand calculations along with written programs were used 
to analyze and size the various components. It was our guideline to design with a 
factor of safety of three. The following table is a tabulated representation of the 
components of the device and the max stresses for the worst case scenario. Recall 
that we assumed that the worst case scenario would happen at 1,000lbs during 
hyperextension testing. Static and fatigue analysis were performed, sample hand 
calculations for the various components can be found in Appendix B. 
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Chapter 5: Product Realization 
Manufacturing processes employed 
Two of Cal Poly’s facilities were crucial in the manufacturing of this machine; The 
Aero Hanger and Mustang ’60 Shop. Within these shops we were able to use various 
tooling and machines to manufacture. The main machines used were; mills, lathes, 
horizontal bad saws, vertical band saws, drill presses, and MIG welders.  
  
Figure 50 Team CSN at work on the Mills. 
 
Prototype differences from planned design 
The biggest obstacle that we faced in this project was time. The manufacturing 
component of the machine took an overwhelming amount of time; so much that it 
impaired our ability to get to the implementation of the user interface components.  
The machine as it currently stands does not meet the original requirements of a 
counter, automatic kill switch or cycle readout display.   
We recommend the use of a magnetic switch as a cycle counter. The magnetic switch 
is normally closed when the contacts are apart, so with each cycle the magnets 
break the switch open that electrical signal can be used to count the number of 
cycles. The magnetic switch can be conveniently placed on one of the arms of the 
machine while the other portion of the switch can be placed within the hole-cutout 
in the table. There are also other switches that can work for this application such as 
rotary encounter switches.  
The Arduino Uno purchased is capable of counting –you can take the analog output 
of the magnetic switch and either save the count onto the SD Card or simply display 
the readouts onto a desktop. The magnetic switch and Arduino combination is 
estimated to accurately and efficiently address the counter interface component of 
the machine.  
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In order to accurately and safely power down the machine upon failure we 
originally planned to use limit switches. The idea being that by using low voltage 
limit switches, in the form of small scale, stick-on, overlaying cantilever beams, we 
could adhere said switches in various different parts of the knee brace.  
The wiring of the switches would feed data onto the Arduino. Once the knee brace 
fails, the breaking of the composite material will force the limit switch open thus 
sending an analog signal to the Arudino. The Arduino code would react to this 
breaking of the switch and then instruct the VFD to stop feeding current into the 
motor thus killing the motor power. The difficult part about this method is that we 
would have to predict the failure location on the knee brace in order to place the 
limit switches accurately.  
The limit switch and counter ideas discussed above are simple suggestions as to 
how to address those needs. EVS reserves the right to approach these needs with a 
different solution if they see fit.  
One suggestion that we would like to leave EVS with is to use a laptop as the main 
form of communication between all the user interface components. The GS2 Series 
Drive has the capability of connecting to a computer using an RS232-C connection. 
In addition, the user manual contains information on downloading software to a PC 
allowing the user to control the drive from a desktop. The use of a laptop would also 
be beneficial with the Arduino because it can provide data through serial 
communication without the need of inserting an SD Card.  
Chapter 6: Design Verification (Testing) 
Please refer to Appendix C for all testing information. Appendix C has a formal 
outline of the testing performed and is meant to be a stand-alone document for your 
convenience.   
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and Recommendations 
Overall, this project was a major success. The manufacturing processes for each 
individual component took quite a bit longer than we initially expected, which kept 
us from completing the controls portion of the project. This time constraint could 
have been evaded if we had outsourced more of the manufacturing; however, this 
would have cost much more than our budget allowed. Additionally, we appreciated 
the experience gained by undergoing the entire process of building a machine from 
(for the most part) raw material. Because of this project, each of us has expanded 
our understanding of manufacturing processes ten-fold, which will be extremely 
useful in our upcoming engineering careers.  
The meticulous engineering work we did on the machine component design and 
manufacture created a great test machine. With close attention to detail and 
tolerancing, we were able to assemble all the components together into a truly 
functioning device. We are confident that this machine will be able to effectively test 
EVS’ knee braces until failure in a useful manner that simulates the loads actually 
experienced during a typical motocross ride. Though we have not been able to test a 
knee brace with cyclic loading yet, we have confirmation that failure can be reached 
with the test machine for static hyperextension (see Appendix C for full testing 
report). 
As mentioned before, some of the controls and testing functions have not been 
completed due to time constraints created by our extensive manufacturing plan. We 
would advise EVS to take one of two routes. The first route we would suggest to EVS 
would be to continue with the work we have completed so far regarding the 
controls/testing and implement it on the machine at EVS. This path will allow you to 
develop custom controls and testing plans. Also, this will allow EVS to make use of 
your test machine as soon as possible. The second suggestion we have regarding the 
final stages of implementing an operational machine is that EVS request another Cal 
Poly Mechanical Engineering senior project team to complete the controls and 
testing for this machine. This will likely ensure that a very extensive controls system 
will be engineered for their test machine at a fairly low cost. The only downside to 
this route is that EVS will not be able to use their test machine for another year. 
Regardless of which path EVS chooses from this point forward with the project, we 
proudly hand over this report, the Solidworks design files, and our fully 
manufactured machine to EVS. We truly appreciate all of EVS’ help with funding on 
this project and feel that this has been a tremendously educational experience.      
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Appendix B: Sample Hand Calculations 
 
Static Loading: 
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Fatigue Hand Calculations: 
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Appendix C: Testing 
Due to the unforeseen time constraints brought about by machine component 
manufacturing, we were only able to complete basic testing for static 
hyperextension of the EVS 2013 Web Knee Brace. The following report outlines the 
procedure, apparatus used, and results.  
 
Abstract 
The objective of this project was to effectively determine the areas of highest strain 
on an EVS 2013 “Model Web” knee brace during normal usage and to assess what 
magnitude of static loading acting on these regions results in failure. Using methods 
of photoelasticity, we identified stress fields at the area of highest stress 
concentration on the brace in the forms of isochromatics and the isoclinics. With 
these isoclinic fringe patterns, we determined the direction of the stress field. 
Additionally, with a calibrated load cell, the static load necessary for failure of one of 
these knee brace was experimentally determined. 
 
Figure 1: EVS’ 2013 Web Knee Brace (http://evs-sports.com). 
 
Testing Background 
 
The purpose of EVS’ knee braces is to minimize the amount of stress the rider’s leg 
experiences. Ideally, these knee braces will be able to handle loads around the 500-
1000 lb range while keeping the rider’s leg safe. Therefore, designing a force 
transducer that can withstand these forces is extremely important for measuring 
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these forces. For the strain gauges easily attainable at Cal Poly, this design also 
requires that strain experienced by the force transducer be within the 200 – 1000 
microstrain range for the most accurate measurements.  
 
Today, typical test machines will incorporate strain gages, accelerometers, and 
other transducers to collect as much data about a specimen as possible prior to 
failure. Other techniques for testing a specimen may include optical, laser, 
microwave, and radio waves to sense a specimen’s position, velocity, and the 
stresses under which it is subjected. Some of these gauges utilize magnetic induction 
sensors, which also allow for a non-contact system while achieving great results6. 
However, many of these machines still do use strain gages that are directly attached 
to the test specimen, either on the surface or inside the body.  
 
The method we chose to use for determining the areas of highest stress was that of 
reflection photoelasticity. This technique is useful for determining surface stress 
distribution over complex specimens by creating colorful stress fringes. Using a 
method known as birefringent coating, prototypes can be coated with a transparent 
photoelastic polymer which, when illuminated by a polarized fluorescent white light 
source and viewed through a reflection polariscope, reveals isochromatic fringes of 
surface stress distribution. This process is beneficial in product optimization and 
failure analysis, and furthermore, can quantify stress magnitudes when coupled 
with the use of an optical transducer. When the prototype is loaded under static 
mechanical loading, the surfaces stresses are transmitted to the thin birefringent 
coating, which in turn replicates the prototype’s surface strain field7. For our 
purposes, we will use methods of reflection phtotoelasticity to model the stress 
distribution across the test piece in order to better identify locations with higher 
risks of failure. Coupling this method with a test machine, designed to replicate 
loading during motocross, EVS’ knee braces can be tested for stress concentrations 
at predicted failure locations and maximum allowable load. 
 
Experimental Procedure 
Below are the experimental procedures for the reflection photoelastic stress test, 
calibration of the force transducer and DAQ system, and static failure test performed 
on the EVS’ 2013 Web Knee Brace. 
 
Phase I: Photostress Polariscope Testing  
Casting and Contouring PhotoStress Sheets 
The fabrication and contouring of the PhotoStress plastic coating can be subdivided 
into six principal steps: 
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● Preparing the casting plate 
● Preparing and pouring the plastic resin and hardener 
● Polymerization Cycle 
● Removing the simi-polymerized sheet from the casting plate 
● Contouring the sheet to the test-part surface 
● Removing the cured sheet from the test part 
 
We began the casting process by leveling the Model 012-1H temperature controlled 
casting plate and thoroughly cleaning the surface with a gauze wipe and isopropyl 
alcohol. We then connected the temperature sensor and and set the controller to 
100°F, allowing the plate to warm for 20 minutes before applying the Teflon carrier. 
While the carrier is heating, we separately warmed the PL-1 Resin and PLH-1 
Hardener in plastic cups placed on the casting plate. After 5 minutes, the Teflon 
carrier was smoothed onto the casting plate surface using a gauze sponge and the 
snap-together silicon rubber frame was assembled to the appropriate part size (2.75” 
x 4”). Once the resin and hardener each reach 100°F, the two are combined and 
gently stirred, inciting a self-heating exothermic reaction. Upon the mixture 
reaching 125°F, the casting plate is turned off and the plastic is poured into the 
silicon mold and covered and allowed to cure. 
 
After approximately 1.5 hours, the PhotoStress plastic approaches a malleable gel 
state (plastic can be separated from Teflon carrier without adhering to probe) and is 
ready to be contoured to the knee brace. After sanding and cleaning the test 
specimen, the silicon mold is removed and the plastic sheet is positioned over the 
EVS brace test area prior to removing the Teflon carrier. We next lubricated our 
hands with mineral oil and gently smoothed the PhotoStress sheet to contour with 
the specimen test area. The plastic sheet was then gently secured to the knee brace 
via Micro Measurements PCT-2M tape and allowed to finish polymerizing to full 
cure for an additional 18 hours. 
 
Due to a paucity of PhotoStress epoxy at Cal Poly, we were unable to fabricate 
enough PhotoStress plastic to cover the full contour of the EVS test specimen, 
forcing us to select a small portion of the knee brace to test. We selected the hinge-
joint/carbon fiber brace neck as the segment to coat, as it has the smallest cross 
sectional area, suspecting this may be a potential location of failure9. 
 
Bonding Contoured PhotoStress Sheets 
The next step in the Reflection Photoelasticity test was the bonding of the contoured 
PhotoStress sheet. This process can be divided into four operations: 
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● Coating Preparation 
● Surface Preparation 
● Adhesive Preparation 
● Bonding Procedure 
 
After successfully casting and contouring the plastic PhotoStress sheet to the test 
specimen, we marked any areas of overlap with a sharpie and sanded the piece 
down to its final shape, leaving approximately 1/32 inches of overlap. Once the 
plastic had been sanded, it was thoroughly cleaned and degreased with isopropyl 
alcohol, removing any traces of grease and dirt. Additionally, the test area of the EVS 
knee brace was sanded using 220 grit paper and cleaned with isopropyl alcohol 
prior to the adhesive application. Due to material limitations, namely the lack of 
Neutra-Sol, we were unable to perform the neutralizing process; however, we feel 
this had little impact on our final results. 
 
The next step in the bonding process is the preparation of the PhotoStress adhesive. 
Using type PC-1 adhesive and PCH-1 hardener, we preheated 9 grams of PC-1 to 
90°F before mixing with 1 gram of the hardener. We then combined the adhesive 
and hardener and gently stirred for 5 minutes prior to application. After insuring 
the test specimen was level to reduce runoff, we brushed an even coat of the 
adhesive mixture via cotton swab to the test sample area and carefully pressed the 
contoured PhotoStress sheet into place. Again the plastic sheet is secured into place 
with PCT-2M tape and left to allow the adhesive to cure at room temperature for an 
additional 12 hours10. 
 
Stress Analysis via Reflection Photoelasticity 
The Model 031 Reflection Polariscope used in the photoelastic experiment consists 
of an incandescent light source and two polarizing filters, located adjacent to one 
another. The fluorescent light propagates through the first of the wave filters, which 
allows only the parallel component of the electromagnetic vibration to penetrate the 
filter. This “plane polarized” wave form propagates through the PhotoStress plastic 
coating and is reflected by the adhesive base, prior to being viewed through the 
second polarizing filter. The two polarizing filters are rotated 90° with respect to 
each other, resulting in complete extinction of the plane polarized wave when the 
plastic is unstressed, due to its innate optically isotropic behavior. When plastics are 
stressed however, they become optically anisotropic, resulting in a change in 
refractive index as a function of the induced strain. Under a strained state, the 
polarized light beam propagates through the photoelastic coating and is refracted in 
the orthogonal directions, resulting in a phase shift between the refracted light 
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components, known as relative retardation. Due to this relative retardation, the two 
waves viewed through the second filter are no longer in phase which results in 
interference, ultimately causing changes in light intensity. Thus, when the principal 
strains are equivalent (or zero), the light intensity becomes zero, appearing black11. 
 
Once the reflective adhesive on our test specimen had fully cured, the knee brace 
was ready for stress testing. The brace was secured to the EVS fatigue testing 
machine and attached to the winch while the reflection polariscope was aligned 
perpendicular to the specimen test area. We next took photos of the test specimen 
through the wave filter prior to loading in order to document any residual internal 
stresses in the photoelastic coating in its unstressed state. Using the winch we 
subsequently applied a static load and documented the resultant isochromatic and 
isoclinic fringe patterns. This was repeated for three magnitudes of static loading to 
view the propagation of the surface strain.  
 
Phase II: Force Transducer Static Loading Test 
A tensile test force transducer was manufactured by utilizing a 3” section of square 
steel tubing. This section was cut to create a “C” shaped device. Two ⅜” eye bolts, 
each rated to 1000 lbs, was connected connected through both ends of the “C” cross 
section. Figure 2 show this manufactured device. 
 
 
Figure 2: Force transducer manufactured from square steel tubing.  
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Vishay strain gauges (120 ohm and 2.09 gauge factor) were connected in a full 
wheatstone bridge layout with two gauges on either side of the middle wall. This 
allows for two of the strain gauges to experience compression and two to feel 
tension when a tensile or compressive load is applied to the transducer. In order to 
achieve a K factor of 4, the two gauges on the outside of the transducer were placed 
in the 1 and 3 positions on the bridge. The two gauges on inside (facing the viewer 
in Figure 2), were placed on the 2 and 4 positions. Figure 3 shows the circuit 
schematic for this wheatstone bridge.     
 
Figure 3: Wheatstone bridge schematic used for this project 
(www.daviddarling.info). 
 
 
Calibration was completed on the force transducer using a ministrone board and 
hanging known weights from the transducer. Initially, calibration of the force 
transducer was attempted with an arduino and using exercise equipment at the gym. 
Unfortunately, this plan did not “work out” so well. This will be discussed further in 
later sections. Figure 4, below, demonstrates this concept of utilizing gym 
equipment (which could be a useful technique for calibration in the future). 
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Figure 4: Initial load cell calibration apparatus concept. 
 
Finally, using Team CSN’s test machine, we were able to measure the loads that the 
EVS Web knee brace experienced up to and after failure occurred.  
 
Results/Analysis 
The results for the photoelastic stress test and static failure for the EVS knee brace 
are as follows: 
 
Stress Analysis via Reflection PhotoStress 
 
Figure 5 below shows the residual internal stresses located within our PhotoStress 
sample prior to loading. Both the PL-1 epoxy and PLH-1 hardener were expired, 
resulting in alterations in epoxy viscosity and plastic cure time. These discrepancies 
caused the epoxy to cure faster than anticipated, resulting in the development of 
internal stresses during the contouring process. 
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Figure 5: Residual internal stresses formed during fabrication and contouring. 
 
 
Figure 6 illustrates the formation of isochromatic fringe patterns under light loading. 
These patterns begin forming at either end of the knee brace joint neck, coincidently 
at the smallest cross-sectional area as expected. In this case, the highest fringe order 
is that of N=1.00, indicated through the blue-green patches outlined in red/blue 
transition lines. 
 
 
Figure 6: Isochromatic fringe patterns forming under light loading. 
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Figure 7 demonstrates the propagation of isochromatic fringe patterns under 
medium static loading. As the applied load increases, lower order fringes translate 
radially outwards as higher order fringes formed in their place. The highest fringe 
order seen in this case is the N=1.82, indicated by the rose red color emerging at the 
location of the original stress concentrations seen in Figure 6. The dotted black lines 
represent the direction in which the fringe patterns translate as loading increases. 
 
 
Figure 7: Propagation of Isochromatic fringe patterns forming under medium 
loading. 
 
 
Illustrated below in Figure 8 are the isochromatic fringe patterns resulting from 
max loading conditions (constrained by apparatus limitations). These fringes 
proliferate across the narrow segment of the brace neck, increasing in intensity as 
they approach either end of the test segment. The highest fringe orders are again 
located at the original stress concentrations with a fringe order of N=2.35, indicated 
by the green tint outlined by the rose red fringes. 
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Figure 8: Isochromatic fringe patterns at max system loading. 
 
 
Note that as the applied load increases, the fringe patterns become distorted and 
new concentrations appear to form sporadically. This can likely be attributed to 
innate internal stresses formed during fabrication as well as minor non-uniformity 
in PhotoStress plastic thickness caused by discrepancies in the expired epoxy 
viscosity. In addition, Figure 8 contains what appears to be 0 order fringe patterns 
at the base of the specimen test area; however, we witnessed loss of adhesion 
between the photoelastic coating and the EVS knee brace under max bending loads. 
 
Using the fringe patterns from the various load trials along with Equations 1 and 2 
below and PL-1 material properties (located in Table 4 under Appendix A), we are 
able to quantitatively predict the differences in principal strains for the various 
loading conditions (shown in Table 3 below).  
 
               (1) 
Equation 1: Plane Strain Difference Equation. 
 
  
 
   
            (2) 
Equation 2: Fringe Value. 
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Table 3: Estimated Differences in Principal Strain for Various Load Conditions. 
 
 
Due to the unavailability of EVS Web Knee Brace material properties (ie. laminate 
layup, elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio), we were unable to further quantify the 
stress state propagated through the brace. As a result, the data obtained through the 
reflection photoelasticity experiment can be used to predict locations of stress 
concentrations and relative stress fields only.  
 
 Phase II: Load Cell Results 
 
Calibrating the force transducer with our initial DAQ system posed some problems. 
We had planned on utilizing an Arduino Uno to collect voltage readings from the 
transducer. This system didn’t work out for a couple major reasons. For one, the 
force transducer was designed to achieve good readings between 125 - 1000 lb. This 
is due to the cross section chosen and the that these Vishay strain gauges work best 
in the 200 - 1000 microstrain range. The transducer was designed to withstand up 
to 1000 lb loads due to a hypothesis made by EVS about the strength of their knee 
braces. With such a robust force transducer, calibration with weights (in the gym) 
up to 190 lb didn’t allow for very large voltage differences. In fact, with the 10 bit, 5 
V excitation voltage that the Arduino Uno supplies, the resolution per A/D count is 
347.45 lb (Not good). Therefore, we tried using a bridge amplifier, specifically a 
INA122P. Unfortunately, every attempt at calibration with this amplifier gave 
nonsensical data and we concluded that another DAQ system was going to be 
necessary.  
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Figure 9: Initial force transducer DAQ system with Arduino Uno and INA122P 
amplifier. 
 
Finally, more reasonable data was achieved using a Ministrone board, designed by 
Dr. John Ridgely (Cal Poly Mechanical Engineering Professor). The software for 
reading Ministrone readings is only found in the ME 410 lab and, therefore, 
calibration in the gym became not feasible. Instead, we calibrated the load cell by 
hanging weights (from 0 - 100 lb) in the lab. It should be noted that this load range 
is not within the 200 - 1000 microstrain interval where the Vishay strain gauges 
give the best readings. In other words, even though the calibration came out fairly 
linear, this data may not be trustworthy for determining the actual force being 
applied to the knee brace for larger loads. Figure 9, below, shows the calibration 
data for this load cell. 
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Figure 10: Calibration data achieved for the force transducer. The shows the linear 
relationship between load applied (lb) versus the offset adjusted Ministrone reading.    
 
 
 
Figure 11: Final force transducer DAQ system (not including computer) with 
Ministrone board.   
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Using the winch included in the EVS Knee Brace Test Machine, a static load test was 
completed until failure. The following plot, Figure 10, shows the loads experienced 
by the knee brace to failure and beyond. It should be noted the x-axis of this plot 
(time point) is unitless because only one data point was able to be taken each time 
the winch was tightened its slightest amount. Since we were only using the 
Ministrone as our data acquisition system, we couldn’t allow the winch to pull at a 
constant rate until failure. Instead, it was necessary to stop each time we tightened 
slightly and take data.  
 
 
Figure 11: Testing apparatus for knee brace static load testing (Team CSN’s senior 
project). 
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Figure 12: Data collected during knee brace static test until failure. 
 
From the plot, it can be seen that the maximum load experienced by the knee brace 
at failure was 257 lbs. This result is much lower than the expected failure load, 
which leads the belief that the calibration of the load transducer was, in fact, in error. 
However, the knee brace also failed at a region other than where we initially 
hypothesized. We believed the knee brace would break at the narrowest cross 
section, near the hinge. Instead, it started tearing toward the middle (where the 
cross section is larger). Figure 13, below, demonstrates where the 2013 Web knee 
brace actually failed during testing versus where we hypothesized failure from the 
photoelastic test.  
 
This failure may have been due to a stress concentration that was created by the 
curved surface seen on that area of the knee brace. It likely fractured at this location 
because of its orientation. In the narrow area where failure was expected, the 
material is angled slightly with the horizontal. This causes the stress that this 
section of the knee brace experiences to be less than if it was completely horizontal. 
The part of the knee brace that did fracture is much more horizontal and, therefore, 
could have easily seen a larger load than expected. It is noteworthy to mention that 
the section that did fracture is has the smallest cross section out of all the 
horizontally positioned segments. One additional reason why failure occurred at 
this section may have been that a stress concentration was created due to the 
clamping force that secures the knee brace to the test machine. The point of failure 
is closest to the machine clamp than any other point on the edge of the brace.      
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Figure 13: Location of failure propagation of EVS 2013 Web knee brace during static 
loading.  
 
 
Conclusions 
After completing both the reflection photoelasticity and static failure analysis 
experiments, we have drawn the following conclusions: 
 
● Innate internal stresses in the PhotoStress sample caused by poor fabrication 
material quality likely distorted the data derived from the photoelastic test. 
● For the brace joint/neck area tested, the largest strains proliferate across the 
narrow neck portion as expected; however, due to a lack of PL-1 epoxy, we 
were unable to fabricate a large enough PhotoStress plastic sample to test 
the full area where failure ultimately occurred. 
● Without knowing the material properties of the knee brace test specimen, we 
are unable to numerically quantify the magnitudes of stress corresponding 
with the isochromatic fringe patterns. 
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● The knee brace may have failed with a 257 lb bending load. However, the 
calibration data is likely unreliable since it was completed in the pre-200 
microstrain range. Therefore, we hypothesize for future experiments that the 
actual failure load of the 2013 EVS Web knee brace will be greater than this 
trial run.  
● Stress concentrated areas, such as curved sections with small radii, will likely 
fail before more linear/uniform adjacent sections.   
● The knee brace will initially plastically deform at the hinge and at higher 
loads, fracturing will occur in the carbon fiber. 
 
 
Lessons Learned 
Some key tips we have learned throughout the duration of the experiment are as 
follows: 
 
● Discontinuities in the composite test specimen (ie. rivets and bolts) will likely 
cause stress concentrations within the PhotoStress plastic. 
● Closely monitor the PL-1 epoxy throughout the cure process for over-
hardening prior to contouring will result in internal stress fields. 
● An Arduino Uno will require a functioning Op-Amp to amplify the voltages 
that our force transducer outputs. 
● When sizing a force transducer, it is important to design around calibration 
constraints. 
        
 
Recommendations to EVS 
We would like to make the following suggestions to EVS regarding future knee brace 
testing with this machine: 
● We suggest that EVS buy a previously calibrated force transducer. The 
following load cell would be a good starting point: The U10M force 
transducer from HBM. This transducer is great for both static and dynamic 
loading.  
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Figure 14: The U10M force transducer from HBM. 
 
● If you plan to use the Arduino Uno board for data collection, you will need to 
by a functioning bridge amplifier. We tried using the INA122P. Unfortunately, 
ours was not functioning properly. 
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Appendix C1: Reflection Photoelasticity 
Located below are material properties and experimental photos from the reflection 
photoelasticity portion of the experimental study. 
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Table 4: Mechanical and Optical Properties for PL-1 Epoxy Used in Strain 
Calculations 
 
   
  
(1) 
(3) 
(2) 
(4) 
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(6) 
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Appendix C2: Sample Calculations 
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Appendix C3: Raw Data 
 
Table 5: Force transducer calibration data using Ministrone board. 
 
 
 
Table 6: Static loading test data for 2013 Web knee brace using Ministrone board. 
 
 
 
Appendix D: List of Vendors and Contact Information  
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1. Discount Steel  
10353 Hicks Field Road  
Fort Worth, TX 76179  
 
Phone: 682.286.9922  
Toll Free: 1.800.522.5950  
Fax: 682.286.9925  
Website: www.discountsteel.com 
 
Hours of operation: 
Monday-Friday: 7:00-4:30 
Saturday: 9:00-1:00 
 
Sales: 682.286.9922 
Customer Service: 682.286.9925 (Fax) 
   info@discountsteel.com 
2. Automation Direct 
 3505 Hutchinson Road 
 Cumming, GA 30040 
 
Sales/Returns: (800) 633-0405 
Accounting: (800) 633-0405 
Technical Support: (770) 844-4200 
International: +1 (770) 889-2858 
 
 Website: www.automationdirect.com 
3. PBC Linear Co. – A Pacific Bearing Company 
6402 Rockton Road 
Roscoe, IL 61073 
 
Phone: (888) 389-6266 
Phone: (815) 389-5600 
 
Fax: (815) 389-5790 
Website: www.pbclinear.com 
4. Central Coast Bearing  
860 Capitolio Way Suite A 
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401-7123 
 
Phone: (805) 546-9082 
5. SparkFun Electronics 
6175 Longbow Drive 
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Boulder, CO 80301 
 
Front Desk: 303-284-0979  
Customer Service Direct: 303-945-2984  
Technical Support Direct: 303-945-2985  
Fax: 303-443-0048 
Website: www.sparkfun.com 
6. Adafruit Industries 
150 Varick St.  
New York, NY  
Fax: (917) 210-3397 
 
Website: www.adafruit.com 
7. McMaster Carr  
9630 Norwalk Blvd. 
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670-2932 
 
E-Mail: la.sales@mcmaster.com 
Sales: (562) 692-5911 
Customer Service: (562) 641-2800 
Fax: (562) 695-2323 
Website: www.mcmastercarr.com 
8. MiSUMi  
Customer Service: 800-681-7475  
847-843-9105 
Email: inquire@misumiusa.com  
Website: us.misumi-ec.com/ 
9. Consolidated Electrical Distributors, Inc.  
2520 Victoria Ave 
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401 
 
Phone: (805) 543-4700 
Fax: (805) 543-2357 
 Website: www.cedslo.com 
10. Home Depot 
1551 Froom Ranch Rd  
San Luis Obispo, CA 93405  
 
Phone: (805)596-0857 
Website: www.homedepot.com 
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11.  Miner’s Hardware 
2034 Santa Barbara Ave, 
San Luis Obispo, Ca, 93401 
  
Phone: (805) 543-2191 
Fax: (805) 543-2197 
Website: www.minershardware.com 
12. HBM 
Hottinger Baldwin Messtechnik (HBM) 
Im Tiefen See 45 
D-64293 Darmstadt 
Germany 
 
Phone: 49 6151 803 0 
Fax: 49 6151 803 9 100 
Email: info@hbm.com 
Website: www.hbm.com 
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Appendix E: Vendor supplied Component Specifications and Data Sheets 
 
 
 
  
Appendix E: Vendor supplied Component Specifications and Data 
Sheets 
Arduino Uno - Specifications 
  
Arduino Uno R3 Front  Arduino Uno R3 Back  
 
 
  
Arduino Uno R2 Front  Arduino Uno SMD  Arduino Uno Front  Arduino Uno Back  
  
Overview 
The Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board based on the ATmega328 (datasheet). It has 
14 digital input/output pins (of which 6 can be used as PWM outputs), 6 analog inputs, a 
16 MHz ceramic resonator, a USB connection, a power jack, an ICSP header, and a reset 
button. It contains everything needed to support the microcontroller; simply connect it 
to a computer with a USB cable or power it with a AC-to-DC adapter or battery to get 
started.  
The Uno differs from all preceding boards in that it does not use the FTDI USB-to-serial 
driver chip. Instead, it features the Atmega16U2 (Atmega8U2 up to version R2) 
programmed as a USB-to-serial converter. 
 
 1.0 pinout: added SDA and SCL pins that are near to the AREF pin and two other 
new pins placed near to the RESET pin, the IOREF that allow the shields to adapt 
to the voltage provided from the board. In future, shields will be compatible 
both with the board that use the AVR, which operate with 5V and with the 
Arduino Due that operate with 3.3V. The second one is a not connected pin, that 
is reserved for future purposes.  
 Stronger RESET circuit.  
 Atmega 16U2 replace the 8U2.  
"Uno" means one in Italian and is named to mark the upcoming release of Arduino 1.0. 
The Uno and version 1.0 will be the reference versions of Arduino, moving forward. The 
Uno is the latest in a series of USB Arduino boards, and the reference model for the 
Arduino platform; for a comparison with previous versions, see the index of Arduino 
boards.  
Summary 
Microcontroller ATmega328 
Operating Voltage 5V 
Input Voltage (recommended) 7-12V 
Input Voltage (limits) 6-20V 
Digital I/O Pins 14 (of which 6 provide PWM output) 
Analog Input Pins 6 
DC Current per I/O Pin 40 mA 
DC Current for 3.3V Pin 50 mA 
Flash Memory 32 KB (ATmega328) of which 0.5 KB used by bootloader 
SRAM 2 KB (ATmega328) 
EEPROM 1 KB (ATmega328) 
Clock Speed 16 MHz 
  
Schematic & Reference Design 
EAGLE files: arduino-uno-Rev3-reference-design.zip (NOTE: works with Eagle 6.0 and 
newer)  
Schematic: arduino-uno-Rev3-schematic.pdf  
Power 
The Arduino Uno can be powered via the USB connection or with an external power 
supply. The power source is selected automatically.  
External (non-USB) power can come either from an AC-to-DC adapter (wall-wart) or 
battery. The adapter can be connected by plugging a 2.1mm center-positive plug into 
the board's power jack. Leads from a battery can be inserted in the Gnd and Vin pin 
headers of the POWER connector.  
The board can operate on an external supply of 6 to 20 volts. If supplied with less than 
7V, however, the 5V pin may supply less than five volts and the board may be unstable. 
If using more than 12V, the voltage regulator may overheat and damage the board. The 
recommended range is 7 to 12 volts.  
The power pins are as follows:  
 VIN. The input voltage to the Arduino board when it's using an external power 
source (as opposed to 5 volts from the USB connection or other regulated power 
source). You can supply voltage through this pin, or, if supplying voltage via the 
power jack, access it through this pin.  
 5V.This pin outputs a regulated 5V from the regulator on the board. The board 
can be supplied with power either from the DC power jack (7 - 12V), the USB 
connector (5V), or the VIN pin of the board (7-12V). Supplying voltage via the 5V 
or 3.3V pins bypasses the regulator, and can damage your board. We don't 
advise it.  
 3V3. A 3.3 volt supply generated by the on-board regulator. Maximum current 
draw is 50 mA.  
 GND. Ground pins.  
 IOREF. This pin on the Arduino board provides the voltage reference with which 
the microcontroller operates. A properly configured shield can read the IOREF 
pin voltage and select the appropriate power source or enable voltage 
translators on the outputs for working with the 5V or 3.3V.  
Memory 
The ATmega328 has 32 KB (with 0.5 KB used for the bootloader). It also has 2 KB of 
SRAM and 1 KB of EEPROM (which can be read and written with the EEPROM library).  
  
Input and Output 
Each of the 14 digital pins on the Uno can be used as an input or output, using 
pinMode(), digitalWrite(), and digitalRead() functions. They operate at 5 volts. Each pin 
can provide or receive a maximum of 40 mA and has an internal pull-up resistor 
(disconnected by default) of 20-50 kOhms. In addition, some pins have specialized 
functions:  
 Serial: 0 (RX) and 1 (TX). Used to receive (RX) and transmit (TX) TTL serial data. 
These pins are connected to the corresponding pins of the ATmega8U2 USB-to-
TTL Serial chip.  
 External Interrupts: 2 and 3. These pins can be configured to trigger an interrupt 
on a low value, a rising or falling edge, or a change in value. See the 
attachInterrupt() function for details.  
 PWM: 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, and 11. Provide 8-bit PWM output with the analogWrite() 
function.  
 SPI: 10 (SS), 11 (MOSI), 12 (MISO), 13 (SCK). These pins support SPI 
communication using the SPI library.  
 LED: 13. There is a built-in LED connected to digital pin 13. When the pin is HIGH 
value, the LED is on, when the pin is LOW, it's off.  
The Uno has 6 analog inputs, labeled A0 through A5, each of which provide 10 bits of 
resolution (i.e. 1024 different values). By default they measure from ground to 5 volts, 
though is it possible to change the upper end of their range using the AREF pin and the 
analogReference() function. Additionally, some pins have specialized functionality:  
 TWI: A4 or SDA pin and A5 or SCL pin. Support TWI communication using the 
Wire library.  
There are a couple of other pins on the board:  
 AREF. Reference voltage for the analog inputs. Used with analogReference().  
 Reset. Bring this line LOW to reset the microcontroller. Typically used to add a 
reset button to shields which block the one on the board.  
See also the mapping between Arduino pins and ATmega328 ports. The mapping for the 
Atmega8, 168, and 328 is identical.  
Communication 
The Arduino Uno has a number of facilities for communicating with a computer, another 
Arduino, or other microcontrollers. The ATmega328 provides UART TTL (5V) serial 
communication, which is available on digital pins 0 (RX) and 1 (TX). An ATmega16U2 on 
the board channels this serial communication over USB and appears as a virtual com 
port to software on the computer. The '16U2 firmware uses the standard USB COM 
  
drivers, and no external driver is needed. However, on Windows, a .inf file is required. 
The Arduino software includes a serial monitor which allows simple textual data to be 
sent to and from the Arduino board. The RX and TX LEDs on the board will flash when 
data is being transmitted via the USB-to-serial chip and USB connection to the computer 
(but not for serial communication on pins 0 and 1).  
A SoftwareSerial library allows for serial communication on any of the Uno's digital pins.  
The ATmega328 also supports I2C (TWI) and SPI communication. The Arduino software 
includes a Wire library to simplify use of the I2C bus; see the documentation for details. 
For SPI communication, use the SPI library.  
Programming 
The Arduino Uno can be programmed with the Arduino software (download). Select 
"Arduino Uno from the Tools > Board menu (according to the microcontroller on your 
board). For details, see the reference and tutorials.  
The ATmega328 on the Arduino Uno comes preburned with a bootloader that allows 
you to upload new code to it without the use of an external hardware programmer. It 
communicates using the original STK500 protocol (reference, C header files).  
You can also bypass the bootloader and program the microcontroller through the ICSP 
(In-Circuit Serial Programming) header; see these instructions for details.  
The ATmega16U2 (or 8U2 in the rev1 and rev2 boards) firmware source code is available 
. The ATmega16U2/8U2 is loaded with a DFU bootloader, which can be activated by:  
 On Rev1 boards: connecting the solder jumper on the back of the board (near 
the map of Italy) and then resetting the 8U2.  
 On Rev2 or later boards: there is a resistor that pulling the 8U2/16U2 HWB line 
to ground, making it easier to put into DFU mode.  
You can then use Atmel's FLIP software (Windows) or the DFU programmer (Mac OS X 
and Linux) to load a new firmware. Or you can use the ISP header with an external 
programmer (overwriting the DFU bootloader). See this user-contributed tutorial for 
more information.  
Automatic (Software) Reset 
Rather than requiring a physical press of the reset button before an upload, the Arduino 
Uno is designed in a way that allows it to be reset by software running on a connected 
computer. One of the hardware flow control lines (DTR) of the ATmega8U2/16U2 is 
connected to the reset line of the ATmega328 via a 100 nanofarad capacitor. When this 
line is asserted (taken low), the reset line drops long enough to reset the chip. The 
Arduino software uses this capability to allow you to upload code by simply pressing the 
upload button in the Arduino environment. This means that the bootloader can have a 
  
shorter timeout, as the lowering of DTR can be well-coordinated with the start of the 
upload.  
This setup has other implications. When the Uno is connected to either a computer 
running Mac OS X or Linux, it resets each time a connection is made to it from software 
(via USB). For the following half-second or so, the bootloader is running on the Uno. 
While it is programmed to ignore malformed data (i.e. anything besides an upload of 
new code), it will intercept the first few bytes of data sent to the board after a 
connection is opened. If a sketch running on the board receives one-time configuration 
or other data when it first starts, make sure that the software with which it 
communicates waits a second after opening the connection and before sending this 
data.  
The Uno contains a trace that can be cut to disable the auto-reset. The pads on either 
side of the trace can be soldered together to re-enable it. It's labeled "RESET-EN". You 
may also be able to disable the auto-reset by connecting a 110 ohm resistor from 5V to 
the reset line; see this forum thread for details.  
USB Overcurrent Protection 
The Arduino Uno has a resettable polyfuse that protects your computer's USB ports 
from shorts and overcurrent. Although most computers provide their own internal 
protection, the fuse provides an extra layer of protection. If more than 500 mA is 
applied to the USB port, the fuse will automatically break the connection until the short 
or overload is removed.  
Physical Characteristics 
The maximum length and width of the Uno PCB are 2.7 and 2.1 inches respectively, with 
the USB connector and power jack extending beyond the former dimension. Four screw 
holes allow the board to be attached to a surface or case. Note that the distance 
between digital pins 7 and 8 is 160 mil (0.16"), not an even multiple of the 100 mil 
spacing of the other pins.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
MicroSD card breakout board 
 
Not just a simple breakout board, this microSD adapter goes the extra mile - designed 
for ease of use. 
 Onboard 5v->3v regulator provides 150mA for power-hungry cards 
 3v level shifting means you can use this with ease on either 3v or 5v systems 
 Uses a proper level shifting chip, not resistors: less problems, and faster 
read/write access 
 Use 3 or 4 digital pins to read and write 2Gb+ of storage! 
 Activity LED lights up when the SD card is being read or written 
 Four #2 mounting holes 
 Push-push socket with card slightly over the edge of the PCB so its easy to insert 
and remove 
 Comes with 0.1" header (unattached) so you can get it on a breadboard or use 
wires - your choice 
 Tested and assembled here at the Adafruit factory 
 Works great with Arduino, with tons of example code and wiring diagrams 
To use with an Arduino, connect GND to ground, 5V to 5V, CLK to pin 13, DO to pin 
12, DI to pin 11, and CS to pin 10. Then you can use the wonderful SDfatLib which 
supports FAT and FAT32 SD cards.  
  
  
Load-rated Bumper, High-temp Rubber, Hard, 5/16”-18 Stud Thread 
Size 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Taper Bearings 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Taper bearing outer ring 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Flanged Hex Locknut 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Stamped-Steel Mounted Ball Bearing--ABEC-1 2-Bolt Base Mount, for 
5/8" Shaft Diameter 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Load-rated Bumper, High-temp Rubber, Hard, 5/16"-18 Stud Thread 
Size 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
115 VAC Horizontal-Pulling Winches – McMaster-Carr 
 
Enclosed Gear 
 
Totally Enclosed 
 
Ready when you need them, these winches plug into any standard wall outlet. They 
have a handheld push-button control with forward and reverse functions and include 
the wire rope. The wire rope is the diameter listed and includes a hook All power cords 
have a three-prong plug. 
Enclosed-gear winch has an aluminum housing that protects the gears from dirt and 
debris and also prevents injury. Duty cycle at full load is maximum 20 seconds 
continuous on, 30 minutes off. Winch has an aluminum drum, steel and aluminum 
gears, a tension plate to wind wire rope properly on drum, a 6-ft. control cord, and a 6-
ft. power cord. 
Totally enclosed winches are covered by a polyethylene housing. Ideal for harsh 
environments and outdoor applications. Winches have steel gears and drum. Duty cycle 
at full load is maximum 3 minutes continuous on, 30 minutes off. Units have a 10-ft. 
control cord and a 10-ft. power cord. 
Warning! Never exceed capacities. Never use to lift people or items over people. 
115 VAC Electric Winch 1000#1ST Layer Cap, w/ 5/32" X 45'Wire Rope Assembly 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
PTFE/Oil-Lubricated SAE 841 Bronze Flanged Sleeve Bearings 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Emergency Stop Corrosion-Resistant Washdown Enclosure-Mounted 
Switches 
 
Mounted in an enclosure with a yellow cover, these switches conform to EN418 for 
machine safety. They have a 1 9/16" dia. red mushroom button except switches with 
indicator, which have a 2 1/8" dia. button. Rated 6 amps @ 120 volts AC and 2.5 amps 
@ 24 volts DC with a maximum voltage of 600 AC and DC. UL listed, CSA certified, and 
CE marked. 
All have 1/2" trade size conduit knockouts and are 2 7/8" Ht. × 2 7/8" Wd. × 1 7/8" Dp. 
Meet NEMA 4X and 13 and IP66 for washdown, oil, and corrosion protection. Key-to-
reset switches stay locked out until switch is reset with a key. They include two keys. 
Switches with indicator alert you from the front and sides when the switch has been 
actuated. 
Replacement contact blocks switch one circuit from on to off (SPST-NC). 
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Introduction
The Hevi-Rail® high load capacity linear bearing guide systems from Pacific Bearing
provide high axial and radial load capacity for material handling, packaging,
automotive, aerospace, steel, paper processing and many more industries and
applications with medium to low precision requirements.
Features & Benefits
The economical Hevi-Rail® guide systems offer a lifetime of durability under
continuous use. The easily interchangeable bearing components provide even
dispersion of forces in the profile rails for longer system life and stability.
Linear Bearings
• Outer ring made of case-hardened steel
• Handles very high axial and radial loads
• Easily interchangeable components for
less down-time
Profile Rails
• Standard length up to 6 meters
• Available sand blasted and lightly oiled
• U-channel and I-channel available
Flange Plates
• Simple mounting for bearings
• Can be ordered pre-welded to bearing
Clamp Flanges
• Adjustable
• Eliminates need for welding and
straightening
• Easily adjustable parallelism
Applications
Some application examples:
• Telescoping applications (ex. overhead
extending jib crane)
• Warehouse handling systems / other
material handling
• Custom and standard lift units
• Large Shrink-wrap machinery
• Steel and coil handling
• Large variety of material handling
Technical Specifications
LINEAR BEARING FOR AXIAL & RADIAL LOADS
Prior to welding, disassemble bearing components.  
To avoid cracks in welded joints, please use welding
electrodes and core weld for unalloyed steel.
Materials:
Outer ring - Case-hardened steel UNI 20 MnCr 5 hardened at
60+2 HRC
Inner ring - Hardened steel En 31 - SAE 52100 hardened at 
62-2 HRC
Cylindrical rollers - Flat ground heads are hardened steel, 
En 31 - SAE 52100, hardened at 59-64 HRC
Welding bolts - Low carbon steel  
Bolt tolerance = 0.05 mm
Seals:
Bearings with fixed axial bearing (HVB-053 to HVB-063) - radial
bearing has steel labyrinth and side guide roller with 
rubber seals
Bearings with eccentric adjustable axial bearing (HVBEA-454
to HVBEA-463) - Both radial and axial bearings utilize rubber
seals (RS type)
Lubrication:
Bearings are supplied lubricated with grease grade 3. Bearings
from HVB-055 to HVB-063 can be relubricated with grease zerk.
Temperature: Resistant from -10°C to 80°C (14°F to 176°F)
Adjusting Axial Bearing (HVBEA-454 to HVBEA-463)
1. Remove front screws
2. Rotate axial bearing shaft
3. Check dimension A 
(repeat step 2, if needed)
4. Re-install front screws 
with Loctite®
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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Technical Specifications (cont.)
Linear Bearing System Selection
HVB-053 System to 
5.2 KN / 0.6 US Ton-Force
HVB-054 / HVBEA-454 System to 
7.2 KN / 0.8 US Ton-Force 
HVB-055 / HVBEA-455 System to 
8.6 KN / 0.9 US Ton-Force
HVB-056 / HVBEA-456 System to 
8.9 KN / 1.0 US Ton-Force
HVB-057 / HVBEA-457 System to 
8.9 KN /1.0 US Ton-Force
HVB-058 / HVBEA-458 System to 
15.6 KN /1.7 US Ton-Force
HVB-059 / HVBEA-459 System to 
15.5 KN /1.7 US Ton-Force
HVB-060 / HVBEA-460 System to 
16.5 KN /1.8 US Ton-Force
HVB-061 / HVBEA-461 System to 
16.5 KN /1.8 US Ton-Force
HVB-062 / HVBEA-462 System to 
23.5 KN / 2.6 US Ton-Force
HVB-063 / HVBEA-463 System to 
41.1 KN / 4.6 US Ton-Force
Calculation of Fmax for 
Cantilevered Loads
Possible Mounting Configurations
System Design Suggestions
1
4
2
3
A
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53 ±0.4 6
y
x R4
65
ex
30
 6
ey
89
M8 x 1.25 thru
40
8.
5
30 51
6
70
3011
27
65
System Max. Static Radial Load = 5.2 KN / 0.6 US Ton-Force
System Max. Static Axial Load = 1.7 KN / 0.2 US Ton-Force
WHEN USED WITH
SHOWN PROFILE RAILS,
WEIGHT = 0.36 Kg
RADIAL LOAD W/ALT. RAIL
Max. dynamic load = 24 KN
Max. static load = 33 KN
AXIAL LOAD W/ALT. RAIL
Max. dynamic load = 10 KN
Max. static load = 14 KN
52
.5 40 30 M
6 15
33
17 5
27
R2
Linear Bearing Systems to 0.6 US Ton-Force
2
5.2 1.7 HVB-053 – HVR-S – HVPS-1 2
7.2 2.4 HVB-054 HVBEA-454 HVR-0 HVC-0 HVP0-1 3
8.6 2.8 HVB-055 HVBEA-455 HVR-1, HVRI-07 HVC-1 HVP1-1 4
8.9 3.0 HVB-056 HVBEA-456 HVR-2 HVC-2 HVP2-1 5
8.9 3.0 HVB-057 HVBEA-457 HVRI-08 – – 5
15.6 5.2 HVB-058 HVBEA-458 HVR-3, HVRI-09 HVC-3 HVP3-1 6
15.5 5.1 HVB-059 HVBEA-459 HVRI-10 – – 7
16.5 5.5 HVB-060 HVBEA-460 HVRI-11 – – 7
16.5 5.5 HVB-061 HVBEA-461 HVR-4 HVC-4 HVP4-1 8
23.5 7.8 HVB-062 HVBEA-462 HVR-5 – HVP4-1 9
41.1 13.7 HVB-063 HVBEA-463 HVR-6 – HVP6-1 9
F[KN] F[KN] Combined Bearing Combined Bearing
Max Stat Max Stat Axial Bearing Axial Bearing Profile Rails Clamp Flange Page
Radial Axial Fixed Adjustable Flange Plate No.
Technical Specifiations (cont.)
Linear Bearing System Selection (when used with Profile Rails HVR-S to HVR-6)
Use the following chart to select the bearings (fixed or
adjustable), rails, flange plates and clamp flanges according
to your system’s maximum static radial and axial loading. 
For dimensional and detailed specifications for the system
selected, simply refer to the corresponding page.
For cantilevered loads, static verification calculations can be found on page 10.
WEIGHT = 5.3 Kg/m
MOMENT OF INERTIA
Ix = 5.2 cm4, ly = 38.8 cm4
MOMENT OF RESISTANCE
Wx = 2.50 cm3, Wy = 11.90 cm3
RADIUS OF INERTIA
ix = 0.80 cm, iy = 2.40 cm
DIST. TO CENTER OF GRAVITY
ex = 0.94 cm, ey = 32.50 cm
LINEAR BEARING WITH 
FIXED AXIAL BEARING
HVB-053
FLANGE PLATE
HVPS-1
PROFILE RAIL U-CHANNEL
HVR-S
*All dimensions in mm.
PROFILE RAILS
Materials: High quality steel, UNI FE 510.C. Standard length of
6 m (19.7 ft.). Optional sand blasted and/or lightly oiled.
The guide ways in the rails should be lightly greased and 
not painted.
CLAMP FLANGE
Material: Low carbon steel
Adjustable clamp
FLANGE PLATE
Materials: Low carbon steel
Special designs available, call factory. 
Optional: Bearings pre-welded to flange plates.
BEARING LIFE CALCULATION
Life (hrs) = 0.7 * (c/p)3.33
c = dynamic load factor (N)
p = actual radial load (N)
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LINEAR BEARING WITH
FIXED AXIAL BEARING
HVB-054
WEIGHT = 0.53 Kg
RADIAL LOAD W/ALT. RAIL
Max. dynamic load = 39 KN
Max. static load = 65 KN
AXIAL LOAD W/ALT. RAIL
Max. dynamic load = 15 KN
Max. static load = 22 KN
WEIGHT = 0.53 Kg
RADIAL LOAD W/ALT. RAIL
Max. dynamic load = 39 KN
Max. static load = 65 KN
AXIAL LOAD W/ALT. RAIL
Max. dynamic load = 16 KN
Max. static load = 25 KN
R3
62 42 30 M
6 20
37.5
20 2.5
30.5
LINEAR BEARING WITH ECCENTRIC 
ADJUSTABLE AXIAL BEARING
HVBEA-454
62 42 30
37.5
30.5 - 32
20
Rubber Seals
20
4 (Axial Adjustment)
R3
102
M10 x 1.5 thru
40
10
.5
40 63
.5
86
.5
6
80
30
h*
11
FLANGE PLATE
HVP0-1
Linear Bearing Systems to 0.8 US Ton-Force
3
The data and specifications in this publication have been carefully compiled and are believed to be accurate and correct. However, it is the responsibility of the user to determine and ensure the suitability of Pacific
Bearing products for a specific application. Pacific Bearing’s only obligation will be to repair or replace without charge, any defective components if returned promptly. No liability is assumed beyond such replacement.
CLAMP FLANGE
HVC-0
12
1.
3
10
88
.5
10.8
Rail
44.5 41.0
M10 X 30
6
100
20.5
M10 x 30
130
18
40
11
60
15 y
x3
86.5
ex
≤R6
R4
ey
62.5+1
12±0.5
7±
0.
5
36
±0
.8
90
°
±1
°
≤R6 R2-3
PROFILE RAIL U-CHANNEL
HVR-0
WEIGHT = 10.5 Kg/m
MOMENT OF INERTIA
Ix = 15.35 cm4, Iy = 137.05 cm4
DIST. TO CENTER OF GRAVITY
ex = 1.29 cm, ey = 4.33 cm
RADIUS OF INERTIA
ix = 1.07 cm, iy = 3.20 cm
MOMENT OF RESISTANCE
Wxmin = 6.64 cm3
Wxmax = 11.93 cm3
Wy = 31.69 cm3
*All dimensions in mm.
* “h” refers to the depth of the axial bearing, so “h” depends on
choice of HVB-054 or HVBEA-454.
System Max. Static Radial Load = 7.2 KN / 0.8 US Ton-Force
System Max. Static Axial Load = 2.4 KN / 0.3 US Ton-Force
WHEN USED WITH
SHOWN PROFILE RAILS,
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LINEAR BEARING WITH
FIXED AXIAL BEARING
HVB-055
WEIGHT = 0.80 Kg
RADIAL LOAD W/ALT. RAIL
Max. dynamic load = 56 KN
Max. static load = 93 KN
AXIAL LOAD W/ALT. RAIL
Max. dynamic load = 18 KN
Max. static load = 26 KN
WEIGHT = 0.80 Kg
RADIAL LOAD W/ALT. RAIL
Max. dynamic load = 56 KN
Max. static load = 93 KN
AXIAL LOAD W/ALT. RAIL
Max. dynamic load = 16 KN
Max. static load = 25 KN
70
.1 48 35 M
6 22
44
23 2.5
36
R4
LINEAR BEARING WITH ECCENTRIC 
ADJUSTABLE AXIAL BEARING
HVBEA-455
70
.1 48 35
44
36 - 37.5
23
Rubber Seals
20
4 (Axial Adjustment)
R4
15
y
x3
103.2
ex
≤R6
R5
ey
70.8±0.5
16±0.5
7.
7±
0.
5
40
 ±
0.
8
90
°
+1
°
≤R6 R2-3
121
M12 x 1.75 thru
50
12
.5
50 7610
3.
2
6
90
35
h*
16
PROFILE RAIL U-CHANNEL
HVR-1
CLAMP FLANGE
HVC-1
FLANGE PLATE
HVP1-1
Linear Bearing Systems to 0.9 US Ton-Force
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PROFILE RAIL I-CHANNEL
HVRI-07
WEIGHT = 19.4 Kg/m
MOMENT OF INERTIA
Ix = 344.29 cm4, Iy = 57.63 cm4
DIST. TO CENTER OF GRAVITY
ex = 4.90 cm. ey = 3.25 cm
RADIUS OF INERTIA
ix = 3.73 cm, iy = 1.52 cm
MOMENT OF RESISTANCE
Wx = 70.26 cm3, Wy = 17.73 cm3
3
11.5
R4-7
9±0.5
ey
65±1
91
°  +1
°
R3
±1
R4
-1
10°
90
°
98
70
 +1
14
± 
0.
5ex
14
± 
0.
5
15
y
x
13
5.
4
10
10
5.
0
12.7
Rail
38.5 53.0
M10 X 30
6
100
26.5
M10 x 30
130
18
40
11
60
* “h” refers to the depth of the axial bearing, so “h” depends on
choice of HVB-055 or HVBEA-455.
*All dimensions in mm.System Max. Static Radial Load = 8.6 KN / 0.9 US Ton-Force
System Max. Static Axial Load = 2.8 KN / 0.3 US Ton-Force
WHEN USED WITH
SHOWN PROFILE RAILS,
WEIGHT = 14.8 Kg/m
MOMENT OF INERTIA
Ix = 27.29 cm4, Iy = 273.50 cm4
DIST. TO CENTER OF GRAVITY
ex = 1.50 cm, ey = 5.16 cm
RADIUS OF INERTIA
ix = 1.20 cm, iy = 3.81 cm
MOMENT OF RESISTANCE
Wxmin = 10.91 cm3
Wxmax = 18.20 cm3
Wy = 53.00 cm3
77
.7 54 40
48
37 - 38.5
23
Rubber 
Seals
26
3.5 (Axial Adjustment)
R4
LINEAR BEARING WITH 
FIXED AXIAL BEARING
HVB-057
PROFILE RAIL I-CHANNEL
HVRI-08
WEIGHT = 0.87 Kg
RADIAL LOAD W/ALT. RAIL
Max. dynamic load = 59 KN
Max. static load = 102 KN
AXIAL LOAD W/ALT. RAIL
Max. dynamic load = 23 KN
Max. static load = 36 KN
77
.7 54 40
M
6 24
40.7
23 3
29
R4
77
.7 54 40
40
29 - 30.5
23
Rubber 
Seals
26
3.5 (Ax. Adj.)
R4
310°
14.5
11±0.5
ey R4-7
66±1
91° +1
°
R3
±1
R4
-1
90
°
11
3.
9
77
.9
+1
18
±0
.5ex
18
±0
.5
15
y
x
LINEAR BEARING WITH ECCENTRIC
ADJUSTABLE AXIAL BEARING
HVBEA-457
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Linear Bearing Systems to 1.0 US Ton-Force
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LINEAR BEARING WITH FIXED AXIAL BEARING
HVB-056
WEIGHT = 1.00 Kg
RADIAL LOAD W/ALT. RAIL
Max. dynamic load = 59 KN
Max. static load = 102 KN
AXIAL LOAD W/ALT. RAIL
Max. dynamic load = 20 KN
Max. static load = 32 KN
WEIGHT = 1.00 Kg
RADIAL LOAD W/ALT. RAIL
Max. dynamic load = 59 KN
Max. static load = 102 KN
AXIAL LOAD W/ALT. RAIL
Max. dynamic load = 23 KN
Max. static load = 36 KN
77
.7 54 40 M
6 24
48
23 3
36.5
R4
LINEAR BEARING WITH ECCENTRIC ADJUSTABLE 
AXIAL BEARING HVBEA-456
121
M12 x 1.75 thru
50
12
.5
50 7612
1.
3
6
90
40
h*
16
CLAMP FLANGE
HVC-2
FLANGE PLATE
HVP2-1
15
7.
2
15
12
3.
0
14
Rail
49.5 61.2
M12 X 35
6
130
30.6
M12 x 35
160
18
60
13
80
15 y
x5
121.3
ex
≤R6
R5
ey
78.7±0.5 21.3±0.5
10
.8
±0
.5
41
±0
.8
90
°
±1
°
≤R6 R2-3
PROFILE RAIL U-CHANNEL
HVR-2
*All dimensions in mm.
*All dimensions in mm.
* “h” refers to the depth of the axial bearing, 
so “h” depends on choice of HVB-056 or
HVBEA-456.
System Max. Static Radial Load = 8.9 KN / 1.0 US Ton-Force
System Max. Static Axial Load = 3.0 KN / 0.3 US Ton-Force
WHEN USED WITH
SHOWN PROFILE RAILS,
System Max. Static Radial Load = 8.9 KN / 1.0 US Ton-Force
System Max. Static Axial Load = 3.0 KN / 0.3 US Ton-Force
WHEN USED WITH
SHOWN PROFILE RAILS,
WEIGHT = 20.9 Kg/m
MOMENT OF INERTIA
Ix = 37.92 cm4, Iy = 493.58 cm4
DIST. TO CENTER OF GRAVITY
ex = 1.54 cm, ey = 6.07 cm
RADIUS OF INERTIA
ix = 1.19 cm, iy = 4.30 cm
MOMENT OF RESISTANCE
Wxmin = 14.83 cm3, Wxmax = 24.58 cm3, Wy = 81.38 cm3
WEIGHT = 25.3 Kg/m
MOMENT OF INERTIA
Ix = 597.54 cm4, Iy = 76.79 cm4
DIST. TO CENTER OF GRAVITY
ex = 5.70 cm, ey = 3.30 cm
RADIUS OF INERTIA
ix = 4.24 cm, iy = 1.54 cm
MOMENT OF RESISTANCE
Wx = 104.92 cm3, Wy = 23.27 cm3
WEIGHT = 0.90 Kg
RADIAL LOAD W/ALT. RAIL
Max. dynamic load = 59 KN
Max. static load = 102 KN
AXIAL LOAD W/ALT. RAIL
Max. dynamic load = 20 KN
Max. static load = 32 KN
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PROFILE RAIL I-CHANNEL
HVRI-09
12±0.5
R3
±1
R4
-7
R4
-1
81±1.25
12
9.
6
15
88
.6
+1
20
.5
±0
.5
20
.5
±0
.5
3
90
°
91° +1°
1510°
ey
ex
y
x
17
5.
0
15
13
7.
5
16.2
Rail
46.9 66.2
M12 X 35
6
130
33.1
M12 x 35
160
18
60
13
80
15
y
x5
135.4
ex
≤R6
R5
ey
89.4 ±0.5 23.0 ±0.5
12
.7
 ±
0.
5
53
 ±
0.
8
90
°
±1
°
≤R6 R2-3
13
5.4
h* 19
90
45
121
M16 x 2 thru
127
LINEAR BEARING WITH FIXED AXIAL BEARING
HVB-058
PROFILE RAIL U-CHANNEL
HVR-3
CLAMP FLANGE
HVC-3
WEIGHT = 1.62 Kg
RADIAL LOAD W/ALT. RAIL
Max. dynamic load = 85 KN
Max. static load = 134 KN
AXIAL LOAD W/ALT. RAIL
Max. dynamic load = 27 KN
Max. static load = 44 KN
WEIGHT = 1.62 Kg
RADIAL LOAD W/ALT. RAIL
Max. dynamic load = 85 KN
Max. static load = 134 KN
AXIAL LOAD W/ALT. RAIL
Max. dynamic load = 23 KN
Max. static load = 36 KN
88
.4 59 45 M
6 26
57
30 3.5
44
R4
88
.4 59 45
57
44 - 45.5
30
Rubber Seals
26
4 (Axial Adjustment)
R4
Linear Bearing Systems to 1.7 US Ton-Force
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FLANGE PLATE
HVP3-1
The data and specifications in this publication have been carefully compiled and are believed to be accurate and correct. However, it is the responsibility of the user to determine and ensure the suitability of Pacific 
Bearing products for a specific application. Pacific Bearing’s only obligation will be to repair or replace without charge, any defective components if returned promptly. No liability is assumed beyond such replacement.
*All dimensions in mm.
* “h” refers to the depth of the axial bearing, so “h” depends on
choice of HVB-058 or HVBEA-458.
LINEAR BEARING WITH ECCENTRIC 
ADJUSTABLE AXIAL BEARING
HVBEA-458
System Max. Static Radial Load = 15.6 KN / 1.7 US Ton-Force
System Max. Static Axial Load = 5.2 KN / 0.6 US Ton-Force
WHEN USED WITH
SHOWN PROFILE RAILS,
WEIGHT = 34.1 Kg/m
MOMENT OF INERTIA
Ix = 1037.22 cm4, Iy = 161.89 cm4
DIST. TO CENTER OF GRAVITY
ex = 6.48 cm, ey = 4.05 cm 
RADIUS OF INERTIA
ix = 4.89 cm, iy = 1.93 cm
MOMENT OF RESISTANCE
Wx = 160.07 cm3, 
Wy = 39.97 cm3
WEIGHT = 28.6 Kg/m
MOMENT OF INERTIA
Ix = 89.47 cm4, Iy = 865.23 cm4
DIST. TO CENTER OF GRAVITY
ex = 1.99 cm, ey = 6.77 cm
RADIUS OF INERTIA
ix = 1.57 cm, iy = 4.87 cm
MOMENT OF RESISTANCE
Wxmin = 27.03 cm3
Wxmax = 44.96 cm3
Wy = 127.80 cm3
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Linear Bearing Systems to 1.8 US Ton-Force
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The data and specifications in this publication have been carefully compiled and are believed to be accurate and correct. However, it is the responsibility of the user to determine and ensure the suitability of Pacific
Bearing products for a specific application. Pacific Bearing’s only obligation will be to repair or replace without charge, any defective components if returned promptly. No liability is assumed beyond such replacement.
LINEAR BEARING WITH
FIXED AXIAL BEARING
HVB-059
PROFILE RAIL I-CHANNEL
HVRI-10
WEIGHT = 1.80 Kg
RADIAL LOAD W/ALT. RAIL
Max. dynamic load = 92 KN
Max. static load = 153 KN
AXIAL LOAD W/ALT. RAIL
Max. dynamic load = 32 KN
Max. static load = 50 KN
WEIGHT = 1.74 Kg
RADIAL LOAD W/ALT. RAIL
Max. dynamic load = 91 KN
Max. static load = 140 KN
AXIAL LOAD W/ALT. RAIL
Max. dynamic load = 32 KN
Max. static load = 50 KN
10
1.
2
67 50 M
6 30
46
28 3
33
R5
10
1.
2
69 50
46
33 - 35
26
Rubber Seals
30
4.5 (Ax. Adj.)
R3
R3
R8
R4
-7
10
1.
9+
0.
8
18
.9
±0
.8
19
.05
19
.05
10
1.6
18
.9
±0
.8
12.7±0.5
91
° +1
°
69.9+1.6
ey
ex
x
y
9
LINEAR BEARING WITH ECCENTRIC
ADJUSTABLE AXIAL BEARING
HVBEA-459
LINEAR BEARING WITH
FIXED AXIAL BEARING
HVB-060
PROFILE RAIL I-CHANNEL
HVRI-11
WEIGHT = 2.30 Kg
RADIAL LOAD W/ALT. RAIL
Max. dynamic load = 100 KN
Max. static load = 174 KN
AXIAL LOAD W/ALT. RAIL
Max. dynamic load = 39 KN
Max. static load = 66 KN
WEIGHT = 2.27 Kg
RADIAL LOAD W/ALT. RAIL
Max. dynamic load = 100 KN
Max. static load = 174 KN
AXIAL LOAD W/ALT. RAIL
Max. dynamic load = 32 KN
Max. static load = 50 KN
10
7.
7
71 55 M
6 34
53
31 4
39
R5
10
7.
7
69 55
54
40 - 42
31
Rubber Seals
30
4 (Ax. Adj.)
R5
R3
10
8.
4±
0.
5
22
±0
.5
22
±0
.5
20
14±0.5
91°
+1
°
15
12°
12°
15
2.
4
ex
83±1
ey
R5
R4 -7
y
x
LINEAR BEARING WITH ECCENTRIC
ADJUSTABLE AXIAL BEARING
HVBEA-460
*All dimensions in mm.
*All dimensions in mm.
System Max. Static Radial Load = 15.5 KN / 1.7 US Ton-Force
System Max. Static Axial Load = 5.1 KN / 0.6 US Ton-Force
WHEN USED WITH
SHOWN PROFILE RAILS,
System Max. Static Radial Load = 16.5 KN / 1.8 US Ton-Force
System Max. Static Axial Load = 5.5 KN / 0.6 US Ton-Force
WHEN USED WITH
SHOWN PROFILE RAILS,
WEIGHT = 30.9 Kg/m
MOMENT OF INERTIA
Ix = 1078.01 cm4, Iy = 104.38 cm4
DIST. TO CENTER OF GRAVITY
ex = 6.99 cm, ey = 3.49 cm
MOMENT OF RESISTANCE
Wx = 154.33 cm3, Wy = 29.89 cm3
WEIGHT = 40.5 Kg/m
MOMENT OF INERTIA
Ix = 1670.08 cm4, Iy = 184.52 cm4
DIST. TO CENTER OF GRAVITY
ex = 7.62 cm, ey = 4.15 cm
RADIUS OF INERTIA
ix = 5.69 cm, iy = 1.91 cm
MOMENT OF RESISTANCE
Wx = 219.17 cm3, Wy = 44.46 cm3
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Linear Bearing Systems to 1.8 US Ton-Force
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LINEAR BEARING WITH
FIXED AXIAL BEARING
HVB-061
WEIGHT = 2.82 Kg
RADIAL LOAD W/ALT. RAIL
Max. dynamic load = 100 KN
Max. static load = 174 KN
AXIAL LOAD W/ALT. RAIL
Max. dynamic load = 39 KN
Max. static load = 66 KN
WEIGHT = 2.82 Kg
RADIAL LOAD W/ALT. RAIL
Max. dynamic load = 100 KN
Max. static load = 174 KN
AXIAL LOAD W/ALT. RAIL
Max. dynamic load = 32 KN
Max. static load = 50 KN
10
7.
7
71 60 M
6 34
69
31 4
55
R5
LINEAR BEARING WITH ECCENTRIC 
ADJUSTABLE AXIAL BEARING
HVBEA-461
180
M16 x 2 thru
80
17
80 12
7
15
7.
2
6
140
60
h*
19
10
7.
7
69 60
69
55 - 57
31
Rubber Seals
30
4 (Axial Adjustment)
R5
FLANGE PLATE
HVP4-1
CLAMP FLANGE
HVC-4
20
1.
5
15
15
9.
0
19.4
Rail
44.4 71.2
M12 X 35
6
130
35.6
M12 x 35
160
18
60
13
80
15
y
x5
157.2
ex
≤R6
R5
ey
108.4±0.5
24.4±0.5
14
±0
.5
61
.2
±0
.8
90
°
±1
°
≤R6 R2-3
PROFILE RAIL U-CHANNEL
HVR-4
*All dimensions in mm.
* “h” refers to the depth of the axial bearing, so “h” depends on
choice of HVB-061 or HVBEA-461.
System Max. Static Radial Load = 16.5 KN / 1.8 US Ton-Force
System Max. Static Axial Load = 5.5 KN / 0.6 US Ton-Force
WHEN USED WITH
SHOWN PROFILE RAILS,
WEIGHT = 35.9 Kg/m
MOMENT OF INERTIA
Ix = 150.98 cm4, Iy = 1,494.32 cm4
DIST. TO CENTER OF GRAVITY
ex = 2.25 cm, ey = 7.86 cm
RADIUS OF INERTIA
ix = 1.82 cm, iy = 5.72 cm
MOMENT OF RESISTANCE
Wxmin = 39.00 cm3
Wxmax = 67.13 cm3
Wy = 190.12 cm3
14
9
10
8
60
78.5
58.5 - 62.5
45
Rubber Seals
34
6 
(Ax. Adj.)
R3
12
3
80 60
72.3
56 - 60
37
Rubber Seals
34
4.5 
(Ax. Adj.)
R5
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The data and specifications in this publication have been carefully compiled and are believed to be accurate and correct. However, it is the responsibility of the user to determine and ensure the suitability of Pacific
Bearing products for a specific application. Pacific Bearing’s only obligation will be to repair or replace without charge, any defective components if returned promptly. No liability is assumed beyond such replacement.
WEIGHT = 4.50 Kg
RADIAL LOAD W/ALT. RAIL
Max. dynamic load = 135 KN
Max. static load = 242 KN
AXIAL LOAD W/ALT. RAIL
Max. dynamic load = 47 KN
Max. static load = 90 KN
WEIGHT = 3.90 Kg
RADIAL LOAD W/ALT. RAIL
Max. dynamic load = 135 KN
Max. static load = 242 KN
AXIAL LOAD W/ALT. RAIL
Max. dynamic load = 41 KN
Max. static load = 72 KN
12
3
80 60 M
6 40
72.3
37 5
56
R5
LINEAR BEARING WITH
ECCENTRIC ADJUSTABLE
AXIAL BEARING
HVBEA-462
LINEAR BEARING WITH
FIXED AXIAL BEARING
HVB-062
15
y
x
5
175
ex
≤R6
R5
ey
123.8 ±0.5 25.6±0.5
16
.2
±0
.5
66
.2
±0
.8
90
°
±1
°
≤R6 R2-3
180
M16 x 2 thru
80
17
80 12
7
17
5
6
140
60
h*
19
FLANGE PLATE
HVP4-1
PROFILE RAIL
HVR-5
WEIGHT = 6.52 Kg
RADIAL LOAD W/ALT. RAIL
Max. dynamic load = 183 KN
Max. static load = 353 KN
AXIAL LOAD W/ALT. RAIL
Max. dynamic load = 82 KN
Max. static load = 131 KN
WEIGHT = 6.50 Kg
RADIAL LOAD W/ALT. RAIL
Max. dynamic load = 183 KN
Max. static load = 353 KN
AXIAL LOAD W/ALT. RAIL
Max. dynamic load = 41 KN
Max. static load = 72 KN
14
9
10
3 60
M
6 50
78.5
45 5.5
58.5
R3
LINEAR BEARING WITH
ECCENTRIC ADJUSTABLE
AXIAL BEARING
HVBEA-463
LINEAR BEARING WITH
FIXED AXIAL BEARING
HVB-063
20
y
x
5
201.5
ex
R3-8
R6
ey
150.1±0.5
25.7±0.5
19
.4
±0
.5
71
.2
±0
.8
90°
±1
°
R3-6 R2-3
200
M16 x 2 thru
100
17
10
0
15
3
20
1.
5
6
160
60
h*
19
FLANGE PLATE
HVP6-1
PROFILE RAIL
HVR-6
*All dimensions in mm.
*All dimensions in mm.
* “h” refers to the depth of the axial bearing, so “h” depends on
choice of HVB-062 or HVBEA-462.
* “h” refers to the depth of the axial bearing, so “h” depends on
choice of HVB-063 or HVBEA-463.
System Max. Static Radial Load = 23.5 KN / 2.6 US Ton-Force
System Max. Static Axial Load = 7.8 KN / 0.9 US Ton-Force
WHEN USED WITH
SHOWN PROFILE RAILS,
System Max. Static Radial Load = 41.1 KN / 4.6 US Ton-Force
System Max. Static Axial Load = 13.7 KN / 1.5 US Ton-Force
WHEN USED WITH
SHOWN PROFILE RAILS,
WEIGHT = 42.9 Kg/m
MOMENT OF INERTIA
Ix = 205.84 cm4, Iy = 2,185.32 cm4
DIST. TO CENTER OF GRAVITY
ex = 2.37 cm, ey = 8.75 cm
RADIUS OF INERTIA
ix = 1.94 cm, iy = 6.32 cm
MOMENT OF RESISTANCE
Wxmin = 48.42 cm3
Wxmax = 86.89 cm3
Wy = 249.75 cm3
WEIGHT = 52.3 Kg/m
MOMENT OF INERTIA
Ix = 269.52 cm4. Iy = 3,423.08 cm4
DIST. TO CENTER OF GRAVITY
ex = 2.40 cm, ey = 10.08 cm
RADIUS OF INERTIA
ix = 2.01 cm, iy = 7.17 cm
MOMENT OF RESISTANCE
Wxmin = 57.15 cm3
Wxmax = 112.11 cm3
Wy = 339.76 cm3
Handling Units
Horizontal Telescope
To avoid wearout in the rail, which is not hardened, the pressure
between bearing and rail should be max. Pzul = 860 N/mm2 for
Profile Rails HVB-0 to HVB-6. 
Pzul = 750 N/mm2 for all profile rails. Indicated here are Fmaxstat
radial + axial for each bearing.
Possible Mounting Configurations
A 
Adjustable Clamp System
Fmax stat.
axial
profile
Linear Bearing
Fmax stat.
radial
P
P
A
P
P
Q
L
= Q • L
2 • A
Formula:
Fmax[N] 
stat radial
Q = Load capacity (N)
L = Load distance to suspension point (mm)
P = Suspension point
A = Bearing distance (mm) recommended 500–1000 mm
Engineering Design Considerations
Calculation of Fmax for Cantilevered Loads
Lifting Units
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Inner Rail Distance
Saddle Width
System Design Suggestions
Inner Rail Distance =
Saddle Width + (1.524 mm
to 3.048 mm)
1. The overall system clearance should be 1.524 mm to 3.048 mm 2. Verify that the Axial
bearing is aligned parallel
to the rail; especially in
vertical operations.
PACIFIC BEARING’S
INNOVATIVE PRODUCT LINE-UP
Combination axial and radial load heavy-duty rolling element
bearings and rails
• Economical assembly
• Bearing components are easily 
interchangeable
• Even dispersion of load
Self-lubricating miniature linear guides
• Fully size interchangeable with industry standard sizes
• Lengths up to 3600 mm (12 ft.)
• No lubrication required
• Tolerates temperature extremes
Self-lubricating Linear Plane Bearings with engineered-to-
match steel and ceramic coated shafting, pillow blocks, pre-
drilled support rails, and NEW integrated 1-piece rail and shaft.
• No lubrication required • Fully interchangeable
• Tolerates temperature extremes
• Cannot catastrophically fail
6402 Rockton Road  •  Roscoe, Illinois 61073  •  Fax: 815-389-5790
800.962.8979 • www.pacific-bearing.com
2-piece self-lubricating guide/slide systems
• Dampens vibration & shock loads
• No lubrication required
• Tolerates temperature extremes
• Customize with ball or lead
screws, belt drives & more
An entrepreneurial
mechanical engineer, 
Bob Schroeder, founded
Pacific Bearing in 1983
with Simplicity®,
the world’s first 
self-lubricating plane
bearing. Mr. Schroeder’s
vision was then, and still is
today, to simplify linear
motion applications and
reduce costs for industrial
motion control consumers
worldwide. This ideal has
been realized and
embraced today by 
Pacific Bearing’s 100+
employees that engineer,
manufacture, market and
sell innovative linear guide
systems and components.
SMOOTH & QUIET LINEAR MOTION™
Rolling element linear guides 
• Precision tolerances +/- .0254 mm over entire rail length
• Simple design for fast, easy installation
• Lightweight, durable construction
• Also available as drawer slides and
belt drive systems
Distributed by:
LITHR-A PB-HR-1203-75M
Web SO Confirmation
MISUMI USA, INC.
1717 PENNY LANE, STE. 200
SCHAUMBURG, IL 60173 Phone: 800-681-7475
inquire@misumiusa.com Fax: 800-681-7402
www.misumiusa.com Sales Order Number: USA-2701552-01
Your Misumi Contact: DEMETRI KUNDANIS Sales Order Date: May 03 2013
Page: 1
Customer PO Reference: WEB05/03
Customer: W85532 Shipment to: W85532
CAL POLY CAL POLY
1 GRAND AVE 1 GRAND AVE
BLDG 197 BLDG 197
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA 93407 SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA 93407
USA USA
Attention: Silvia Aguilar Attention: SILVIA AGUILAR
Phone: 1-408-396-6214 Phone: 1-408-396-6214
Fax: WEB408 3966214 Fax: WEB1-408-396-6214
Sale Currency: USD US DOLLAR Payment Term: Credit Card
Ship Mode: UPS D2 PRE CA Trade Term: FOB Elk Grove Vlg,IL
Registration No: USA
No Item Code
Order NumberDescription
Ship Date Stork Weight Quantity UOM Unit Price Amount (USD)
Customer PO Sub Reference
Remarks
1 BGTCA6904VV
USA-2701552-01-001BEARING W/HOLDER
      2 62.00 124.00May 08 2013 874g
124.00Total Weight: 874g Sub Total:
**All orders must be submitted 
thru fax,email or website.** 
**Sold subject to 
Terms and Conditions** 
**Freight added after shipping
Remarks:
Freight: 23.71
Total: 147.71
Your Purchase Order No:
Customer Signature :
Date:
Modified Date (CST): May 09 2013
S009
Selection List for Bearings with Housings Bearings with Housings
Space Saving, Small Flange
QSelection List for Bearings with Housings
QSelection List for Outer Ring Captured Bearings with Housings QSelection List of Angular Contact Bearings with Housings
Part Number
Type Bearing Seal
BGTCA
BGTAB
BGTN
6000
6902
606
ZZ
VV
DD
Congure Online
* Retaining Ring: It denotes if retaining rings are used to retain the bearings on 
shafts.
* Selectable / Configurable: Length and height are selectable or configurable by 
1mm increment.
Type Of 
Housing Shape Page
Type Of 
Housing Shape Page
Double P.864 ShortDouble P.868
Double
Pilot P.865 Double P.869
T-Shaped
Double P.866
Double
Pilot P.871
Type Of 
Housing Shape Feature
Retaining 
Ring
Selectable / 
Configurable Page
Single
Small Flanged Yes / No - P.818
Standard
Provided - P.819
Not provided - P.823
Pilot Provided - P.821
Low Particle Generation Provided - P.845
Double
Short Provided Selectable P.826
Standard
Provided Selectable P.827
Provided Configurable P.829
Not provided Selectable P.831
Not provided Configurable P.833
Low Particle Generation Yes / No Yes / No P.846
Double 
with Pilot
Standard
Provided Selectable P.835
Provided Configurable P.837
Not provided Selectable P.839
Not provided Configurable P.841
Long Not provided Configurable P.843
Thrust 
Bearings Standard - - P.825
Block
Standard Provided Selectable P.857
Standard Not provided Selectable P.858
Type Of 
Housing Shape Feature
Retaining 
Ring
Selectable / 
Configurable Page
T-Shaped 
Single
Standard Provided Yes / No P.849
Datum Provided Yes / No P.853
Low Particle 
Generation Provided
Yes / 
No P.855
T-Shaped 
Double
Short Provided Selectable P.848
Standard Not provided
Yes / 
No P.851
Datum Not provided
Yes / 
No P.854
Low Particle 
Generation
Not 
provided
Yes / 
No P.856
Bottom 
Mount Standard
Provided Selectable P.859
Not 
provided Selectable P.860
L-Shaped Standard Provided Yes / No P.847
Front 
Mount
Standard Provided Selectable P.861
Standard Provided Selectable P.862
-8171 -8181
E *Bearings with Rubber Seals (VV and DD) are all made of steel.
Type MMaterial SSurface Treatment
Retained Non-Retained Bearing Housing Housing
BGTAB BGTNB
Steel 1045 Carbon Steel
Black Oxide
BGTCA BGTN Electroless Nickel Plating
SBGTA SBGTN Stainless Steel 304 Stainless Steel -
6.3 1.6
4-M2-M
A
F
W
A
W
7
H
D
dH hd
B
T
-0.15
-0.20
A
0.01 A
1.6
1.6
A
T
2 0
+0.1
B
dH
1.6
1.6
hd H
7
D
0.01 A
Bearing Accuracy: JIS B 1514 Class 0
· Retained · Non-Retained
d3~17 d20~40
E For Non-Retained Type, bearing may protrude 
0.1~0.2mm due to negative tolerance of B 
dimension.
QFeature
By changing the conventional counterbored holes to tapped 
holes, this product has 4 to 13mm smaller flange dimensions 
which makes it suitable for use in limited spaces.
ECheck for available sizes in the price list. E*No. 623, 624, 605 and 606 are not available for VV (Non-contact Sealed).
Part Number
d DH7 B H W
T
dh A F M  (Coarse)Type Bearing No. Seal Tolerance Retained Non-Retained
(Retained)
BGTAB
BGTCA
SBGTA
(Non-Retained)
BGTNB
BGTN
SBGTN
623
ZZ
Double 
Shielded
*VV
Non-Contact 
Sealed
Rubber Seal
DD
Contact Sealed
Rubber Seal
3 10 + 0.015  0 4 25 13 9 6 7 18
-
M4624 4 13
+ 0.018
  0
5 28 15 10 7 9 21
605
5
14 5 32 17 10 7 10 23
M5
625 16 5 34 19 10 7 12 25
606
6
17 6 35 20 11 8 13 26
626 19
+ 0.021
  0
6 37 22 11 8 15 28
608
8
22 7 40 26 12 9 18 31
628 24 8 42 29 13 10 20 33
6900
10
22 6 40 26 11 8 19 31
6000 26 8 44 31 13 10 22 35
6200 30 9 48 35 14 11 24 39
6901
12
24 6 42 28 11 8 21 33
6001 28 8 46 33 13 10 24 37
6201 32 + 0.025  0 10 50 37 15 12 26 41
6902
15
28 + 0.021  0 7 49 34 12 9 25 39
M6
6002 32 + 0.025
  0
9 53 37 14 11 28 43
6202 35 11 56 41 17 13 29 46
6903
17
30 + 0.021  0 7 51 35 12 9 27 41
6003 35
+ 0.025
  0
10 56 41 16 12 31 46
6203 40 12 61 47 18 14 34 51
6904
20
37 9 64 44 15 11 34 45 24
M86004 42 12 69 51 18 14 36 46 32
6204 47 14 74 55 20 16 40 50 34
6005
25
47 12 80 55 18 14 41 52 36
M10
6205 52
+ 0.030
  0
15 85 61 22 17 45 56 39
6006
30
55 13 88 63 20 15 48 59 40
6206 62 16 95 71 23 18 55 65 44
6007 35 62 14 95 71 21 16 55 65 44
6008 40 68 15 101 79 23 17 60 65 54
Alteration Bearings, Retaining Rings Not Assembled
Code NA
Spec. Bearings and retaining rings are shipped unassembled to the housing.
Price Adder
Part Number - (NA)
BGTAB6000ZZ - NA
Bearing 
No. Seal
Unit Price
BGTAB BGTCA SBGTA BGTNB BGTN SBGTN
623
ZZ
(x1.0)
VV
(x1.1)
DD
(x1.1)
  -   -
624   -   -
605   -   -
625   -   -
606       
626       
608       
628       
6900       
6000       
6200       
6901       
6001       
6201       
6902       
Bearing 
No. Seal
Unit Price
BGTAB BGTCA SBGTA BGTNB BGTN SBGTN
6002
ZZ
(x1.0)
VV
(x1.1)
DD
(x1.1)
      
6202       
6903       
6003       
6203       
6904       
6004       
6204       
6005   -   -
6205   -   -
6006   -   -
6206   -   -
6007   -   -
6008   -   -
Congure Online
For Pricing and Days to Ship,Please Congure Online.
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EPAct (1992)
In 1992, the U.S. Congress passed legislation requiring that
general purpose Design A & B motors meet minimum efficiency
requirements, and this legislation was called the Energy Policy Act
of 1992.  Previously, there had been no U.S. standards set forth for
motor energy efficiency.  Since 1997 (when EPAct ‘92 was first
enforced), two-, four-, and six-pole general purpose Design A & B
motors had to meet EPAct guidelines.  Since then, most general
purpose motors manufactured and/or sold in the U.S. have met
these requirements.
Premium Efficiency (EISA 2007)
In December 2010, a new level of energy efficiency mandate went
into effect.  The Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007
mandated that all AC industrial motors as described below must
meet Premium Efficiency standards.  The NEMA trade group was
instrumental in getting this legislation passed, so many people
refer to the high efficiency motors by their nickname – NEMA
Premium®.  All applicable motors manufactured or imported into
the U.S. after December 2010 must meet the Premium Efficiency
guidelines.
AutomationDirect AC Motors Selection Overview
EPAct, High and Premium Efficiency -
What does it all mean?
Nominal Full-Load Efficiency Standards Comparisons (%)
Enclosed Electric Motors, Random Wound, 60 Hz, 600V or Less
Motor
HP
1200 rpm [6-pole] 1800 rpm [4-pole] 3600 rpm [2-pole]
EPAct PremiumEfficiency EPAct
Premium
Efficiency EPAct
Premium
Efficiency
1 80.0 82.5 82.5 85.5 75.5 77.0
1.5 85.5 87.5 84.0 86.5 82.5 84.0
2 86.5 88.5 84.0 86.5 84.0 85.5
3 87.5 89.5 87.5 89.5 85.5 86.5
5 87.5 89.5 87.5 89.5 87.5 88.5
7.5 89.5 91.0 89.5 91.7 88.5 89.5
10 89.5 91.0 89.5 91.7 89.5 90.2
15 90.2 91.7 91.0 92.4 90.2 91.0
20 90.2 91.7 91.0 93.0 90.2 91.0
25 91.7 93.0 92.4 93.6 91.0 91.7
30 91.7 93.0 92.4 93.6 91.0 91.7
40 93.0 94.1 93.0 94.1 91.7 92.4
50 93.0 94.1 93.0 94.5 92.4 93.0
60 93.6 94.5 93.6 95.0 93.0 93.6
75 93.6 94.5 94.1 95.4 93.0 93.6
100 94.1 95.0 94.5 95.4 93.6 94.1
125 94.1 95.0 94.5 95.4 94.5 95.0
150 95.0 95.8 95.0 95.8 94.5 95.0
200 95.0 95.8 95.0 96.2 95.0 95.4
Motors Covered Under EISA 2007 (Premium Efficiency Mandate)
Included – must meet the new Premium Efficiency standards – Industrial AC electric squirrel-cage general-purpose motors as follows:
Single speed;  Polyphase;  1–200 hp with  3-digit frame sizes;  2, 4, & 6 pole (3600, 1800, & 1200 rpm);  NEMA design A & B (including IEC equivalent);  Continuous rated
Not Included in Premium Efficiency standards, but must now meet EPAct standards:
JM;  JP;  Round body (footless);  201–500 hp;  Fire pump;  U-frame;  Design C;  8-pole
Certain motors (Inverter/Vector Duty, NEMA design D, etc.) are not covered by EISA 2007.
For full text, visit www.energy.senate.gov and click “ENERGY INDEPENDENCE & SECURITY ACT OF 2007”.
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Features
• Constant torque operation from 0 to base speed (TENV ratings)
• Constant torque operation from 1/20 speed to base speed (TEFC ratings)
• Constant horsepower to twice base speed (RPM)
• Class H insulation with CR200 (corona-resistant) magnet wire
• Continuous duty at 40°C ambient
• Dual Mounting (C-Face with rigid base and C-Face
with removable rigid base, as noted)
• Service Factor: 1.0
• Utilizes double shielded ball bearings
• Exxon Polyrex® EM bearing grease
• Eliminates brush and commutator maintenance
• Electrically reversible
• UL recognized and CSA certified
• Three year warranty
Applications
• Replaces 90 volt and 180 volt PMDC motors (when used with
AC variable frequency drives)
• Typical uses include: machine tools, conveyors, packaging machines,
batching machines, printing equipment, pumps and fans.
Motor Specifications
Part
Number Price HP
Base
RPM Volts Encl.
NEMA
Frame Model No.
F.L.
Amps
Weight
(lb) Footnotes
Y500** <---> 1/4
1800
230 TENV 56C 56H17T2011 1.0 17 N,Q
Y360** <---> 1/2
230/460
TENV 56C 56H17T2017 1.8/0.9 25 N
Y364** <---> 1
TEFC
56C 56H17F2021 3.2/1.6 28 –
Y368** <---> 2 145TC 145THFR5329 5.8/2.9 45 6
Y1999** † <---> 3 182TC 182THFW7729AA 8.4/4.2 64 6
Y1372** † <---> 5 184TC 184THFW7726AA 13/6.5 92 6
Y994* <---> 7 1/2 213TC 213THFW7726 21.4/10.7 125 6
Y996* <---> 10 215TC 215THFW7726 27.6/13.8 135 6
†  Detailed information on the previous versions of these motors (Y999 & Y372) can be found at www.AutomationDirect.com/Retired-Products.
Footnotes:               N = Totally Enclosed Non Ventilated;               Q = "Quick Connect" terminal board               6 = Bolt-on, removable base for footless mounting option
Note:  Please review the AutomationDirect Terms & Conditions for warranty and service on this product.  
Warranty service can be arranged through numerous Marathon Electric service centers.  See list of service centers on our Web site at www.automationdirect.com.
microMAXTM AC Inverter Duty Motors
Performance Data (460 Volt except as indicated)
Part
Number HP
NEMA
Design
F.L.
RPM
Min.
RPM
F.L.
AMPS
@460V
N.L.
AMPS
@460V
F.L.
Torque
(lb-ft)
B.D.
Torque
(lb-ft)
Max.
CHP
RPM*
Max.
Safe
RPM
F.L.
Effic.
F.L.
Power
Factor
Rotor
Inertia
(lb-ft2)
Y500 1/4 (230V)
B
1725 1.8 1.0 (230V) 0.7 (230V) 0.75 3.7 3520 5400 72.0 65.0 0.040
Y360 1/2 1730 1.8 0.9 0.5 1.5 6.8 3520 5400 80.0 72.0 0.075
Y364 1 1725 90 1.6 0.9 3.0 12.0 3520 5400 78.5 77.5 0.090
Y368 2 1740 90 2.9 1.6 6.0 29.0 3530 5400 82.5 77.0 0.140
Y1999 3
A
1765 90 4.2 2.2 8.9 33.8 3530 5400 87.5 76.4 0.38
Y1372 5 1760 90 6.5 2.8 15 48.6 3520 5400 87.5 81.6 0.357
Y994 7 1/2 1770 90 10.7 6.2 22.3 80.0 3565 4200 89.5 72.5 0.75
Y996 10 B 1770 90 13.8 7.8 30.0 110 3570 4200 91.0 74.0 1.00
* Maximum Constant HP RPM is for direct coupled loads.
1000:1 Constant Torque (TENV), 20:1 Constant Torque (TEFC)
Motor Shipping Schedule
Same or one day * Up to 7 days Up to 10 days
Color indicates shipping lead time in business days.  Check stock status online.
* For same-day shipping of stock motors requiring LTL shipment, order before 
5 p.m. EST.
** For same-day shipping of microMAX motors under 100 lbs, order before 
6 p.m. EST.
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microMAXTM Motor Dimensions
Motor Dimensions [Inches]
Part
Number HP Fig.
NEMA
Frame C D E 2F H
O
Max.
P
Max. U AA
AB
Max.
AG
Max. AH AJ* AK* BA BF BS Key
Y500 1/4 1
56C
9.8
3.50
2.44 3.00 0.88
6.4
5.7 0.625
None None 7.7
2.06
5.875 4.50 2.75 3/8-16
4.0
0.19 x 0.19 
x 1.38
Y360 1/2 2 10.5
7.9 0.88
knock
out
4.4
8.5 4.7
Y364 1 2 12.4 10.4 4.1
Y368 2 2 145TC 14.9 2.75 5.00 0.35 9.1 6.5 0.875 5.6 12.8 2.12 6.4
Y1999 3 2 182TC
14.0
4.5
3.75 5.50 0.41 11.2 8.5 1.13
1.13
knock
out
6.7 11.1 2.88
7.250 8.50
3.63
1/2-13
4.5 0.25 x 0.25 x 1.75Y1372 5 2 184TC 5.5
Y994 7 1/2 2 213TC 21.0
5.25 4.25 7.00 0.45 13.0 9.5 1.375
1.09
hole
1.34 KO
7.8
17.9
3.40 4.25
6.9 0.31 x 0.31 
x 2.38Y996 10 2 215TC 22.2 19.1 8.2
* For frame sizes 145TC and smaller, the mounting alignment ring (AK) lies inside the mounting bolt circle (AJ);  ØAK < ØAJ.
For frame sizes 182TC and larger, the mounting alignment ring (AK) lies outside the mounting bolt circle (AJ);  ØAK > ØAJ.
Note:  Dimensions are for reference only.  For complete dimensional information, refer to Marathon Electric at www.marathonelectric.com.
Figure 1
Figure 2
Note:  1/4 HP motor has "Quick Connect" terminal board.
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STABLE™ Motor Slide Bases
Features
• Allows adjustment of motor mounting position
• Double adjusting screws for frames 182T - 449T
• Manufactured to precise dimensional standards
• Dimensionally interchangeable with existing major makes
• Heavy-duty steel construction
• Painted with oven-baked primer for better adhesion of
customer’s paint
• All “D” bolts (motor mounting bolts) are fixed to the exact
motor foot pattern
• All “D” bolts are welded into position to prevent spinning
and dropping from slots
• Bases are provided with washers
Mounting Slide Bases for 56 to 449T NEMA Motors
Motor Slide Bases
Part Number Price
Fi
ts
 F
ra
m
e
Ty
pe
Pr
od
uc
t
W
ei
gh
t (
lb
) Fits Motor
IronHorse
Marathon
micro
-MAX
Marathon
Black Max
230/460V
Marathon
Black Max
575V
Marathon
Blue Max
Marathon
NEMA
Premium
XRI
Marathon
Blue Chip
XRI
230/460V
Marathon
Blue Chip
XRI 575V
MTA-BASE-W56 <---> 56 2.8 MTR-xxx-xxxxMTPM-xxx-xxxx
Y500
Y360
Y364
Y592(-A772)
Y534(-A772)
Y535(-A772)
Y555(-A772)
Y556(-A772) – E2000 – –
MTA-BASE-W143T <---> 143T/TC 4.6 MTCP-001-3BD18(C)MTCP-1P5-3BD36 – Y536(-A772) – –
E2001
E2003 – –
MTA-BASE-W145T <---> 145T/TC 5.1
MTCP-001-3BD12
MTCP-1P5-3BD18(C)
MTCP-002-3BD18(C)
MTCP-002-3BD36
Y368
Y537(-A772)
Y538(-A772)
Y551(-A772)
Y557(-A772) –
E2002
E2004
E2006
E2007
– –
MTA-BASE-W182T <---> 182T/TC 9.2
MTCP-1P5-3BD12
MTCP-003-3BD18(C)
MTCP-003-3BD36
Y1999 Y541(-A772) Y558(-A772) –
E2005
E2009
E2010
– –
MTA-BASE-W184T <---> 184T/TC 10
MTCP-002-3BD12
MTCP-005-3BD18(C)
MTCP-005-3BD36
Y1372 Y540(-A772)Y543(-A772) Y559(-A772) –
E2008
E2012
E2013
– –
MTA-BASE-W213T <---> 213T/TC 13
MTCP-003-3BD12
MTCP-7P5-3BD18(C)
MTCP-7P5-3BD36
Y994 Y542(-A772)Y545(-A772) Y560(-A772) –
E2011
E2015
E2016
– –
MTA-BASE-W215T <---> 215T/TC 15
MTCP-005-3BD12
MTCP-010-3BD18(C)
MTCP-010-3BD36
Y996 Y544(-A772)Y547(-A772) Y561(-A772) –
E2014
E2018
E2019
– –
MTA-BASE-W254T <---> 254T/TC 18
MTCP-7P5-3BD12
MTCP-015-3BD18(C)
MTCP-015-3BD36
– Y546(-A772)Y549(-A772) Y562(-A772) – – E205 E307
MTA-BASE-W256T <---> 256T/TC 19
MTCP-010-3BD12
MTCP-020-3BD18(C)
MTCP-020-3BD36
– Y548(-A772)Y552(-A772) Y563(-A772) – – E206 E308
MTA-BASE-W284T <---> 284T/TC 20 MTCP-015-3BD12MTCP-025-3BD18(C) – Y553(-A772) – – – E207 E309
MTA-BASE-W286T <---> 286T/TC 21 MTCP-020-3BD12MTCP-030-3BD18(C) – Y393(-A772) – – – E208 E310
MTA-BASE-W324T <---> 324T/TC 30 MTCP-040-3BD18(C) – – – Y571(-A774)Y513(-A775) – E209 E311
MTA-BASE-W326T <---> 326T/TC 31 MTCP-050-3BD18(C) – – – Y572(-A774)Y514(-A775) – E210 E312
MTA-BASE-W364T <---> 364T/TC 43 MTCP-060-3BD18(C) – – – Y573(-A774)Y515(-A775) – E211 E313
MTA-BASE-W365T <---> 365T/TC 43 MTCP-075-3BD18(C) – – – Y574(-A774)Y516(-A775) – E212 E315
MTA-BASE-W404T <---> 404T/TC 58 – – – – – – – –
MTA-BASE-W405T <---> 405T/TC 60 MTCP-100-3BD18(C) – – – Y575(-A774)Y517(-A775) – E213 E314
MTA-BASE-W444T <---> 444T 63 MTCP-125-3BD18 – – – – – – –
MTA-BASE-W445T <---> 445T 65 MTCP-150-3BD18 – – – – – – –
MTA-BASE-W447T <---> 445/7T447T 89 MTCP-200-3BD18 – – – – – – –
MTA-BASE-W449T <---> 449T 94 MTC-250-3D18MTC-300-3D18 – – – – – – –
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STABLE Motor Slide Bases
J
M
N
I
H
E E
G G
A
H
B
C
K(mm)
F
F
D
L
W56 - W145T  Motor Slide Base Dimensions
H
H
J
M
E E
GG
A
I
B
L
F
F
D W
K(mm)
C
N
W182T - W449T Motor Slide Base Dimensions
(W182T-W215T bases have one-piece top plates, similar to W56-W145T)
Dimensions [inches, except as noted] - STABLE Motor Slide Bases
MTA-BASE-
Wxxxx A B C D E F G H I J K(mm) L M N W
56 10-5/8 6-1/2 1-1/8 4-1/2 2-7/16 1-1/2 3-13/16 2-7/8 3/8 3 2 mm 7/8 5/16 x 1 3/8 x 4 n/a
143T 10-1/2 7-1/2 1-1/8 5-1/2 2-3/4 2 3-3/4 3-3/8 3/8 3 3 mm 13/16 5/16 x 1 3/8 x 4 n/a
145T 10-1/2 8-1/2 1-1/8 6-1/2 2-3/4 2-1/2 3-3/4 3-7/8 3/8 3 3 mm 13/16 5/16 x 1 3/8 x 4 n/a
182T 12-3/4 9-1/2 1-1/2 6-1/2 3-3/4 2-1/4 4-1/2 4-1/4 1/2 3 3.5 mm 1-1/2 3/8 x 1-3/4 1/2 x 6 4-1/2
184T 12-3/4 10-1/2 1-1/2 7-1/2 3-3/4 2-3/4 4-1/2 4-3/4 1/2 3 3.5 mm 1-1/2 3/8 x 1-3/4 1/2 x 6 5-1/2
213T 15 11 1-3/4 7-1/2 4-1/4 2-3/4 5-1/4 4-3/4 1/2 3-1/2 3.8 mm 1-1/2 3/8 x 1-3/4 1/2 x 6 5-1/2
215T 15 12-1/2 1-3/4 9 4-1/4 3-1/2 5-1/4 5-1/2 1/2 3-1/2 3.8 mm 1-1/2 3/8 x 1-3/4 1/2 x 6 7
254T 17-3/4 15-1/8 2 10-3/4 5 4-1/8 6-1/4 6-5/8 5/8 4 4.6 mm 1-7/16 1/2 x 1-3/4 5/8 x 6 5-5/16
256T 17-3/4 16-7/8 2 12-1/2 5 5 6-1/4 7-1/2 5/8 4 4.6 mm 1-7/16 1/2 x 1-3/4 5/8 x 6 7
284T 19-3/4 16-7/8 2 12-1/2 5-1/2 4-3/4 7 7-1/2 5/8 4-1/2 4.6 mm 1-11/16 1/2 x 2 5/8 x 6 7
286T 19-3/4 18-3/8 2 14 5-1/2 5-1/2 7 8-1/4 5/8 4-1/2 4.6 mm 1-11/16 1/2 x 2 5/8 x 6 8
324T 22-3/4 19-1/4 2-1/2 14 6-1/4 5-1/4 8 8-1/2 3/4 5-1/4 4.6 mm 2-3/16 5/8 x 2-1/2 3/4 x 9 7
326T 22-3/4 20-3/4 2-1/2 15-1/2 6-1/4 6 8 9-1/4 3/4 5-1/4 4.6 mm 2-3/16 5/8 x 2-1/2 3/4 x 9 8-1/2
364T 25-1/2 20-1/2 2-1/2 15-1/2 7 5-5/8 9 9-1/8 3/4 6 5.8 mm 2-1/16 5/8 x 2-1/2 3/4 x 9 7-3/4
365T 25-1/2 21-1/2 2-1/2 16-1/2 7 6-1/8 9 9-5/8 3/4 6 5.8 mm 2-1/16 5/8 x 2-1/2 3/4 x 9 8-3/4
404T 28-3/4 22-3/8 3 16-1/2 8 6-1/8 10 9-7/8 7/8 7 5.8 mm 2-1/2 3/4 x 3 3/4 x 11 8-3/4
405T 28-3/4 23-7/8 3 18 8 6-7/8 10 10-5/8 7/8 7 5.8 mm 2-1/2 3/4 x 3 3/4 x 11 10-1/4
444T 31-1/4 24-5/8 3 19-1/4 9 7-1/4 11 11 7/8 7-1/2 5.8 mm 2-1/2 3/4 x 3 3/4 x 11 11
445T 31-1/4 26-5/8 3 21-1/4 9 8-1/4 11 12 7/8 7-1/2 5.8 mm 2-1/2 3/4 x 3 3/4 x 11 13
447T 31-1/4 30-1/8 3 24-3/4 9 10 11 13-3/4 7/8 7-1/2 8 mm 3 3/4 x 3-1/2 3/4 x 11 16-1/2
449T 31-1/4 35-1/8 3 29-3/4 9 12-1/2 11 16-1/4 7/8 7-1/2 8 mm 3 3/4 x 3-1/2 3/4 x 11 21-1/2
Dimensions – Mounting Slide Bases for NEMA Motors
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GS2 Series - Introduction
Overview
The GS2 series of AC drives offers all of the
features of our GS1 drive plus dynamic
braking, PID and a removable keypad.
The drive can be configured using the built-
in digital keypad or with the standard 
RS-232/RS-485 serial communications
port.  The standard keypad allows you to
configure the drive, set the speed, start and
stop the drive, command forward and
reverse direction of motor shaft, and
monitor specific parameters during opera-
tion.  Each GS2 features one analog and
six programmable digital inputs, and one
analog and two programmable relay
outputs. 
Features 
• Simple Volts/Hertz control
• Sinusoidal Pulse Width Modulation (PWM)
• 1-12 kHz carrier frequency
• IGBT technology
• Starting torque: 125% at 0.5 Hz/150% at 5 Hz
• 150% rated current for one minute
• Electronic overload protection
• Stall prevention
• Adjustable accel and decel ramps
• S-curve settings for acceleration and
deceleration 
• Automatic torque compensation
• Automatic slip compensation
• Dynamic braking circuit
• DC braking
• Three skip frequencies
• Trip history
• Programmable jog speed
• Integral PID control
• Removable keypad with speed potentiometer
• Programmable analog input
• Programmable analog output
• Six programmable digital inputs
• Two programmable relay outputs
• RS-232/485 Modbus communications  up to
38.4 Kbps.
• Optional Ethernet communications
• Two-year warranty
• UL/cUL/CE* listed
* GS2-5xxx 575V drives NOT CE compliant 
Accessories
• AC line reactors
• EMI filters
• RF filter
• Braking resistors
• Fuse kits and replacement fuses
• DIN rail mounting adapter 
(see “Accessories” table for applicability)
• Replacement keypads
• Keypad cables in 1, 3, and 5-meter lengths
• Ethernet interface
• Four and eight-port serial communication
breakout  boards
• KEPDirect I/O or OPC Server
• GSoft drive configuration software
• USB-485M – USB to RS-485 PC adapter
(see “Communications Products”
chapter for detailed information)
Detailed descriptions and specifications for GS
accessories are available in the “GS/DURAPULSE
Accessories” section.
Typical Applications
• Conveyors
• Fans
• Pumps
• Compressors
• HVAC
• Material handling
• Mixing
• Shop tools
GS2 series 
part numbering system
GS2-  4  7P5
Applicable Motor Capacity
0P2: 0.25HP 0P5: 0.5HP
1P0: 1.0HP 2P0: 2.0HP
3P0: 3.0HP 5P0: 5.0HP
7P5: 7.5HP 010: 10HP
  
Input Voltage
1: 100-120VAC
2: 200-240VAC
4: 380-480VAC
5: 500-600VAC
Series Name
GS2 Series Drives
Motor Rating 
Hp .25 .5 1 2 3 5 7.5 10
kW 0.2 0.4 0.75 1.5 2.2 3.7 5.5 7.5
Single-Phase Input 115V Class ✔ ✔ ✔
Single/Three-Phase Input 230V Class ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
Three-Phase 230V Class ✔ ✔
Three-Phase 460V Class ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
Three-Phase 575V Class ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
• Serial communication cables available for
creating plug and play RS-232/RS-485 net-
works with AutomationDirect PLCs.  See
the comm cable matrix on page 13–93
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115V CLASS GS2 SERIES
Model GS2-10P2 GS2-10P5 GS2-11P0
Price <---> <---> <--->
Motor Rating
HP 1/4hp 1/2hp 1hp
kW 0.2kW 0.4kW 0.75kW
Rated Output Capacity (kVA) 0.6 1.0 1.6
Rated Input Voltage Single-phase : 100 to 120 VAC ±10% 50/60 Hz ±5%
Rated Output Voltage Three-phase, two times proportion to input voltage
Rated Input Current (A) 6 9 16
Rated Output Current (A) 1.6 2.5 4.2
DC Braking Frequency 60-0 Hz, 0-100% rated current, start time 0.0-5.0 seconds, Stop Time 0.0-25.0 seconds
Watt Loss @ 100% I (W) 24 34 46
Weight (lb) 3.5 3.6 3.7
Dimensions*** (HxWxD)  (mm [in]) 151.0 x 100.0 x 140.5  [5.94 x 3.94 x 5.53]
Accessories
Line Reactor
Input side of drive (1 Phase)* LR-10P2-1PH LR-10P5-1PH LR-11P0-1PH
Output side of drive (3 Phase)* LR-20P5 LR-21P0
Braking Resistor GS-20P5-BR GS-20P5-BR GS-21P0-BR
EMI Filter 20DRT1W3S
RF Filter RF220X00A
Fuse Kit Single Phase** GS-10P2-FKIT-1P GS-10P5-FKIT-1P GS-11P0-FKIT-1P
Replacement Fuses Single Phase** GS-10P2-FUSE-1P GS-10P5-FUSE-1P GS-11P0-FUSE-1P
DIN Rail Mounting Adapter GS2-DR02
Spare Keypad, GS2 Series Drive GS2-KPD
Keypad Cable, GS2 Series, 1 meter GS-CBL2-1L
Keypad Cable, GS2 Series, 3 meter GS-CBL2-3L
Keypad Cable, GS2 Series, 5 meter GS-CBL2-5L
Ethernet Communications module for GS Series
Drives (DIN rail mounted) GS-EDRV100
USB to RS232 PC Communication Adapter USB-RS232
RS-232 Serial Cable, GS2 Drive to DL05/06,
CLICK, D2-250/260, D4-450, P3-550 GS-RJ12-CBL-2
USB to RS-485 PC Communication Adapter USB-485M
RS-485 Communication Distribution Module 
(for creating plug and play RS-485 networks) ZL-CDM-RJ12X4  /  ZL-CDM-RJ12X10
RS-485 Serial Cable, GS Drive to DL06/D2-260 GS-485HD15-CBL-2
RS-485 Serial Cable, 
GS Drive to ZIPLink CDM Module GS-485RJ12-CBL-2
Software GSoft / KEPDirect
OPC Server KEPDirect
*Note: GS2-1xxx drives require 115V class input line reactors and 230V class output line reactors.
**Note: Single phase fuse kits and fuses are used only with GS2-1xxx drives.
***Note: Height dimension does not include external ground terminal, which adds 10 to 15 mm.  Refer to dimensional drawings for details.
GS2 Series Specifications
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GS2 Series Specifications
230V CLASS GS2 SERIES
Model GS2-20P5 GS2-21P0 GS2-22P0 GS2-23P0 GS2-25P0 GS2-27P5
Price <---> <---> <---> <---> <---> <--->
Motor Rating
HP 1/2hp 1hp 2hp 3hp 5hp 7.5hp
kW 0.4kW 0.75kW 1.5kW 2.2kW 3.7kW 5.5kW
Rated Output Capacity (kVA) 1.0 1.9 2.7 3.8 6.5 9.5
Rated Input Voltage Single/Three-phase : 200/208/220/230/240 VAC 10%, 50/6 0Hz 5% Three-phase : 200/208/220/230/240 VAC±10%, 50/60 Hz ±5%
Rated Output Voltage Three-phase : Corresponds to input voltage
Rated Input Current (A) 6.3/2.9 11.5/6.3 15.7/8.8 27.0/12.5 19.6 28
Rated Output Current (A) 2.5 5.0 7.0 10 17 25
DC Braking Frequency 60-0 Hz, 0-100% rated current, start time 0.0-5.0 seconds, Stop Time 0.0-25.0 seconds
Watt Loss @ 100% I (W) 34 57 77 111 185 255
Weight (lb) 3.5 3.6 3.7 8.5 8.5 8.5
Dimensions* (HxWxD) (mm [in]) 151.0 x 100.0 x 140.5  [5.94 x 3.94 x 5.53] 220.0 x 125.0 x 189.5  [8.66 x 4.92 x 7.46]
Accessories
Line Reactor
Single-Phase LR-20P5-1PH LR-21P0-1PH LR-22P0-1PH LR-23P0-1PH n/a n/a
Three-Phase LR-20P5 LR-21P0 LR-22P0 LR-23P0 LR-25P0 LR-27P5
Braking Resistor GS-20P5-BR GS-21P0-BR GS-22P0-BR GS-23P0-BR GS-25P0-BR GS-27P5-BR
EMI Filter (single phase input) 20DRT1W3S 32DRT1W3C 40TDS4W4B
RF Filter RF220X00A
Fuse Kit
Single-Phase GS-20P5-FKIT-1P GS-21P0-FKIT-1P GS-22P0-FKIT-1P GS-23P0-FKIT-1P N/A N/A
Three-Phase GS-20P5-FKIT-3P GS-21P0-FKIT-3P GS-22P0-FKIT-3P GS-23P0-FKIT-3P GS-25P0-FKIT-3P GS-27P5-FKIT
Replacement Fuses
Single-Phase GS-20P5-FUSE-1P GS-21P0-FUSE-1P GS-22P0-FUSE-1P GS-23P0-FUSE-1P N/A N/A
Three-Phase GS-20P5-FUSE-3P GS-21P0-FUSE-3P GS-22P0-FUSE-3P GS-23P0-FUSE-3P GS-25P0-FUSE GS-27P5-FUSE
DIN Rail Mounting Adapter GS2-DR02 n/a
Spare Keypad, GS2 Series Drive GS2-KPD
Keypad Cable, GS2 Series, 1 meter GS-CBL2-1L
Keypad Cable, GS2 Series, 3 meter GS-CBL2-3L
Keypad Cable, GS2 Series, 5 meter GS-CBL2-5L
Ethernet Communications module for GS Series
Drives (DIN rail mounted) GS-EDRV100
USB to RS232 PC Communication Adapter USB-RS232
RS-232 Serial Cable, GS2 Drive to DL05/06,
CLICK, D2-250/260, D4-450, P3-550 GS-RJ12-CBL-2
USB to RS-485 PC Communication Adapter USB-485M
RS-485 Communication Distribution Module 
(for creating plug and play RS-485 networks) ZL-CDM-RJ12X4  /  ZL-CDM-RJ12X10
RS-485 Serial Cable, GS Drive to DL06/D2-260 GS-485HD15-CBL-2
RS-485 Serial Cable, 
GS Drive to ZIPLink CDM Module GS-485RJ12-CBL-2
Software GSoft / KEPDirect
OPC Server KEPDirect
*Note: Height dimension does not include external ground terminal, which adds 10 to 15 mm.  Refer to dimensional drawings for details.
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460V CLASS GS2 SERIES
Model GS2-41P0 GS2-42P0 GS2-43P0 GS2-45P0 GS2-47P5 GS2-4010
Price <---> <---> <---> <---> <---> <--->
Motor Rating
HP 1hp 2hp 3hp 5hp 7.5hp 10hp
kW 0.8kW 1.5kW 2.2kW 4kW 5.5kW 7.5kW
Rated Output Capacity (kVA) 2.3 3.1 3.8 6.2 9.9 13.7
Rated Input Voltage Three-phase: 380/400/415/440/460/480 VAC 10%, 50/60 Hz 5%
Rated Output Voltage Corresponds to input voltage
Rated Input Current (A) 4.2 5.7 6.0 8.5 14 23
Rated Output Current (A) 3.0 4.0 5.0 8.2 13 18
DC Braking Frequency 60-0 Hz, 0-100% rated current, Start Time 0.0-5.0 seconds, Stop Time 0.0-25.0 seconds
Watt Loss @ 100% I (W) 73 86 102 170 240 255
Weight (lb) 3.5 3.6 3.7 8.5 8.5 8.5
Dimensions* (HxWxD)  (mm [in]) 151.0 x 100.0 x 140.5  [5.94 x 3.94 x 5.53] 220.0 x 125.0 x 189.5  [8.66 x 4.92 x 7.46]
Accessories
Line Reactor LR-41P0 LR-42P0 LR-43P0 LR-45P0 LR-47P5 LR-4010
Braking Resistor GS-41P0-BR GS-42P0-BR GS-43P0-BR GS-45P0-BR GS-47P5-BR GS-4010-BR
EMI Filter 11TDT1W4S 17TDT1W44 26TDT1W4B4
RF Filter RF220X00A
Fuse Kit GS-41P0-FKIT GS-42P0-FKIT GS-43P0-FKIT GS-45P0-FKIT GS-47P5-FKIT GS-4010-FKIT
Replacement Fuses GS-41P0-FUSE GS-42P0-FUSE GS-43P0-FUSE GS-45P0-FUSE GS-47P5-FUSE GS-4010-FUSE
DIN Rail Mounting Adapter GS2-DR02 n/a
Spare Keypad, GS2 Series Microdrive GS2-KPD
Keypad Cable, GS2 Series, 1 meter GS-CBL2-1L
Keypad Cable, GS2 Series, 3 meter GS-CBL2-3L
Keypad Cable, GS2 Series, 5 meter GS-CBL2-5L
Ethernet Communications Module for GS Series
Drives (DIN rail mounted) GS-EDRV100
USB to RS232 PC Communication Adapter USB-RS232
RS-232 Serial Cable, GS2 Drive to DL05/06,
CLICK, D2-250/260, D4-450, P3-550 GS-RJ12-CBL-2
USB to RS-485 PC Communication Adapter USB-485M
RS-485 Communication Distribution Module 
(for creating plug and play RS-485 networks) ZL-CDM-RJ12X4  /  ZL-CDM-RJ12X10
RS-485 Serial Cable, GS Drive to DL06/D2-260 GS-485HD15-CBL-2
RS-485 Serial Cable, 
GS Drive to ZIPLink CDM Module GS-485RJ12-CBL-2
Software GSoft / KEPDirect
OPC Server KEPDirect
*Note: Height dimension does not include external ground terminal, which adds 10 to 15 mm.  Refer to dimensional drawings for details.
GS2 Series Specifications
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GS2 Series Specifications
575V CLASS GS2 SERIES
Model GS2-51P0 GS2-52P0 GS2-53P0 GS2-55P0 GS2-57P5 GS2-5010
Price <---> <---> <---> <---> <---> <--->
Motor Rating
HP 1hp 2hp 3hp 5hp 7.5hp 10hp
kW 0.75kW 1.5kW 2.2kW 3.7kW 5.5kW 7.5kW
Rated Output Capacity (kVA) 1.7 3.0 4.2 6.6 9.9 12.2
Rated Input Voltage Three-phase: 500 to 600 VAC -15/+10%, 50/60 Hz 5%
Rated Output Voltage Corresponds to input voltage
Rated Input Current (A) 2.4 4.2 5.9 7.0 10.5 12.9
Rated Output Current (A) 1.7 3.0 4.2 6.6 9.9 12.2
DC Braking Frequency 60-0 Hz, 0-100% rated current, Start Time 0.0-5.0 seconds, Stop Time 0.0-25.0 seconds
Watt Loss @ 100% I (W) 30 58 83 132 191 211
Weight (lb) 3.3 3.3 4.4 7.0 7.0 7.3
Dimensions* (HxWxD)  (mm [in]) 151.0 x 100.0 x 140.5  [5.94 x 3.94 x 5.53] 220.0 x 125.0 x 189.5  [8.66 x 4.92 x 7.46]
Accessories
Line Reactor LR-51P0 LR-52P0 LR-53P0 LR-55P0 LR-5010
Braking Resistor GS-42P0-BR GS-42P0-BR x (2) in parallel
GS-4010-BR x (2)
in series
EMI Filter not available
RF Filter RF220X00A
Fuse Block (Edison 3-pole part #) BC6033PQ or CHCC3D or CHCC3DI
Replacement Fuses (Edison Fuse part #) HCLR6(10 fuses per pack)
HCLR10
(10 fuses per pack)
HCLR15 
(10 fuses per pack)
HCLR20
(10 fuses per pack)
HCLR30
(10 fuses per pack)
DIN Rail Mounting Adapter GS2-DR02 n/a
Spare Keypad, GS2 Series Microdrive GS2-KPD
Keypad Cable, GS2 Series, 1 meter GS-CBL2-1L
Keypad Cable, GS2 Series, 3 meter GS-CBL2-3L
Keypad Cable, GS2 Series, 5 meter GS-CBL2-5L
Ethernet Communications Module for GS Series
Drives (DIN rail mounted) GS-EDRV100
USB to RS232 PC Communication Adapter USB-RS232
RS-232 Serial Cable, GS2 Drive to DL05/06,
CLICK, D2-250/260, D4-450, P3-550 GS-RJ12-CBL-2
USB to RS-485 PC Communication Adapter USB-485M
RS-485 Communication Distribution Module 
(for creating plug and play RS-485 networks) ZL-CDM-RJ12X4  /  ZL-CDM-RJ12X10
RS-485 Serial Cable, GS Drive to DL06/D2-260 GS-485HD15-CBL-2
RS-485 Serial Cable, 
GS Drive to ZIPLink CDM Module GS-485RJ12-CBL-2
Software GSoft / KEPDirect
OPC Server KEPDirect
*Note: Height dimension does not include external ground terminal, which adds 10 to 15 mm.  Refer to dimensional drawings for details.
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General Specifications
Control Characteristics
Control System Sinusoidal Pulse Width Modulation, carrier frequency 1kHz - 12kHz
Output Frequency Resolution 0.1 Hz
Overload Capacity 150% of rated current for 1 minute
Torque Characteristics Includes auto-torque boost, auto-slip compensation, starting torque 125% @ 0.5Hz/150% @ 5.0Hz
Braking Torque 20% without dynamic braking resistor, 125% with optional braking resistor
DC Braking Operation frequency 60-0Hz, 0-100% rated current. Start time 0.0-5.0 seconds. Stop time 0.0-0 25.0 seconds
Acceleration/Deceleration Time 0.1 to 600 seconds (linear or non-linear acceleration/deceleration), second acceleration/deceleration available
Voltage/Frequency Pattern V/F pattern adjustable. Settings available for Constant Torque - low and high starting torque, Variable Torque - low and high starting torque, and user configured
Stall Prevention Level 20 to 200% or rated current
Operation Specifications
Inputs
Frequency
Setting
Keypad Setting by <UP> or <DOWN> buttons or potentiometer 
External Signal Potentiometer - 3k to 5k/2W, 0 to 10VDC (input impedance 10k), 0 to 20mA / 4 to 20 mA (input impedance 250), Multi-speed inputs 1 to 3, Serial Communication RS232 and RS485 (Modbus RTU)
Operation
Setting
Keypad Setting by <RUN>, <STOP> buttons
External Signal Forward/Stop, Reverse/Stop (run/stop, fwd/rev), 3-wire control, Serial Communication RS232 and RS485 (Modbus RTU)
Input
Terminals
Digital
6 user-programmable: FWD/STOP, REV/STOP, RUN/STOP, REV/FWD, Run momentary (N.O.), STOP momentary (N.C.),
External Fault (N.O./N.C.), External Reset, Multi-Speed Bit (1-3), Jog, External Base Block (N.O./N.C.), 
Second Accel/Decel Time, Speed Hold, Increase Speed, Decrease Speed, Reset Speed to Zero, PID Disable (N.O.), 
PID Disable (N.C.), Input Disable 
Analog 1 user-configurable, 0 to 10VDC (input impedance 10k ) or 0 to 20mA / 4 to 20mA (input impedance 250 ), 10 bitresolution Frequency setpoint or PID process variable PV
Outputs
Output
Terminals
Digital
2 user-programmable; Inverter Running, Inverter Fault, At Speed, Zero Speed, Above Desired Frequency, Below Desired
Frequency, At Maximum Speed, Over Torque Detected, Above Desired Current, Below Desired Current, 
PID Deviation Alarm
Analog 1 user-programmable:  0 to 10VDC (max load 2mA), 8 bit resolution frequency, current, process variable PV
Operating Functions
Automatic voltage regulation, voltage/frequency characteristics selection, non-linear acceleration/deceleration, upper and
lower frequency limiters, 7-stage speed operation, adjustable carrier frequency (1 to 12 kHz), PID control, skip frequen-
cies, analog gain & bias adjustment, jog, electronic thermal relay, automatic torque boost, trip history, software protection
Protective Functions
Electronic Thermal, Overload Relay, Auto Restart after Fault, Momentary Power Loss, Reverse Operation Inhibit, Auto
Voltage Regulation, Over-Voltage Trip Prevention, Auto Adjustable Accel/Decel, Over-Torque Detection Mode, 
Over-Torque Detection Level, Over-Torque Detection Time, Over-Current Stall Prevention during Acceleration, 
Over-Current Stall Prevention during Operation
Operator
Interface
Operator Devices 8-key, 4-digit, 7-segment LED, 14 status LEDs, potentiometer
Programming Parameter values for setup and review, fault codes
Status Display Actual Operating Frequency, RPM, Scaled Frequency, Amps, % Load, Output Voltage, DC Bus Voltage, Process Variable, Set-point Frequency
Key Functions RUN, STOP/RESET, FWD/REV, PROGRAM, DISPLAY, <UP>, <DOWN>, ENTER
Environment
Enclosure Rating Protected chassis, IP20
Ambient Temperature -10° to 50°C  (14°F to 122°F)
-10° to 40°C  (14°F to 104°F) For models 7.5 hp (5.5 kW) and higher
Storage Temperature -20° to 60 °C (-4°F to 140°F) - during short-term transportation period 
Ambient Humidity 20 to 90% RH (non-condensing)
Vibration 9.8 m/s2(1G), less than 10Hz,. 5.9 m/s2    (0.6G) 10 to 60 Hz
Installation Location Altitude 1000m or lower above sea level, keep from corrosive gas, liquid and dust
Options Noise filter, input AC reactor, output AC reactor, cable for remote operator, programming software (GSOFT),Dynamic braking  resistor, input fuses, ethernet interface (GS-EDRV100), EMI filters
GS2 Series — General Specifications
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GS2 Specifications — Installation
6in
[150mm]
minimum
2in
[50mm]
minimum
Fan
Input
Power To
Motor
2in
[50mm]
min
6in
[150mm]
minimum
Panel Ground braid
copper lugs
Panel or single
point ground*Star washers*
Air Flow
Understanding the installation requirements for
your GS2 drive will help to ensure that it  oper-
ates within its environmental and electrical limits.
Note: Never use only this catalog for installation instructions
or operation of equipment; refer to the user manual, GS2-M.
1:  Protective structure is based upon EN60529
2: The ambient temperature must be in the range of 
-10° to 40° C. If the range will be up to 50° C, you
will need to set the carrier frequency to 2.1 kHz or
less and derate the output current to 80% or less.
See our Web site for derating curves.
3: The storage temperature refers to the short-term
temperature during transport.
4: Conforms to the test method specified in JIS CO911
(1984)
Warning: AC drives generate a large amount of
heat which may damage the AC drive.  Auxiliary
cooling methods are typically required in order
not to exceed maximum ambient temperatures.
Warning: Maximum ambient temperatures
must not exceed 50°C (122°F), or
40°C (104°F) for models 7.5 hp
(5.5 kW) and higher!
Environmental Specifications
Protective Structure 1 IP20
Ambient Operating
Temperature 2
-10 to 50°C (14°F to 122°F)  -
10 to 40°C (14°F to 104°F) for
models 7.5HP and higher 
Storage 
Temperature 3 -20 to 60°C (-4°F to 140°F)  
Humidity To 90% (no condensation)
Vibration 4 5.9 m/s
2 (0.6g),
10 to 55 Hz
Location
Altitude 1,000 m or less,
indoors (no corrosive 
gases or dust)
Watt-loss Chart
GS2 Drive Model At full load
GS2-10P2 24
GS2-10P5 34
GS2-11P0 46
GS2-20P5 34
GS2-21P0 57
GS2-22P0 77
GS2-23P0 111
GS2-25P0 185
GS2-27P5 255
GS2-41P0 73
GS2-42P0 86
GS2-43P0 102
GS2-45P0 170
GS2-47P5 240
GS2-4010 255
GS2-51P0 30
GS2-52P0 58
GS2-53P0 83
GS2-55P0 132
GS2-57P5 191
GS2-5010 211
* FOR PAINTED SUB-PANELS, SCRAPE
THE PAINT FROM UNDERNEATH THE
STAR WASHERS BEFORE TIGHTENING
THEM.
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GS2 Specifications — Terminals
Note:  Use twisted-shielded, twisted-pair or shielded-lead wires for the control signal wiring.  It is recommended to run all signal wiring in a separate steel conduit.
The shield wire should only be connected at the drive.  Do not connect shield wire on both ends.
Main Circuit Wiring
Terminal Description
L1, L2, L3 Input power
T1, T2, T3 AC drive output
B1, B2 DB resistor input
Ground
Control Circuit Terminals
Terminal Symbol Description
R1O Relay output 1 normally open
R1C Relay output 1 normally closed
R1 Relay output 1 common
R2O Relay output 2 normally open
R2C Relay output 2 normally closed
R2 Relay output 2 common
DI1 Digital input 1
DI2 Digital input 2
DI3 Digital input 3
DI4 Digital input 4
DI5 Digital input 5
DI6 Digital input 6
DCM Digital common
AI Analog input
+10V Internal power supply (DC 10V) @ 10 mA
AO Analog output
ACM Analog common
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Control circuit terminal Shielded leadsMain circuit (power) terminals
P o w e r   S o u r c e*
100-120V ±10%
200-240V ±10%
380-480V ±10%
500-600V -15%;+10%
(50,60Hz ±5%)
IMGS2-xxxx
AC Motor
Grounding resistance 
less than 0.1
Braking resistor
(optional)
B1
B2
T3
T1
T2
Forward/Stop
Reverse/Stop
External Fault
(N.O.)
Multi-Speed 1
Multi-Speed 2
Multi-Speed 3
DI1
DI2
DI3
DI4
DI5
DCM
DI6
+10V
(10mA max)
AI
ACM
Potentiometer
3-5 k
Analog voltage
0-10 VDC
Analog current
0-20 mA
4-20 mA
* Use terminals L1, L2 for 115V 1-phase
 models; use any two of L1, L2, L3 for
 230V 1-phase models.
 
R1C
R1
R1O Inverter Running
Multi-function output contacts
120VAC/24VDC @5A
230VAC @2.5A
R2
R2C
R2O Inverter Fault
Multi-function output contacts
120VAC/24VDC @5A
230VAC @2.5A
L1
L3
L2
16
RJ-12 Serial Comm Port*
Interface (See Warning)
RS-485
2: GND
3: SG-
4: SG+
5: +5V
2: GND
3: RXD
4: TXD
5: +5V
RS-232
+
-
AO
ACM
Potentiometer (3-5 k)
Analog
output
0 to +10 VDC
2mA max
Output Frequency
Voltmeter
(may be
required for some
meters)
RJ-12
(6P4C)
Factory default source of frequency command is via the keypad potentiometer
Factory default setting

Note:  Users MUST connect wiring according to the circuit diagram shown below.  (Refer to user manual GS2-M for additional specific wiring information.)
GS2 Specifications — Basic Wiring Diagram
WARNING: Do not plug a modem or telephone into the GS2 RJ-12 Serial Comm Port, or permanent damage may result.
Terminals 2 and 5 should not be used as a power source for your communication connection.
Note:  Refer to the following pages for explanations and information regarding line reactors, braking resistors, EMI and RF filters, and fuses:
13–50, 13–69, 13–74, 13–80, 13–81.
*Optional ZIPLink serial communication cables available
for plug and play connectivity to AutomationDirect PLCs.
See the comm cable selection matrix on page 13–93.
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GS2 Specifications — Dimensions
GS2-10P2, GS2-10P5, GS2-11P0;  GS2-20P5, GS2-21P0, GS2-22P0;
GS2-41P0, GS2-42P0, GS2-43P0;  GS2-51P0, GS2-52P0, GS2-53P0
GS2-23P0, GS2-25P0, GS2-27P5;
GS2-45P0, GS2-47P5, GS2-4010;  GS2-55P0, GS2-57P5, GS2-5010
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Wiring Solutions 
ZIPLinks eliminate the normally tedious process of wiring between
devices by utilizing prewired cables and DIN rail mount connector
modules. It's as simple as plugging in a  cable connector at either
end or terminating wires at only one end. Prewired cables keep 
installation clean and efficient, using half the space at a fraction
of the cost of standard terminal blocks. There are several wiring 
solutions available when using the ZIPLink System ranging from
PLC I/O-to-ZIPLink Connector Modules that are ready for field 
termination, options for connecting to third party devices, GS,
DuraPulse and SureServo Drives, and specialty relay, transorb and
communications modules. Pre-printed I/O-specific adhesive label
strips for quick marking of ZIPLink modules are provided with
ZIPLink cables. See the following solutions to help determine the
best ZIPLink system for your application.
Solution 1:  DirectLOGIC, CLICK and Productivity3000
I/O Modules to ZIPLink Connector Modules
When looking for quick and easy I/O-to-field termination, a ZIPLink
connector module used in conjunction with a prewired ZIPLink cable,
consisting of an I/O terminal block at one end and a multi-pin
connector at the other end, is the best solution.
Using the PLC I/O Modules to ZIPLink Connector
Modules selector tables located in this section,
1. Locate your I/O module/PLC. 
2. Select a ZIPLink Module. 
3. Select  a corresponding ZIPLink Cable.
Solution 3: GS Series and DuraPulse Drives
Communication Cables
Need to communicate via Modbus RTU to a drive or a
network of drives? 
ZIPLink cables are available in a wide range of 
configurations for connecting to PLCs and SureServo,
SureStep, Stellar Soft Starter and AC drives. Add a ZIPLink
communications module to quickly and easily set up a
multi-device network. 
Using the Drives Communication selector tables located in
this section, 
1. Locate your Drive and type of communications. 
2. Select a ZIPLink cable and other associated hardware.
Solution 2:  DirectLOGIC, CLICK and Productivity3000
I/O Modules to 3rd Party Devices
When wanting to connect I/O to another device within close proximity
of the I/O modules, no extra terminal blocks are necessary when using
the ZIPLink Pigtail Cables. ZIPLink Pigtail Cables are prewired to an I/O
terminal block with color-coded pigtail with soldered-tip wires on the
other end.
Using the I/O Modules to 3rd Party Devices selector tables
located in this section,
1. Locate your PLC I/O module. 
2. Select a ZIPLink Pigtail Cable that is compatible 
with your 3rd party device.
Wiring Solutions using the ZIPLink Wiring System
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Wiring Solutions 
Solution 4:  Serial Communications Cables
ZIPLink offers communications cables for use with DirectLOGIC, CLICK,
and Productivity3000 CPUs, that can also be used with other communica-
tions devices.  Connections include a 6-pin RJ12 or 9-pin, 15-pin and 25-
pin D-sub connectors which can be used in conjunction with the RJ12 or
D-Sub Feedthrough modules.
Using the Serial Communications Cables selector
table located in this section, 
1. Locate your connector type 
2. Select a cable.
Solution 5:  Specialty ZIPLink Modules
For additional application solutions, ZIPLink modules are available in a
variety of configurations including stand-alone relays, 24VDC and
120VAC transorb modules, D-sub and RJ12 feedthrough modules,
communication port adapter and distribution modules, and SureServo
50-pin I/O interface connection.  
Using the ZIPLink Specialty Modules selector table
located in this section, 
1. Locate the type of application. 
2. Select a ZIPLink module.
Solution 6:  ZIPLink Connector Modules to 3rd Party
Devices
If you need a way to connect your device to terminal blocks without
all that wiring time, then our pigtail cables with color-coded
soldered-tip wires are a good solution. Used in conjunction with any
compatible ZIPLink Connector Modules, a pigtail cable keeps wiring
clean and easy and reduces troubleshooting time.
Using the Universal Connector Modules and Pigtail
Cables table located in this section, 
1. Select module type.
2. Select the number of pins.
3. Select cable.
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Motor Controller Communication
Drive / Motor Controller (GS/DuraPulse/SureServo/SureStep/Stellar) ZIPLink Selector
Drive / Motor Controller Communications ZIPLink Cable
Controller Comm Port Type Network/Protocol Connects to Comm Port Type Cable(2 meter length)
Cable
Connectors
Other Hardware
Required
GS1 RJ12 RS-485 Modbus RTU
DL06 PLCs
Port 2 (HD15) GS-485HD15-CBL-2 RJ12 to HD15
–
D2-260 CPU –
GS-EDRV100 RJ12 GS-EDRV-CBL-2
RJ12 to RJ12
–
ZL-CDM-RJ12Xxx* RJ12 GS-485RJ12-CBL-2 –
FA-ISOCON 5-pin Connector GS-ISOCON-CBL-2 RJ12 to 5-pin plug –
GS2 RJ12
RS-232 Modbus RTU
CLICK PLCs
Port 2 (RJ12)
GS-RJ12-CBL-2 RJ12 to RJ12
–
DL05 PLCs –
DL06 PLCs
Port 2 (HD15) FA-15HDD2-250-1 CPU
D2-260 CPU
D4-450 CPU Port 3 (25-pin) FA-CABKIT
P3-550 CPU Port 2 (RJ12) –
RS-485 Modbus RTU
DL06 PLCs
Port 2 (HD15) GS-485HD15-CBL-2 RJ12 to HD15
–
D2-260 CPU –
GS-EDRV100 RJ12 GS-EDRV-CBL-2
RJ12 to RJ12
–
ZL-CDM-RJ12Xxx* RJ12 GS-485RJ12-CBL-2 –
FA-ISOCON 5-pin Connector GS-ISOCON-CBL-2 RJ12 to 5-pin plug –
DuraPulse
(GS3)
RJ12 RS-485 Modbus RTU
DL06 PLCs
Port 2 (HD15) GS-485HD15-CBL-2 RJ12 to HD15
–
D2-260 CPU –
GS-EDRV100 RJ12 GS-EDRV-CBL-2
RJ12 to RJ12
–
ZL-CDM-RJ12Xxx* RJ12 GS-485RJ12-CBL-2 –
FA-ISOCON 5-pin Connector GS-ISOCON-CBL-2 RJ12 to 5-pin plug –
SureServo IEEE1394 (CN3)
RS-232 Modbus RTU
CLICK PLCs
Port 2 (RJ12)
SVC-232RJ12-CBL-2 6-pin IEEE to RJ12
–
DL05 PLCs –
DL06 PLCs
Port 2 (HD15) FA-15HDD2-250-1 CPU
D2-260 CPU
D4-450 CPU Port 3 (25-pin) FA-CABKIT
P3-550 CPU Port 2 (RJ12) –
RS-485 Modbus RTU
DL06 PLCs
Port 2 (HD15) SVC-485HD15-CBL-2 6-pin IEEE to HD15
–
D2-260 CPU –
ZL-CDM-RJ12Xxx* RJ12 SVC-485RJ12-CBL-2 6-pin IEEE to RJ12 –
USB-485M RJ45 SVC-485CFG-CBL-2 6-pin IEEE to RJ45 –
Stellar
(Soft Starter)
SR44 Series
RJ45** RS-485 Modbus RTU
DL06 PLCs
Port 2 (HD15) SR44-485HD15-CBL-2 RJ45 to HD15
SR44-RS485**
D2-250-1 CPU
D2-260 CPU
ZL-CDM-RJ12Xxx* RJ12 SR44-485RJ45-CBL-2 RJ45 to RJ12
SureStep RJ12 RS-232 ASCII
DL06 PLCs
Port 2 (HD15) STP-232HD15-CBL-2 HD15-pin to RJ12
–
D2-250-1 CPU –
D2-260 CPU (Port2) –
DL05 PLCs
RJ12 STP-232RJ12-CBL-2 RJ12 to RJ12
–
CLICK PLCs –
* When using the ZL-CDM-RJ12Xxx ZIPLink Communication Distribution Module, replace the lowercase xx with the number of RJ12 ports, i.e.4 for four ports or10 for
ten ports.  (ex: ZL-CDM-RJ12X4 or ZL-CDM-RJ12X10)
** The SR44-RS485 Communications Adapter must be installed for RS-485 communications with the Stellar soft starters.
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Hitachi SJ300 Cross Reference
Hitachi SJ300 AC Drives Possible Replacements
2
3
0
V
Part No. Horsepower GS1 Price GS2 Price DuraPulse (GS3) Price
SJ300-004LFU 0.5 hp GS1-20P5 <---> GS2-20P5 <---> GS3-21P0 ** <--->
SJ300-007LFU 1.0 hp GS1-21P0 <---> GS2-21P0 <---> GS3-21P0 <--->
SJ300-015LFU 2.0 hp GS1-22P0 * <---> GS2-22P0 <---> GS3-22P0 <--->
SJ300-022LFU 3.0 hp – – GS2-23P0 <---> GS3-23P0 <--->
SJ300-037LFU 5.0 hp – – GS2-25P0 * <---> GS3-25P0 * <--->
SJ300-055LFU 7.5 hp – – GS2-27P5 * <---> GS3-27P5 * <--->
SJ300-075LFU 10 hp – – – – GS3-2010 * <--->
SJ300-110LFU 15 hp – – – – GS3-2015 * <--->
SJ300-150LFU 20 hp – – – – GS3-2020 * <--->
SJ300-185LFU 25 hp – – – – GS3-2025 * <--->
SJ300-220LFU 30 hp – – – – GS3-2030 * <--->
4
6
0
V
SJ300-007HFU 1.0 hp – – GS2-41P0 * <---> GS3-41P0 * <--->
SJ300-015HFU 2.0 hp – – GS2-42P0 * <---> GS3-42P0 * <--->
SJ300-022HFU 3.0 hp – – GS2-43P0 * <---> GS3-43P0 * <--->
SJ300-040HFU 5.0 hp – – GS2-45P0 * <---> GS3-45P0 * <--->
SJ300-055HFU 7.5 hp – – GS2-47P5 * <---> GS3-47P5 * <--->
SJ300-075HFU 10 hp – – GS2-4010 * <---> GS3-4010 * <--->
SJ300-110HFU 15 hp – – – – GS3-4015 * <--->
SJ300-150HFU 20 hp – – – – GS3-4020 * <--->
SJ300-185HFU 25 hp – – – – GS3-4025 * <--->
SJ300-220HFU 30 hp – – – – GS3-4030 * <--->
Notes:  Replacement drives do not necessarily have the same physical dimensions, mounting hole patterns or wiring terminal arrangements.
*  = All SJ300 drives are specified for use with 3-phase power (but can be installed in single-phase applications).  Replacement drive
requires 3-phase power.  Ensure that the existing SJ application uses 3-phase input power, or that 3-phase power is available.
**  = Replacement drive is higher horsepower than existing drive.  Output power of new drive can be parameter-limited to the smaller
horsepower.
Drive 
Series Volts/Hz PID
Sensorless
Vector
Full Flux
Vector
L100 ✓ ✓
SJ100 ✓ ✓ ✓
GS1 ✓
GS2 ✓ ✓
DuraPulse (GS3) ✓ ✓ ✓
SJ300 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
To find a suitable replacement for an SJ300
Hitachi drive, use the chart to the right to
determine control mode(s) required, and
the tables below to determine possible
replacement part numbers. Suggested
replacements do not necessarily have all
control modes of the original, so appropri-
ate drives will be application-dependent.
Please call Tech Support if there are any
replacement questions.
Hitachi Drives Cross References
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Hitachi L100 Cross Reference
Hitachi L100 AC Drives Possible Replacements
2
3
0
V
Part No. Horsepower GS1 Price GS2 Price DuraPulse Price
L100-002NFU 0.25 hp GS1-20P2 <---> GS2-20P5 ** <---> GS3-21P0 ** <--->
L100-004NFU 0.5 hp GS1-20P5 <---> GS2-20P5 <---> GS3-21P0 ** <--->
L100-007NFU 1.0 hp GS1-21P0 <---> GS2-21P0 <---> GS3-21P0 <--->
L100-015NFU 2.0 hp GS1-22P0 * <---> GS2-22P0 <---> GS3-22P0 <--->
L100-022NFU 3.0 hp – – GS2-23P0 <---> GS3-23P0 <--->
L100-037LFU 5.0 hp – – GS2-25P0 * <---> GS3-25P0 * <--->
L100-055LFU 7.5 hp – – GS2-27P5 * <---> GS3-27P5 * <--->
L100-075LFU 10 hp – – – – GS3-2010 * <--->
4
6
0
V
L100-004HFU 0.5 hp – – GS2-41P0 * ** <---> GS3-41P0 * ** <--->
L100-007HFU 1.0 hp – – GS2-41P0 * <---> GS3-41P0 * <--->
L100-015HFU 2.0 hp – – GS2-42P0 * <---> GS3-42P0 * <--->
L100-022HFU 3.0 hp – – GS2-43P0 * <---> GS3-43P0 * <--->
L100-040HFU 5.0 hp – – GS2-45P0 * <---> GS3-45P0 * <--->
L100-055HFU 7.5 hp – – GS2-47P5 * <---> GS3-47P5 * <--->
L100-075HFU 10 hp – – GS2-4010 * <---> GS3-4010 * <--->
Notes:  Replacement drives do not necessarily have the same physical dimensions, mounting hole patterns or wiring terminal arrangements.
*  = Replacement drive requires 3-phase input power.  Ensure that the existing application uses 3-phase input power, or that 3-phase power is available.
**  = Replacement drive is higher horsepower than existing drive.  Output power of new drive can be parameter-limited to the smaller horsepower.
Hitachi SJ100 Cross Reference
Hitachi SJ100 AC Drives Possible Replacements
2
3
0
V
Part No. Horsepower GS1 Price GS2 Price DuraPulse Price
SJ100-002NFU 0.25 hp GS1-20P2 <---> GS2-20P5 ** <---> GS3-21P0 ** <--->
SJ100-004NFU 0.5 hp GS1-20P5 <---> GS2-20P5 <---> GS3-21P0 ** <--->
SJ100-007NFU 1.0 hp GS1-21P0 <---> GS2-21P0 <---> GS3-21P0 <--->
SJ100-015NFU 2.0 hp GS1-22P0 * <---> GS2-22P0 <---> GS3-22P0 <--->
SJ100-022NFU 3.0 hp – – GS2-23P0 <---> GS3-23P0 <--->
SJ100-037LFU 5.0 hp – – GS2-25P0 * <---> GS3-25P0 * <--->
SJ100-055LFU 7.5 hp – – GS2-27P5 * <---> GS3-27P5 * <--->
SJ100-075LFU 10 hp – – – – GS3-2010 * <--->
4
6
0
V
SJ100-004HFU 0.5 hp – – GS2-41P0 * ** <---> GS3-41P0 * ** <--->
SJ100-007HFU 1.0 hp – – GS2-41P0 * <---> GS3-41P0 * <--->
SJ100-015HFU 2.0 hp – – GS2-42P0 * <---> GS3-42P0 * <--->
SJ100-022HFU 3.0 hp – – GS2-43P0 * <---> GS3-43P0 * <--->
SJ100-040HFU 5.0 hp – – GS2-45P0 * <---> GS3-45P0 * <--->
SJ100-055HFU 7.5 hp – – GS2-47P5 * <---> GS3-47P5 * <--->
SJ100-075HFU 10 hp – – GS2-4010 * <---> GS3-4010 * <--->
Notes:  Replacement drives do not necessarily have the same physical dimensions, mounting hole patterns or wiring terminal arrangements.
*  = Replacement drive requires 3-phase input power.  Ensure that the existing application uses 3-phase input power, or that 3-phase power is available.
**  = Replacement drive is higher horsepower than existing drive.  Output power of new drive can be parameter-limited to the smaller horsepower.
Drive 
Series Volts/Hz PID
Sensorless
Vector
Full Flux
Vector
L100 ✓ ✓
SJ100 ✓ ✓ ✓
GS1 ✓
GS2 ✓ ✓
DuraPulse ✓ ✓ ✓
SJ300 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
To find a suitable replacement for an L100
or SJ100 Hitachi drive, use the chart to the
right to determine control mode(s) required,
and the tables below to determine possible
replacement part numbers. Suggested
replacements do not necessarily have all
control modes of the original, so appropri-
ate drives will be application-dependent.
Please call Tech Support if there are any
replacement questions.
Hitachi Drives Cross References
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Radiused mounting holes
Aluminum bronze casting main gear is much harder than
the normally used phosphor bronze
Single output cover design provides
precise centering of gear for lower noise
levels and higher overall gear efficiencies.
1045 Carbon Steel Shaft
Factory filled with premium Mobil
SHC634 synthetic lubricant.
Tapered roller bearings on worm shaft -
heavy duty ball bearings on output shaft
Embedded Oil Seals prevent leakage on
both ends
Single-piece, alloy steel input worm shaft
High lead angle worm is case-hardened,
ground and polished for enhanced efficiency
and noise reduction
All Cast Iron one-piece housing
Compatible with our Ironhorse Motors
The worm gearboxes were selected to match up with our IronHorse motors.  Most
gearbox models are equipped with NEMA 56C motor inputs.  Our complete line of MTR
general purpose motors and many of our inverter duty Marathon motors will easily bolt
to these boxes.  Please see the complete technical specifications to choose the correct
gearbox for your application.
AutomationDirect’s IronHorseTM gearboxes are designed for use
with C-face electric motors to reduce output speed, increase
torque, change drive direction, or run two loads from one
motor. Four frame sizes and six gear ratios in right hand and
dual shaft output configurations are offered and optional
mounting bases are also available for ease of installation.
These units are manufactured in an ISO9001 certified plant by
one of the leading worm gearbox manufacturers in the world
today. Strict adherence to and compliance with the toughest
international and U.S. testing standards and manufacturing
procedures assure you the highest quality mechanical power
transmission products.
IronHorse Worm Gearboxes
Prices
Starting at
<--->
WG - 262 - 060 - R 
Output Type
D:  Dual shaft
H:  Hollow shaft
R:  Right hand shaft
  
Ratio
Three digit input for output of 1
Example:  060 = 60:1 ratio
Frame Size (center distance)
175:  1.75”
206:  2.06”
237:  2.37”
262:  2.62”
  
Gearbox Type Series Designation 
WG:  Worm gear 
IronHorse Worm Gearboxes
Gearbox Overview
Gearboxes, also known as enclosed gear drives or speed
reducers, are mechanical drive components that can drive a
load at a reduced fixed ratio of the motor speed.  The output
torque is also increased by the same ratio, while the horse-
power remains the same (less efficiency losses.)  A 10:1 ratio
gearbox outputs approximately the same motor output horse-
power, motor speed divided by 10, and motor torque multi-
plied by 10.
Worm gearboxes contain a worm (gear type) on the input shaft,
and a mating gear on the output shaft.  Worm gearboxes also
change the drive direction by 90°.
Our worm gearboxes are manufactured in an ISO9001 certi-
fied plant by one of the leading worm gearbox manufacturers
in the world today.  Only the highest quality materials are
tested, certified, and used in the manufacturing process.  Strict
adherence to and compliance with the toughest international
and U.S. testing standards and manufacturing procedures
assure you the highest quality products.
We offer right angle worm gearboxes with right-hand and dual
(both right and left) output shafts, and with hollow shaft outputs
(all the way through from one side to the other).  These outputs
are perpendicular to the inputs, and change the drive direc-
tion(s) by 90°.  Our gearboxes utilize C-face mounting inter-
faces for C-face motors.
We also offer mounting bases for ease of installation.
IronHorse™ Part Number Explanation
IronHorse Right-Hand Shaft Worm Gearbox
Model Overview
Features
• C flange input; dual shaft, right-hand shaft, or hollow shaft output
• Cast iron one-piece housing
• 1045 carbon steel shaft
• AlBC3 (aluminum bronze casting) main gear; 
much harder than typically used phosphor bronze
• Shaft sleeves protect all shafts
• One-piece output shaft hub secures output shaft bearing
• Double bearing sets on both shaft ends
• Heavy duty bearings on the output shaft
• Interior channel guides oil to directly and constantly lube bearings
• All units filled with Mobil #SHC634 synthetic oil
• Double-lipped embedded oil seals to prevent leakage
• Special anti-rust primer inside and outside the gearbox
• Special black natural dry paint
• Universally interchangeable compact design ensures easy OEM
replacement
• Mountable in any direction, except motor pointing up
• Radiused mounting holes
• Optional mounting plates available
• One year warranty
Applications
• Use with electric motors for reducing output speed, increasing torque,
changing drive direction, or running two loads from one motor.
• Use for conveyors, packaging machines, rotary tables, etc.IronHorse Worm Gearbox Cutaway View
IronHorse Dual Shaft Worm Gearbox
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IronHorse Hollow Shaft Worm Gearbox
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IronHorse Worm Gearboxes
Specifications
IronHorse™ Worm Gearboxes
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WG-175-005-D <--->
5:1 350 1-1/2 56C
D
1.75 650 550
93
23
2.83 2.62 499 2.28 2.11 402
2500
WG-175-005-H <---> H 23
WG-175-005-R <---> R 22
WG-175-010-D <--->
10:1 175 1 56C
D
88
23
1.57 1.38 515 1.36 1.19 445WG-175-010-H <---> H 23
WG-175-010-R <---> R 22
WG-175-015-D <--->
15:1 117 3/4 56C
D
85
23
1.24 1.06 554 1.13 0.96 506WG-175-015-H <---> H 23
WG-175-015-R <---> R 22
WG-175-020-D <--->
20:1 88 3/4 56C
D
83
23
1.26 1.04 737 0.98 0.81 572WG-175-020-H <---> H 23
WG-175-020-R <---> R 22
WG-175-040-D <--->
40:1 44 1/3 56C
D
62
23
0.79 0.49 714 0.45 0.28 404WG-175-040-H <---> H 23
WG-175-040-R <---> R 22
WG-175-060-D <--->
60:1 29 1/4 56C
D
52
23
0.38 0.20 433 0.35 0.19 404WG-175-060-H <---> H 23
WG-175-060-R <---> R 22
WG-206-005-D <--->
5:1 350 2 56C
D
2.06 700 750
92
28
3.62 3.33 925 2.57 2.36 657WG-206-005-H <---> H 28
WG-206-005-R <---> R 27
WG-206-010-D <--->
10:1 175 1-1/2 56C
D
90
28
2.77 2.50 935 2.10 1.89 708WG-206-010-H <---> H 28
WG-206-010-R <---> R 27
WG-206-015-D <--->
15:1 117 1 56C
D
85
28
2.09 1.78 1002 1.40 1.20 673WG-206-015-H <---> H 28
WG-206-015-R <---> R 27
WG-206-020-D <--->
20:1 88 1 56C
D
82
28
1.57 1.29 914 1.17 0.96 681WG-206-020-H <---> H 28
WG-206-020-R <---> R 27
WG-206-040-D <--->
40:1 44 1/2 56C
D
71
28
1.09 0.77 1120 0.71 0.50 726WG-206-040-H <---> H 28
WG-206-040-R <---> R 27
WG-206-060-D <--->
60:1 29 1/3 56C
D
58
28
0.60 0.35 750 0.48 0.28 606WG-206-060-H <---> H 28
WG-206-060-R <---> R 27
This table continued next page.
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Specifications (continued)
IronHorse™ Worm Gearboxes (continued)
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WG-237-005-D <--->
5:1 350 3
56C
D
2.37 900 900
93
38
4.32 4.02 766 3.56 3.31 630
2500
WG-237-005-H <---> H 36
WG-237-005-R <---> R 37
WG-237-010-D <--->
10:1 175 1-1/2
D
89
38
3.47 3.09 1158 2.24 1.99 746WG-237-010-H <---> H 36
WG-237-010-R <---> R 37
WG-237-015-D <--->
15:1 117 1
D
84
38
2.64 2.22 1249 1.55 1.30 732WG-237-015-H <---> H 36
WG-237-015-R <---> R 37
WG-237-020-D <--->
20:1 88 1
D
82
38
2.06 1.69 1195 1.36 1.12 791WG-237-020-H <---> H 36
WG-237-020-R <---> R 37
WG-237-040-D <--->
40:1 44 1/2
D
71
38
1.45 1.02 1483 0.83 0.58 845WG-237-040-H <---> H 36
WG-237-040-R <---> R 37
WG-237-060-D <--->
60:1 29 1/2
D
61
38
0.86 0.53 1149 0.63 0.39 844WG-237-060-H <---> H 36
WG-237-060-R <---> R 37
WG-262-005-D <--->
5:1 350 3
182TC
D
2.62 1000 1000
93
57
5.24 4.86 924 4.32 4.00 761WG-262-005-H <---> H 58
WG-262-005-R <---> R 56
WG-262-010-D <--->
10:1 175 2
D
90
57
4.17 3.74 1445 3.06 2.75 1061WG-262-010-H <---> H 57
WG-262-010-R <---> R 56
WG-262-015-D <--->
15:1 117 2
56C
D
87
50
3.22 2.81 1577 2.47 2.16 1212WG-262-015-H <---> H 50
WG-262-015-R <---> R 49
WG-262-020-D <--->
20:1 88 1-1/2
D
83
50
2.67 2.21 1563 1.84 1.53 1078WG-262-020-H <---> H 50
WG-262-020-R <---> R 49
WG-262-040-D <--->
40:1 44 3/4
D
72
50
1.85 1.32 1919 1.11 0.80 1153WG-262-040-H <---> H 50
WG-262-040-R <---> R 49
WG-262-060-D <--->
60:1 29 3/4
D
66
50
1.16 0.77 1670 0.94 0.62 1346WG-262-060-H <---> H 51
WG-262-060-R <---> R 49
1) Nominal Motor HP is the highest HP 1800 rpm motor to be used with the gearbox under conditions of 1.0 service factor.  Gearbox input power capacity decreases
as motor speed decreases and as service factor increases.
2) Output Type:  D = Dual Shaft;  H = Hollow Shaft;  R = Right-Hand Shaft
3) The Center Distance is the distance between the centerlines of the input and output shafts.
4) Overhung Load ratings are for forces perpendicular to the output shaft and located at the shaft midpoint, such as from a gear, pulley, or sprocket with a belt or
chain.  Divide OHL ratings by the applicable OHL K factors shown separately in the Selection Factors tables.  OHL ratings should also be divided by applicable
service factors.
5) Thrust Load ratings are for forces along the axis of the output shaft, usually encountered in vertical-drive applications from agitators, mixers, fans, blowers, etc.
6) Maximum Mechanical Ratings are limits based on strength and durability of gearbox components; applicable when operating time is short and stopped time is
greater than or equal to operating time.  These ratings are applicable for 1.0 service factor loads, and may require modification depending upon characteristics
of the applicable driven loads.  Refer to the “Service Factors” table for more information.
7) Maximum Thermal Ratings are limits for gearbox continuous use without overheating.
IronHorse Worm Gearboxes
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Dimensions (inches) – IronHorse™ Worm Gearboxes – Solid-Shaft Outputs
Part Number
Fr
am
e
A AB AC B BB BD BE CC F H LL Z(UNC)
Flange Input Shaft Output Shaft
LA LB LC LE Z1 W X Y L1 N S X2 Y2
WG-175-xxx-D/R
56C
7.29 4.035 5.06 6.83 4.311 3.56 2.75 1.75 4.188 5.75 2.062
3/8-16
5.875 4.5 6.496 0.157 0.433 5/8 3/16 3/32
1 1.781 7/8 3/16 3/32
WG-206-xxx-D/R 7.95 4.37 5.75 7.25 4.69 3.82 2.88 2.062 5 6.38 2.281 1.25 2.09 1
1/4 1/8
WG-237-xxx-D/R 8.71 4.705 6.38 7.95 5.087 4.06 2.88 2.375 5 6.94 2.5 1.25 2.37
1-1/8
WG-262-005-D/R 182
TC 10.57 6.24
7.17 8.87 5.63 4.69 3.375 2.625 6.375 8 2.938
7.25 8.5 9 0.197 0.551 1-1/8 1/4 1/8
2 2.626
WG-262-010-D/R
WG-262-015-D/R
56C 9.41 5.059 5.875 4.5 6.496 0.157 0.433 5/8 3/16 3/32
WG-262-020-D/R
WG-262-040-D/R
WG-262-060-D/R
Dual-shaft output gearboxes have B, BB, L1, N, S, X2, & Y2 dimensions on both sides.
Right-hand shaft gearboxes have output shafts only on the right side, as viewed looking into the input shaft (dimensions B, BB, L1, N, S, X2, & Y2 ).
IronHorse Worm Gearboxes
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C
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X
W
Y
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Output Shaft View
Y2
Gearbox Selection Factors
Service Factors for Selecting Gearboxes
(when used with electric motors)
Service
Continuity 
(per day)
Load Characteristics
Uniform ModerateShock*
Heavy
Shock*
Extreme
Shock*
Occassional 1/2 hour 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.25
Less than 3 hours 1.00 1.00 1.25 1.50
3-10 hours 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75
More than 10 hours 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00
* Shock results from sudden increases in the torque demand of the load,
such as:  sudden stopping, restarting, and/or reversing;  significantly
heavy loads dropped onto a moving conveyor;  impact loads such as
punch press operations.
Depending upon the load characteristics, divide the gearbox HP,
Overhung Load, and Maximum Mechanical Capacity ratings by the appli-
cable service factor.
Overhung Load K Factors
for Various Drive Types
Chain & Sprocket 1.00
Gear 1.25
V-belt 1.50
Flat Belt 2.50
Variable Pitch Belt 3.50
Divide gearbox OHL ratings by
the applicable OHL K factors.
Gearbox Dimensions – Solid-Shaft Output Gearboxes
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IronHorse Worm Gearboxes
Gearbox Dimensions – Hollow-Shaft Output Gearboxes
Dimensions (inches) – IronHorse™ Worm Gearboxes – Hollow-Shaft Outputs
Part Number
Fr
am
e
A AB AC BB BD BE CC F H LL Z(UNC)
WG-175-xxx-H
56C
7.28 4.035 5.059 3.091 3.563 2.750 1.75 4.188 5.75 2.062
3/8-16
WG-206-xxx-H 7.95 4.370 5.748 3.219 3.819 2.880 2.062 5.000 6.375 2.281
WG-237-xxx-H 8.68 4.705 6.378 3.220 4.055 2.880 2.375 5.000 6.937 2.500
WG-262-005-H 182
TC 10.59 6.240
7.165 3.500 4.685 3.375 2.625 6.375 8.000 2.938
WG-262-010-H
WG-262-015-H
56C 9.41 5.059
WG-262-020-H
WG-262-040-H
WG-262-060-H
Part Number
(repeated) Fr
am
e Flange Input Shaft Output Shaft
LA LB LC LE Z1 W X Y N S T U V Z2(UNF)
WG-175-xxx-H
56C 5.875 4.5 6.496 0.157 0.433 0.625 3/16 3/32
0.787 1.575 1.0
1/4
7/64 #10-32
WG-206-xxx-H 0.797 1.772 1.125 1/8
1/4-28
WG-237-xxx-H 0.661 1.969 1.250 7/64
WG-262-005-H 182
TC 7.25 8.5 9.000 0.197 0.551 1.125 1/4 1/8
0.626 2.362 1.437 3/8 5/32
WG-262-010-H
WG-262-015-H
56C 5.875 4.5 6.496 0.157 0.433 0.625 3/16 3/32
WG-262-020-H
WG-262-040-H
WG-262-060-H
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IronHorse™ Worm Gearbox Mounting Bases
Part Number Price Fits GearboxNumbers
Approx
Weight
(lb)
Dimensions (in)
A B C D E F t d1 d2 d3
WG-175-BASE <---> WG-175-xxx-x 4.0 4.19 2.76 4.50 5.75 5.69 7.00 0.69 0.43 0.35 0.55
WG-206-BASE <---> WG-206-xxx-x 4.8 5.00 2.88 4.69 6.38 5.91 7.76 0.72 0.47 0.43 0.69
WG-237-BASE <---> WG-237-xxx-x 6.2 5.00 2.88 4.88 7.06 6.22 8.50 0.75 0.47 0.43 0.69
WG-262-BASE <---> WG-262-xxx-x 7.5 6.38 3.38 5.25 8.00 6.69 9.65 0.75 0.55 0.43 0.69
IronHorse Worm Gearboxes
4 - Ød1
A
D
F
B C E
4 – Ød2
4 – Ød3
t
Accessories – Mounting Base
IronHorse™ Worm Cross Reference *
AutomationDirect IronHorse™ WG-175-xxx-x WG-206-xxx-x WG-237-xxx-x WG-262-xxx-x
Alling Lander 17UF 20UF 23UF 26UF
Baldor F918 F921 F924 F926
Boston F718 F721 F724 F726
Browning-Raider Q175 Q206 Q237 Q262
Dodge-Tigear Q175 Q200 - Q262
Falk-Omnibox 1175WBM 1206WBM 1238WBM 1262WBM
Grove (new) BMQ218 BMQ220 BMQ224 BMQ226
Grove (old) BMQ1175 BMQ1206 BWQ1238 BMQ1262
Leeson BMQ618 BMQ621 BMQ624 BMQ626
Morse Invader 718F 721F 724F 726F
Ohio Gear BMQ2175 BMQ2206 BMQ2238 BMQ2262
*  IronHorse Series Gear Drives are designed to be functionally interchangeable with these and many other manufacturer’s drives.  This chart
is intended to be a guide only.  Customers should compare the appropriate manufacturer’s specifications for exact details regarding ratings
and dimensions.
Worm Gearbox Cross Reference
IronHorse Worm Gearbox Mounting Base
Mounting Base Dimensions
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IronHorse Worm Gearboxes
Gearbox Selection
Gearbox Selection Steps
1) Determine the torque and speed required for the load.
2) Determine the overall speed ratio of motor speed to load speed.
3) Determine the gearbox ratio as well as any reduction outside the gearbox (pulleys, gears, etc.).
4) Determine the applicable service factor and overhung load K factor.
5) Determine the gearbox real output torque required, and select a gearbox with a higher Maximum Thermal output Torque rating.
6) Determine the gearbox design output torque required (torque with service factor applied), and select a gearbox with a higher Maximum
Mechanical Output Torque rating.  (Gearbox must also meet requirement #5.)
7) Determine the required sizes of pulleys, gears, etc., and determine the overhung load force.  Select a gearbox with a higher Overhung Load
rating.  (Gearbox must also meet requirements #5 & #6.)
8) Confirm that the selected gearbox meets the applicable system requirements.
9) Select a compatible motor.
Gearbox Selection Example
(Refer to the specifications tables for gearbox specifications, service factors, and K factors.)
A conveyor will run 10 hours/day with moderate shock loading.  The conveyor will be driven by a V-belt and needs to be driven at approxi-
mately 20 rpm.  The motor to be used will have a nominal speed of 1800 rpm (1725 rpm actual speed).  The conveyor will require 2700 in·lb
of torque.
1) Required torque = 2700 in·lb; required speed = 20 rpm.
2) Determine the overall speed ratio of motor speed to load speed:
Overall speed ratio = motor speed / load speed = 1725 / 20 = 86.25 [about 86:1] 
3) Determine pulley ratios at available gearbox ratios:
Gearbox ratio = (overall speed ratio) / (pulley ratio)
Pulley ratio = (overall speed ratio) / (gearbox ratio)
For 5:1 gearbox: pulley ratio = 86.25 / 5 = 17.25 [17.25” pulley size is prohibitively large]
For 10:1 gearbox: pulley ratio = 86.25 / 10 = 8.63
For 15:1 gearbox: pulley ratio = 86.25 / 15 = 5.75
For 20:1 gearbox: pulley ratio = 86.25 / 20 = 4.31
For 40:1 gearbox: pulley ratio = 86.25 / 40 = 2.16
For 60:1 gearbox: pulley ratio = 86.25 / 60 = 1.44
Pulley ratio = (conveyor pulley diameter) / (gearbox pulley diameter)
4) Determine service factor (SF) and overhung load factor (K) from applicable tables:
SF = 1.25 due to moderate shock loading and 3-10 hours/day operation
K = 1.5 due to V-belt
5) Use specifications table to select gearbox with Maximum Thermal Torque rating > required real torque:
Gearbox required real torque = (final torque) / (pulley ratio)
For 10:1 gearbox: (2700 in·lb) / 8.63 = 312.86 in·lb; use WG-175-x or larger
For 15:1 gearbox: (2700 in·lb) / 5.75 = 469.57 in·lb; use WG-175-x or larger
For 20:1 gearbox: (2700 in·lb) / 4.31 = 626.45 in·lb; use WG-206-x or larger
For 40:1 gearbox: (2700 in·lb) / 2.16 = 1250.0 in·lb; none applicable
For 60:1 gearbox: (2700 in·lb) / 1.44 = 1875.0 in·lb; none applicable
(continued on next page)
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Gearbox Selection (continued)
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Gearbox Selection Example (continued)
(Refer to the specifications tables for gearbox specifications, service factors, and K factors.)
[Load requirements:  Conveyor to run 10 hr/da; moderate shock loading; driven by V-belt @ approx 20 rpm; requires 2700 in·lb of torque.  
Motor speed 1725 rpm (1800 rpm nominal).]
6) Use specifications table to select gearbox with Maximum Mechanical Torque rating > required design torque:
Gearbox required design torque = (real gearbox torque)(service factor)
For 10:1 gearbox: (312.86 in·lb)(1.25) = 391.08 in·lb; use WG-175-x or larger
For 15:1 gearbox: (469.57 in·lb)(1.25) = 586.96 in·lb; use WG-206-x or larger
For 20:1 gearbox: (646.45 in·lb)(1.25) = 808.06 in·lb; use WG-206-x or larger
7) Use the gearbox overhung load ratings from the specifications table to determine the minimum allowable pulley diameters.  Select gearbox
with Overhung Load rating > overhung load force:
Gearbox required OHL rating = (gearbox real torque)(K)(SF)/(gearbox pulley diameter / 2)
Minimum gearbox pulley diameter = (T)(K)(SF)(2)/(OHL rating)
Conveyor pulley diameter = (gearbox pulley diameter)(pulley ratio)
For 10:1, WG-175-010-x gearbox:
Minimum gearbox pulley diameter = (312.86 in·lb)(1.5)(1.25)(2)/(650 lb) = 1.8” [use 2”]
Conveyor pulley diameter = (2”)(8.63) = 17.26” [17.26” pulley size is prohibitively large]
Determine pulley sizes and OHL for next larger gearbox ratio.
For 15:1, WG-206-015-x gearbox:
Minimum gearbox pulley diameter = (469.57 in·lb)(1.5)(1.25)(2)/(700 lb) = 2.5” [use 2.5”]
Conveyor pulley diameter = (2.5”)(5.75) = 14.38” [use 14.4”]
Select WG-206-015-x gearbox, 2.5” gearbox pulley, and 14.4” conveyor pulley.
For 20:1, WG-206-020-x gearbox:
N/A – larger ratio of same frame size GB is same price, yet provides lower efficiency and power characteristics
8) Check results against original speed and torque requirements:
a) Conveyor speed = (motor speed) / (gearbox ratio)(pulley ratio) = (1725 rpm) / (15)(14.4”/2.5”) = 20 rpm
b) Maximum real torque available at conveyor = (gearbox thermal torque)(pulley ratio) = (673 in·lb)(14.4”/2.5”) = 3876 in·lb
c) Maximum design torque available at conveyor = (gearbox mechanical torque)(pulley ratio) / (service factor) 
= (1002 in·lb)(14.4”/2.5”) / 1.25 = 4617 in·lb
The speed is correct as required, and both maximum torque values are greater than the 2700 in·lb required by the load.
9) Select a motor and check torque transmitted to the load:
From the gearbox spec tables, WG-206-015-x efficiency = 85%.
maximum thermal input power = 1.40 hp
maximum mechanical input power @ 1.0 SF = 2.09 hp
maximum mechanical input power @ 1.25 SF = (rated max mechanical input power) / (SF) = 2.09 hp / 1.25 = 1.67 hp
maximum allowable motor power = 1.40 hp;  select nominal 1hp motor
Select 1hp motor, and check for adequate torque at the load:
Torque = Power / Speed [conversion factor:  (1hp) = (63,025 in·lb·rpm)]
Torque load = (63,025 in·lb·rpm / hp)(gearbox input hp)(gearbox efficiency) / (motor rpm / (gearbox ratio)(pulley ratio)) 
= (63,025)(1)(0.85) / (1725 / (15/1)(14.4/2.5)) = 2683 in·lb [insufficient torque at load]
This torque value is less than the 2700 in·lb required by the load.
So, select and check the next larger nominal motor size, which is 1-1/2 hp.
Since the 206 frame size 15 ratio gearboxes do not meet the 1-1/2 hp thermal rating, choose the  WG-237-015-x gearbox.
Select 1-1/2 hp motor and WG-237-015-x gearbox, and check for adequate torque:
WG-237-015-x gearbox efficiency = 84%
maximum thermal input power = 1.55 hp
maximum mechanical input power @ 1.25 SF = 2.64 hp / 1.25 = 2.11 hp
maximum allowable motor power = 1.55 hp;  select nominal 1-1/2 hp motor
gearbox ratio is still 15:1, and OHL rating is increased to 900 lb, so the previous pulley calculations [step 7] remain sufficient
[smaller pulleys can be calculated and selected for this gearbox, if desired]
Tload = (63,025 in·lb·rpm/hp) (1.5hp) (84%) / (1725 rpm / (15/1)(14.4/2.5)) = 3977 in·lb > 2700 in·lb;  sufficient torque at load
Final gearbox and motor selection: 1-1/2 hp motor WG-237-015-x gearbox
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® INA122
Single Supply, MicroPower
INSTRUMENTATION AMPLIFIER
FEATURES
l LOW QUIESCENT CURRENT: 60µA
l WIDE POWER SUPPLY RANGE
Single Supply: 2.2V to 36V
Dual Supply: –0.9/+1.3V to ±18V
l COMMON-MODE RANGE TO (V–)–0.1V
l RAIL-TO-RAIL OUTPUT SWING
l LOW OFFSET VOLTAGE: 250µV max
l LOW OFFSET DRIFT: 3µV/°C max
l LOW NOISE: 60nV/√ Hz
l LOW INPUT BIAS CURRENT: 25nA max
l 8-PIN DIP AND SO-8 SURFACE-MOUNT
APPLICATIONS
l PORTABLE, BATTERY OPERATED
SYSTEMS
l INDUSTRIAL SENSOR AMPLIFIER:
Bridge, RTD, Thermocouple
l PHYSIOLOGICAL AMPLIFIER:
ECG, EEG, EMG
l MULTI-CHANNEL DATA ACQUISITION
INA122
INA122
International Airport Industrial Park  •  Mailing Address: PO Box 11400, Tucson, AZ 85734  •  Street Address: 6730 S. Tucson Blvd., Tucson, AZ  85706  •  Tel: (520) 746-1111  •  Twx: 910-952-1111
Internet: http://www.burr-brown.com/  •  FAXLine: (800) 548-6133 (US/Canada Only)  •  Cable: BBRCORP  •  Telex: 066-6491  •  FAX: (520) 889-1510  •  Immediate Product Info: (800) 548-6132
DESCRIPTION
The INA122 is a precision instrumentation amplifier
for accurate, low noise differential signal acquisition.
Its two-op-amp design provides excellent performance
with very low quiescent current, and is ideal for
portable instrumentation and data acquisition systems.
The INA122 can be operated with single power sup-
plies from 2.2V to 36V and quiescent current is a mere
60µA. It can also be operated from dual supplies. By
utilizing an input level-shift network, input common-
mode range extends to 0.1V below negative rail (single
supply ground).
A single external resistor sets gain from 5V/V to
10000V/V. Laser trimming provides very low offset
voltage (250µV max), offset voltage drift (3µV/°C
max) and excellent common-mode rejection.
Package options include 8-pin plastic DIP and SO-8
surface-mount packages. Both are specified for the
–40°C to +85°C extended industrial temperature range.
SBOS069
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SPECIFICATIONS
At TA = +25°C, VS = +5V, RL = 20kΩ connected to VS/2, unless otherwise noted.
The information provided herein is believed to be reliable; however, BURR-BROWN assumes no responsibility for inaccuracies or omissions. BURR-BROWN assumes
no responsibility for the use of this information, and all use of such information shall be entirely at the user’s own risk. Prices and specifications are subject to change
without notice. No patent rights or licenses to any of the circuits described herein are implied or granted to any third party. BURR-BROWN does not authorize or warrant
any BURR-BROWN product for use in life support devices and/or systems.
INA122P, U INA122PA, UA
PARAMETER CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX MIN TYP MAX UNITS
INPUT
Offset Voltage, RTI ±100 ±250 ±150 ±500 µV
vs Temperature ±1 ±3 [ ±5 µV/°C
vs Power Supply (PSRR) VS = +2.2V to +36V 10 30 [ 100 µV/V
Input Impedance 1010 || 3 [ Ω || pF
Safe Input Voltage RS = 0 (V–)–0.3 (V+)+0.3 [ [ V
RS = 10kΩ (V–)–40 (V+)+40 [ [ V
Common-Mode Voltage Range 0 3.4 [ [ V
Common-Mode Rejection VCM = 0V to 3.4V 83 96 76 90 dB
INPUT BIAS CURRENT –10 –25 [ –50 nA
vs Temperature ±40 [ pA/°C
Offset Current ±1 ±2 [ ±5 nA
vs Temperature ±40 [ pA/°C
GAIN G = 5 to 10k [ V/V
Gain Equation G = 5 + 200kΩ/RG [ V/V
Gain Error G = 5 ±0.05 ±0.1 [ ±0.15 %
vs Temperature G = 5 5 10 [ [ ppm/°C
Gain Error G = 100 ±0.3 ±0.5 [ ±1 %
vs Temperature G = 100 ±25 ±100 [ [ ppm/°C
Nonlinearity G = 100, VO = –14.85V to +14.9V ±0.005 ±0.012 [ ±0.024 %
NOISE (RTI)
Voltage Noise, f = 1kHz 60 [ nV/√Hz
f = 100Hz 100 [ nV/√Hz
f = 10Hz 110 [ nV/√Hz
fB = 0.1Hz to 10Hz 2 [ µVp-p
Current Noise, f = 1kHz 80 [ fA/√Hz
fB = 0.1Hz to 10Hz 2 [ pAp-p
OUTPUT
Voltage, Positive VS = ±15V (V+)–0.1 (V+)–0.05 [ [ V
Negative VS = ±15V (V–)+0.15 (V–)+0.1 [ [ V
Short-Circuit Current Short-Circuit to Ground +3/–30 [ mA
Capacitive Load Drive 1 [ nF
FREQUENCY RESPONSE
Bandwidth, –3dB G = 5 120 [ kHz
G = 100 5 [ kHz
G = 500 0.9 [ kHz
Slew Rate +0.08/–0.16 [ V/µs
Settling Time, 0.01% G = 5 350 [ µs
G = 100 450 [ µs
G = 500 1.8 [ ms
Overload Recovery 50% Input Overload 3 [ µs
POWER SUPPLY
Voltage Range, Single Supply +2.2 +5 +36 [ [ [ V
Dual Supplies –0.9/+1.3 ±18 [ [ [ V
Current IO = 0 60 85 [ [ µA
TEMPERATURE RANGE
Specification –40 +85 [ [ °C
Operation –55 +85 [ [ °C
Storage –55 +125 [ [ °C
Thermal Resistance, θJA
8-Pin DIP 150 [ °C/W
SO-8 Surface-Mount 150 [ °C/W
[  Specification same as INA122P, INA122U.
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PIN CONFIGURATION
Top View 8-Pin DIP, SO-8
Supply Voltage, V+ to V– .................................................................... 36V
Signal Input Terminals, Voltage(2) ....................... (V–)–0.3V to (V+)+0.3V
Current(2) ...................................................... 5mA
Output Short Circuit ................................................................. Continuous
Operating Temperature ................................................. –40°C to +125°C
Storage Temperature ..................................................... –55°C to +125°C
Lead Temperature (soldering, 10s) ............................................... +300°C
NOTES: (1) Stresses above these ratings may cause permanent damage.
(2) Input terminals are internally diode-clamped to the power supply rails.
Input signals that can exceed the supply rails by more than 0.3V should be
current-limited to 5mA or less.
ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS(1)
PACKAGE INFORMATION
PACKAGE DRAWING
PRODUCT PACKAGE NUMBER(1)
INA122PA 8-Pin DIP 006
INA122P 8-Pin DIP 006
INA122UA SO-8 Surface Mount 182
INA122U SO-8 Surface Mount 182
NOTE: (1) For detailed drawing and dimension table, see end of data sheet, or
Appendix C of Burr-Brown IC Data Book.
ELECTROSTATIC
DISCHARGE SENSITIVITY
This integrated circuit can be damaged by ESD. Burr-Brown
recommends that all integrated circuits be handled with ap-
propriate precautions. Failure to observe proper handling and
installation procedures can cause damage.
ESD damage can range from subtle performance degradation
to complete device failure. Precision integrated circuits may
be more susceptible to damage because very small parametric
changes could cause the device not to meet its published
specifications.
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES
At TA = +25°C and VS = ±5V, unless otherwise noted.
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES (CONT)
At TA = +25°C and VS = ±5V, unless otherwise noted.
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES (CONT)
At TA = +25°C and VS = ±5V, unless otherwise noted.
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APPLICATION INFORMATION
Figure 1 shows the basic connections required for operation
of the INA122. Applications with noisy or high impedance
power supplies may require decoupling capacitors close to
the device pins.
The output is referred to the output reference (Ref) terminal
which is normally grounded. This must be a low-impedance
connection to ensure good common-mode rejection. A resis-
tance of 10Ω in series with the Ref pin will cause a typical
device to degrade to approximately 80dB CMR.
SETTING THE GAIN
Gain of the INA122 is set by connecting a single external
resistor, RG, as shown:
(1)
Commonly used gains and RG resistor values are shown in
Figure 1.
The 200kΩ term in equation 1 comes from the internal metal
film resistors which are laser trimmed to accurate absolute
values. The accuracy and temperature coefficient of these
resistors are included in the gain accuracy and drift specifi-
cations of the INA122.
The stability and temperature drift of the external gain
setting resistor, RG, also affects gain. RG’s contribution to
gain accuracy and drift can be directly inferred from the gain
equation (1).
OFFSET TRIMMING
The INA122 is laser trimmed for low offset voltage and
offset voltage drift. Most applications require no external
offset adjustment. Figure 2 shows an optional circuit for
trimming the output offset voltage. The voltage applied to
the Ref terminal is added to the output signal. An op amp
buffer is used to provide low impedance at the Ref terminal
to preserve good common-mode rejection.
G k
RG
= +5 200 Ω
FIGURE 1. Basic Connections.
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Also drawn in simplified form:
VO = (VIN – VIN) G–+
200kΩ
RG
G = 5 + 
Dual Supply
Single Supply
DESIRED GAIN RG NEAREST 1%
(V/V) (Ω) RG VALUE
5 NC NC
10 40k 40.2k
20 13.33k 13.3k
50 4444 4420
100 2105 2100
200 1026 1020
500 404 402
1000 201 200
2000 100.3 100
5000 40 40.2
10000 20 20
NC: No Connection.
INPUT BIAS CURRENT RETURN PATH
The input impedance of the INA122 is extremely high—
approximately 1010Ω. However, a path must be provided for
the input bias current of both inputs. This input bias current
is approximately –10nA (current flows out of the input
terminals). High input impedance means that this input bias
current changes very little with varying input voltage.
FIGURE 2. Optional Trimming of Output Offset Voltage.
10kΩOPA336
±10mV
Adjustment Range
100Ω
100Ω
100µA
1/2 REF200
100µA
1/2 REF200
V+
V–
RG INA122
Ref
VO
VIN–
VIN+
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Input circuitry must provide a path for this input bias current
for proper operation. Figure 3 shows various provisions for an
input bias current path. Without a bias current path, the inputs
will float to a potential which exceeds the common-mode
range of the INA122 and the input amplifiers will saturate.
If the differential source resistance is low, the bias current
return path can be connected to one input (see the thermo-
couple example in Figure 3). With higher source impedance,
using two equal resistors provides a balanced input with
possible advantages of lower input offset voltage due to bias
current and better high-frequency common-mode rejection.
INPUT PROTECTION
The inputs of the INA122 are protected with internal diodes
connected to the power supply rails (Figure 4). These diodes
will clamp the applied signal to prevent it from damaging the
input circuitry. If the input signal voltage can exceed the
power supplies by more than 0.3V, the input signal current
should be limited to less than 5mA to protect the internal
clamp diodes. This can generally be done with a series input
resistor. Some signal sources are inherently current-limited
and do not require limiting resistors.
INPUT COMMON-MODE RANGE
The common-mode range for some common operating con-
ditions is shown in the typical performance curves. The
INA122 can operate over a wide range of power supply and
VREF configurations, making it impractical to provide a
comprehensive guide to common-mode range limits for all
possible conditions. The most commonly overlooked over-
load condition occurs by attempting to exceed the output
swing of A2, an internal circuit node that cannot be mea-
sured. Calculating the expected voltages at A2’s output (see
equation in Figure 4) provides a check for the most common
overload conditions.
The design of A1 and A2 are identical and their outputs can
swing to within approximately 100mV of the power supply
rails, depending on load conditions. When A2’s output is
saturated, A1 can still be in linear operation, responding to
changes in the non-inverting input voltage. This may give the
appearance of linear operation but the output voltage is invalid.
A single supply instrumentation amplifier has special design
considerations. Using commonly available single-supply op
amps to implement the two-op amp topology will not yield
equivalent performance. For example, consider the condition
where both inputs of common single-supply op amps are
FIGURE 4. INA122 Simplified Circuit Diagram.
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FIGURE 3. Providing an Input Common-Mode Current Path.
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equal to 0V. The outputs of both A1 and A2 must be 0V. But
any small positive voltage applied to VIN+ requires that A2’s
output must swing below 0V, which is clearly impossible
without a negative power supply.
To achieve common-mode range that extends to single-
supply ground, the INA122 uses precision level-shifting
buffers on its inputs. This shifts both inputs by approxi-
mately +0.5V, and through the feedback network, shifts A2’s
output by approximately +0.6V. With both inputs and VREF
at single-supply, A2’s output is well within its linear range.
A positive VIN+ causes A2’s output to swing below 0.6V.
As a result of this input level-shifting, the voltages at pin 1
and pin 8 are not equal to their respective input terminal
voltages (pins 2 and 3). For most applications, this is not
important since only the gain-setting resistor connects to
these pins.
LOW VOLTAGE OPERATION
The INA122 can be operated on a single power supply as
low as +2.2V (or a total of +2.2V on dual supplies). Perfor-
mance remains excellent throughout the power supply range
up to +36V (or ±18V). Most parameters vary only slightly
throughout this supply voltage range—see typical perfor-
mance curves.
Operation at very low supply voltage requires careful atten-
tion to ensure that the common-mode voltage remains within
its linear range.
LOW QUIESCENT CURRENT OPERATION
The INA122 maintains its low quiescent current (60µA)
while the output is within linear operation (up to 200mV
from the supply rails). When the input creates a condition
that overdrives the output into saturation, quiescent current
increases. With VO overdriven into the positive rail, the
quiescent current increases to approximately 400µA. Like-
wise, with VO overdriven into the negative rail (single
supply ground) the quiescent current increases to approxi-
mately 200µA.
OUTPUT CURRENT RANGE
Output sourcing and sinking current values versus the output
voltage ranges are shown in the typical performance curves.
The positive and negative current limits are not equal.
Positive output current sourcing will drive moderate to high
load impedances. Battery operation normally requires the
careful management of power consumption to keep load
impedances very high throughout the design.
FIGURE 6. Single-Supply Current Shunt Measurement.
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FIGURE 5. Micropower Single Supply Bridge Amplifier.
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NOTE: (1) To accomodate bipolar input signals,
VREF can be offset to a positive voltage. Output
voltage is then referred to the voltage applied to Ref.
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PACKAGING INFORMATION
Orderable Device Status
(1)
Package Type Package
Drawing
Pins Package Qty Eco Plan
(2)
Lead/Ball Finish MSL Peak Temp
(3)
Op Temp (°C) Top-Side Markings
(4)
Samples
INA122P ACTIVE PDIP P 8 50 Green (RoHS
& no Sb/Br)
CU NIPDAU N / A for Pkg Type INA122P
INA122PA ACTIVE PDIP P 8 50 Green (RoHS
& no Sb/Br)
CU NIPDAU N / A for Pkg Type INA122P
A
INA122PAG4 ACTIVE PDIP P 8 50 Green (RoHS
& no Sb/Br)
CU NIPDAU N / A for Pkg Type INA122P
A
INA122PG4 ACTIVE PDIP P 8 50 Green (RoHS
& no Sb/Br)
CU NIPDAU N / A for Pkg Type INA122P
INA122U ACTIVE SOIC D 8 75 Green (RoHS
& no Sb/Br)
CU NIPDAU Level-3-260C-168 HR INA
122U
INA122U/2K5 ACTIVE SOIC D 8 2500 Green (RoHS
& no Sb/Br)
CU NIPDAU Level-3-260C-168 HR INA
122U
INA122U/2K5E4 ACTIVE SOIC D 8 2500 Green (RoHS
& no Sb/Br)
CU NIPDAU Level-3-260C-168 HR INA
122U
INA122UA ACTIVE SOIC D 8 75 Green (RoHS
& no Sb/Br)
CU NIPDAU Level-3-260C-168 HR INA
122U
A
INA122UA/2K5 ACTIVE SOIC D 8 2500 Green (RoHS
& no Sb/Br)
CU NIPDAU Level-3-260C-168 HR INA
122U
A
INA122UA/2K5G4 ACTIVE SOIC D 8 2500 Green (RoHS
& no Sb/Br)
CU NIPDAU Level-3-260C-168 HR INA
122U
A
INA122UAG4 ACTIVE SOIC D 8 75 Green (RoHS
& no Sb/Br)
CU NIPDAU Level-3-260C-168 HR INA
122U
A
INA122UE4 ACTIVE SOIC D 8 75 Green (RoHS
& no Sb/Br)
CU NIPDAU Level-3-260C-168 HR INA
122U
 
(1)
 The marketing status values are defined as follows:
ACTIVE: Product device recommended for new designs.
LIFEBUY: TI has announced that the device will be discontinued, and a lifetime-buy period is in effect.
NRND: Not recommended for new designs. Device is in production to support existing customers, but TI does not recommend using this part in a new design.
PREVIEW: Device has been announced but is not in production. Samples may or may not be available.
OBSOLETE: TI has discontinued the production of the device.
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(2)
 Eco Plan - The planned eco-friendly classification: Pb-Free (RoHS), Pb-Free (RoHS Exempt), or Green (RoHS & no Sb/Br) - please check http://www.ti.com/productcontent for the latest availability
information and additional product content details.
TBD:  The Pb-Free/Green conversion plan has not been defined.
Pb-Free (RoHS): TI's terms "Lead-Free" or "Pb-Free" mean semiconductor products that are compatible with the current RoHS requirements for all 6 substances, including the requirement that
lead not exceed 0.1% by weight in homogeneous materials. Where designed to be soldered at high temperatures, TI Pb-Free products are suitable for use in specified lead-free processes.
Pb-Free (RoHS Exempt): This component has a RoHS exemption for either 1) lead-based flip-chip solder bumps used between the die and package, or 2) lead-based  die adhesive used between
the die and leadframe. The component is otherwise considered Pb-Free (RoHS compatible) as defined above.
Green (RoHS & no Sb/Br): TI defines "Green" to mean Pb-Free (RoHS compatible), and free of Bromine (Br)  and Antimony (Sb) based flame retardants (Br or Sb do not exceed 0.1% by weight
in homogeneous material)
 
(3)
 MSL, Peak Temp. -- The Moisture Sensitivity Level rating according to the JEDEC industry standard classifications, and peak solder temperature.
 
(4)
 Only one of markings shown within the brackets will appear on the physical device.
 
Important Information and Disclaimer:The information provided on this page represents TI's knowledge and belief as of the date that it is provided. TI bases its knowledge and belief on information
provided by third parties, and makes no representation or warranty as to the accuracy of such information. Efforts are underway to better integrate information from third parties. TI has taken and
continues to take reasonable steps to provide representative and accurate information but may not have conducted destructive testing or chemical analysis on incoming materials and chemicals.
TI and TI suppliers consider certain information to be proprietary, and thus CAS numbers and other limited information may not be available for release.
 
In no event shall TI's liability arising out of such information exceed the total purchase price of the TI part(s) at issue in this document sold by TI to Customer on an annual basis.
 
TAPE AND REEL INFORMATION
*All dimensions are nominal
Device Package
Type
Package
Drawing
Pins SPQ Reel
Diameter
(mm)
Reel
Width
W1 (mm)
A0
(mm)
B0
(mm)
K0
(mm)
P1
(mm)
W
(mm)
Pin1
Quadrant
INA122U/2K5 SOIC D 8 2500 330.0 12.4 6.4 5.2 2.1 8.0 12.0 Q1
INA122UA/2K5 SOIC D 8 2500 330.0 12.4 6.4 5.2 2.1 8.0 12.0 Q1
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*All dimensions are nominal
Device Package Type Package Drawing Pins SPQ Length (mm) Width (mm) Height (mm)
INA122U/2K5 SOIC D 8 2500 367.0 367.0 35.0
INA122UA/2K5 SOIC D 8 2500 367.0 367.0 35.0
PACKAGE MATERIALS INFORMATION
www.ti.com 26-Jan-2013
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
Texas Instruments Incorporated and its subsidiaries (TI) reserve the right to make corrections, enhancements, improvements and other
changes to its semiconductor products and services per JESD46, latest issue, and to discontinue any product or service per JESD48, latest
issue. Buyers should obtain the latest relevant information before placing orders and should verify that such information is current and
complete. All semiconductor products (also referred to herein as “components”) are sold subject to TI’s terms and conditions of sale
supplied at the time of order acknowledgment.
TI warrants performance of its components to the specifications applicable at the time of sale, in accordance with the warranty in TI’s terms
and conditions of sale of semiconductor products. Testing and other quality control techniques are used to the extent TI deems necessary
to support this warranty. Except where mandated by applicable law, testing of all parameters of each component is not necessarily
performed.
TI assumes no liability for applications assistance or the design of Buyers’ products. Buyers are responsible for their products and
applications using TI components. To minimize the risks associated with Buyers’ products and applications, Buyers should provide
adequate design and operating safeguards.
TI does not warrant or represent that any license, either express or implied, is granted under any patent right, copyright, mask work right, or
other intellectual property right relating to any combination, machine, or process in which TI components or services are used. Information
published by TI regarding third-party products or services does not constitute a license to use such products or services or a warranty or
endorsement thereof. Use of such information may require a license from a third party under the patents or other intellectual property of the
third party, or a license from TI under the patents or other intellectual property of TI.
Reproduction of significant portions of TI information in TI data books or data sheets is permissible only if reproduction is without alteration
and is accompanied by all associated warranties, conditions, limitations, and notices. TI is not responsible or liable for such altered
documentation. Information of third parties may be subject to additional restrictions.
Resale of TI components or services with statements different from or beyond the parameters stated by TI for that component or service
voids all express and any implied warranties for the associated TI component or service and is an unfair and deceptive business practice.
TI is not responsible or liable for any such statements.
Buyer acknowledges and agrees that it is solely responsible for compliance with all legal, regulatory and safety-related requirements
concerning its products, and any use of TI components in its applications, notwithstanding any applications-related information or support
that may be provided by TI. Buyer represents and agrees that it has all the necessary expertise to create and implement safeguards which
anticipate dangerous consequences of failures, monitor failures and their consequences, lessen the likelihood of failures that might cause
harm and take appropriate remedial actions. Buyer will fully indemnify TI and its representatives against any damages arising out of the use
of any TI components in safety-critical applications.
In some cases, TI components may be promoted specifically to facilitate safety-related applications. With such components, TI’s goal is to
help enable customers to design and create their own end-product solutions that meet applicable functional safety standards and
requirements. Nonetheless, such components are subject to these terms.
No TI components are authorized for use in FDA Class III (or similar life-critical medical equipment) unless authorized officers of the parties
have executed a special agreement specifically governing such use.
Only those TI components which TI has specifically designated as military grade or “enhanced plastic” are designed and intended for use in
military/aerospace applications or environments. Buyer acknowledges and agrees that any military or aerospace use of TI components
which have not been so designated is solely at the Buyer's risk, and that Buyer is solely responsible for compliance with all legal and
regulatory requirements in connection with such use.
TI has specifically designated certain components as meeting ISO/TS16949 requirements, mainly for automotive use. In any case of use of
non-designated products, TI will not be responsible for any failure to meet ISO/TS16949.
Products Applications
Audio www.ti.com/audio Automotive and Transportation www.ti.com/automotive
Amplifiers amplifier.ti.com Communications and Telecom www.ti.com/communications
Data Converters dataconverter.ti.com Computers and Peripherals www.ti.com/computers
DLP® Products www.dlp.com Consumer Electronics www.ti.com/consumer-apps
DSP dsp.ti.com Energy and Lighting www.ti.com/energy
Clocks and Timers www.ti.com/clocks Industrial www.ti.com/industrial
Interface interface.ti.com Medical www.ti.com/medical
Logic logic.ti.com Security www.ti.com/security
Power Mgmt power.ti.com Space, Avionics and Defense www.ti.com/space-avionics-defense
Microcontrollers microcontroller.ti.com Video and Imaging www.ti.com/video
RFID www.ti-rfid.com
OMAP Applications Processors www.ti.com/omap TI E2E Community e2e.ti.com
Wireless Connectivity www.ti.com/wirelessconnectivity
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MISUMI USA, INC.
USA:  1717 Penny Lane Suite 200, Schaumburg, IL 60173 Attn:AR
CANADA: P.O.Box 15001 Station A Toronto, ON M5W 1C1
Phone: 800-681-7475 Fax: 978-367-2729
www.misumiusa.com
Invoice Date:
Invoice Number:
Term:
May 08 2013
Invoice
Credit Card
Bill To:
PO Number:
Order Number:
Order Date:
Trade Term: Customer Ship Mode:
Shipping Date:
Tracking Number:
Shipping Number:
Attn:
Ship To:
May 03 2013
2701552 - 1
2701552 - 1 - 
FOB Elk Grove Vlg,IL
W85532 W85532
CAL POLY
1 GRAND AVE
BLDG 197
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA 93407
USA
CAL POLY
1 GRAND AVE
BLDG 197
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA 93407
USA
SILVIA AGUILAR
WEB05/03
1Z7RW5381356665854
UPS D2 PRE CA
May 08 2013
 1
1Page:
94F32C
8D
Manage your account online @
            www.misumiusa.com/AR                               
001254508
No AmountUnit PriceQtyPO Sub ReferenceProduct_NameProduct_Code
BGTCA6904VV BEARING W/HOLDER  62.00 2  124.00 1
Remarks:
Sub Total:
Tax:
(USD)Grand Total:
 23.71
 0.00
 0.00
 147.71
 124.00
Freight:
Misc Amount:
PLEASE ALLOW UP TO 1 WEEK TO PROCESS THE CREDIT CARD. 
TO AVOID DUPLICATE PAYMENTS, DO NOT ISSUE A CHECK.
Get INVOICES BY E-MAIL or Fax!
GO GREEN! Receive MiSUMi USA INVOICES
electronically by providing your E-mail or Fax # to:
AR@misumiusa.com or Fax 978-367-2729

6/7/13 Inv oice Reprint Inv oice Listing/Reprint
https://www.automationdirect.com/adc/Inv oiceReprint/Inv oiceReprint?mode=text&inv Num=4533288
Sub Total: $712.00
Freight: $0.00
Tax: $0.00
Payments: $712.00
Amount Due: $0.00
Mail payments to:
- OR -         
Pay on the web at:
   
AutomationDirect.com, Inc.
P.O. Box 402417
Atlanta, GA 30384-2417 
www.automationdirect.com
Toll Free:  800-633-0405
A/R Direct:  770-889-7588
A/R Fax:  770-781-0564
invoice@automationdirect.com
US Tax ID: 58-2041971
Canada GST/HST #853680387RT0001
Customer Number  Invoice Number  Invoice Date
983027  4533288  Mar 12, 2013
Billing Address:
CAL PO LY
2606 NEWHALL ST
APT 31
SANTA CLARA, CA 95050
US
Shipping Address:
CAL PO LY
MUSTANG 60 SHO P BLD 197
1 GRAND AVE.
SAN LUIS O BISPO , CA 93405
US
Ecom Reference Number Order Number PO Number Order Date
8344003 3586939 CC120313 Mar 12, 2013
Tracking Number(s): 799258046497 (FedEx), 799258048581 (FedEx), 799258041841 (FedEx) 
Quantity
Item Code and Description UOM
Unit
Price
Amount
Ordered Back Shipped
1 0 1
Y364
AC MOTOR 1HP 1800RPM 56C 230/460VAC 3-PH ROLL-STEEL MICROMAX 
Made in MEXICO   HS: 8501.52
EA $270.00 $270.00
1 0 1
WG-237-015-H
WORM GEARBOX, 2.37IN, 15:1 RATIO, 56C-FACE INPUT, HOLLOW SHAFT OU... 
Made in TAIWAN   HS: 8483.40
EA $265.00 $265.00
1 0 1
GS2-21P0
GS2 1.0 HP AC DRIVE 230V 1/3 PH IN 3 PH OUT 
Made in CHINA   HS: 8504.40
EA $177.00 $177.00
Total Lines:  3
Terms:   NET 0 Due Date:   March 12, 2013
 
**On-Line Feature**
Choose MY ACCOUNT from the menu to request a 30 day Return Authorization, reprint an RA or credit  invoices (restrictions apply)
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Help Log Out
adafruit Mail Search Save Advanced
Silvia R. Aguilar     
 Mail Address Book Calendar Tasks Briefcase Preferences
People Search
 From Subject Folder
Silvia R. Aguilar EVS Fatigue Testing Machine Budget - Murali: Good morning, per your request you w ill f ind the fatigue testing machine budget in the attachments. There are tw o sections, one for the money ...Sent
Adafruit Package Shipped from Adafruit Industries: Invoice # 281308 - A package w ill be shipped to you on 05/15/2013 via U.S. Postal Service Priority Mail to the follow ing address: Silvia Aguilar 1217 mill st San Luis ...Inbox
service Receipt for Your Payment to Adafruit Industries LLC - May 14, 2013 14:16:38 PDT | Transaction ID: 6YY22318FD490713R Hello Silvia Aguilar, You sent a payment of $41.55 USD to Adafruit Industries LLC ...Inbox
Merchant
Adafruit Industries LLC
support@adafruit.com
Instructions to merchant
You haven't entered any instructions.
Shipping address - unconfirmed
Silvia Aguilar
1217 mill st
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
United States
Shipping details
The seller hasn’t provided any shipping details yet.
Subtotal $32.85 USD
Shipping and handling $8.70 USD
Total $41.55 USD
Payment $41.55 USD
Charge will appear on your credit card statement as "PAYPAL *ADAFRUITIND"
Payment sent to support@adafruit.com
Description Unit price Qty Amount
Half-size breadboard $5.00 USD 1 $5.00 USD
MicroSD card breakout board $14.95 USD 1 $14.95 USD
SD/MicroSD Memory Card (4 GB SDHC) $7.95 USD 1 $7.95 USD
Extra-long break-away 0.1 16-pin strip male header (5
pieces)
$3.00 USD 1 $3.00 USD
Shield stacking headers for Arduino (R3 Compatible) $1.95 USD 1 $1.95 USD
Issues with this transaction?
You have 45 days from the date of the transaction to open a dispute in the Resolution Center.
Questions? Go to the Help Center at: www.paypal.com/help.
Get verified - Pay from your bank account and you're 100% protected against unauthorized payments sent
from your PayPal account. Log in and click the Unverified link below your name.
New Get Mail Delete Reply Reply to All Forw ard Spam View  
Folders
Inbox (2)
Sent
Drafts
Junk
Trash
Class Work
Grad School Receipts
Meeting Responses
Pending - GET IT DONE!
Find Shares...
Searches
Tags
June 2013
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6/7/13 McMaster-Carr - Order Detail for 0406CMCCARTHY
www.mcmaster.com/#order-history/0406cmccarthy/=n3ggzz
562-692-5911
562-695-2323 (fax)
la.sales@mcmaster.com
Receipt
Billed to
ATTENTION: CHRISTOPHER MCCARTHY
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE
UNIVERSITY
1 GRAND AVE
SAN LUIS OBISPO CA 93407-9000
Purchase Order 0406CMCCARTHY
Paid $1,044.17
Invoice 49515532
Invoice Date 4/8/13
Shipped to
Attention: Bldg 197 Nick Maddisson
Mustang 60 Machine Shop
California Polytechnic State
University
1 Grand Ave
San Luis Obispo CA 93407-9000
Information About Your Payment
Credit Card
Date
Name on Card
Visa Ending- 4077
4/9/13
Christopher McCarthy
Your Account 171690100
Nick Maddisson placed this order.
Line Product Ordered Shipped Balance Price Total
1 9475T25 115 VAC Electric Winch, 1000#1ST Layer Cap, with
5/32" X 45' Wire Rope Assembly
1
Each
1 0 359.13
Each
359.13
2 5709K14 Steel Tapered-Roller Bearing, Roller Assembly for
3/4" Shaft Diameter, #09067
2
Each
1 0 35.00
Each
35.00
3 5709K54 Steel Tapered-Roller Bearing, Outer Ring for 3/4"
Shaft Diameter, 09195 Bearing #
2
Each
2 0 12.04
Each
24.08
4 91257A867 Grade 8 Alloy Steel Hex Head Cap Screw, Zinc
Yellow-Plated, 3/4"-16 Thread, 3-1/4" Length, Packs
of 1
1
Pack
1 0 3.63
Per Pack
3.63
5 92620A746 Grade 8 Alloy Steel Hex Head Cap Screw, Zinc
Yellow Plated, 1/2"-20 Thread, 1-1/2" L, Fully Thread,
Packs of 10
1
Pack
1 0 7.65
Per Pack
7.65
6 92620A585 Grade 8 Alloy Steel Hex Head Cap Screw, Zinc
Yellow Plated, 5/16"-18 Thread, 1-1/4" L, Fully
Thread, Packs of 50
1
Pack
1 0 9.81
Per Pack
9.81
7 92620A628 Grade 8 Alloy Steel Hex Head Cap Screw, Zinc
Yellow Plated, 3/8"-16 Thread, 1-1/2" L, Fully Thread,
Packs of 10
1
Pack
1 0 8.22
Per Pack
8.22
8 8926T37 Load-Rated Bumper, High-Temperature Rubber,
Hard, 5/16"-18 Stud Thread Size
2
Each
2 0 7.31
Each
14.62
9 5913K62 Stamped-Steel Mounted Ball Bearing--ABEC-1, 2-
Bolt Base Mount, for 5/8" Shaft Diameter
2
Each
2 0 10.95
Each
21.90
10 6483K66 Steel Flange-Mount Linear Ball Bearing, Square
Flange, 1" Shaft Diameter, 2-1/4" Overall LG
2
Each
2 0 69.33
Each
138.66
11 90949A119 Black-Phosphate Grade G Steel Flange Locknut,
3/4"-16 Thread Size, 1-1/8" W, 13/16" H Overall,
1
Pack
1 0 8.54
Per Pack
8.54
6/7/13 McMaster-Carr - Order Detail for 0406CMCCARTHY
www.mcmaster.com/#order-history/0406cmccarthy/=n3ggzz
Packs of 10
12 91030A440 Black-Oxide Steel Flange Hex Nut, 1/2"-20 Thread
Size, 7/8" W, 11/16" Overall Height
4
Each
4 0 2.58
Each
10.32
13 91030A029 Black-Oxide Steel Flange Hex Nut, 5/16"-18 Thread
Size, 9/16" W, 3/8" Overall Height
4
Each
4 0 2.05
Each
8.20
14 91030A031 Black-Oxide Steel Flange Hex Nut, 3/8"-16 Thread
Size, 11/16" W, 1/2" Overall Height
2
Each
2 0 2.28
Each
4.56
15 91030A033 Black-Oxide Steel Flange Hex Nut, 1/2"-13 Thread
Size, 7/8" W, 11/16" Overall Height
4
Each
4 0 2.60
Each
10.40
16 5709K28 Steel Tapered-Roller Bearing, Roller Assembly for 1-
3/4" Shaft Diameter, #25580
2
Each
2 0 29.11
Each
58.22
17 5709K65 Steel Tapered-Roller Bearing, Outer Ring for 1-3/4"
Shaft Diameter, 25520 Bearing #
2
Each
2 0 14.73
Each
29.46
18 92620A727 Grade 8 Alloy Steel Hex Head Cap Screw, Zinc
Yellow Plated, 1/2"-13 Thread, 4" L, Fully Thread,
Packs of 1
2
Packs
2 0 4.22
Per Pack
8.44
19 92620A726 Grade 8 Alloy Steel Hex Head Cap Screw, Zinc
Yellow Plated, 1/2"-13 Thread, 3-1/2" L, Fully Thread,
Packs of 1
2
Packs
2 0 3.85
Per Pack
7.70
20 86015K13 Adhesive-Ready Neoprene Rubber, 1/8" Thick, 12" X
12", 60A Durometer
1
Each
1 0 11.97
Each
11.97
21 22665T33 Vulcan Caster, Swivel, 6" X 2" Phenolic Wheel, 1200#
Capacity
2
Each
2 0 49.85
Each
99.70
22 22665T43 Vulcan Caster, Rigid, 6" X 2" Phenolic Wheel, 1200#
Capacity
2
Each
2 0 21.80
Each
43.60
23 22665T753 Optional Brake Face Brake for 6" X 2" Caster 2
Each
2 0 11.33
Each
22.66
Merchandise 946.47
Sales Tax 75.73
Shipping 21.97
Total $1,044.17
Payment Received 4/9/13 (1,044.17)
Balance Due $0.00
Packing List Shipped Weight Carrier Tracking
1492604-02 04/08/2013 48 lb UPS Ground 1Z9293810314981976 Received by Pimentel 4/9/13.
1492604-03 04/08/2013 22 lb UPS Ground 1Z9293810314981985 Received by Pimentel 4/9/13.
Federal ID 36-1458720 McMaster-Carr Supply Company
 Receipt
562-692-5911 
562-695-2323 (fax)
la.sales@mcmaster.com 
Page 1 of 1Federal ID 36-1458720 McMaster-Carr Supply Company
 
Billed to
ATTENTION: SILVIA R AGUILAR
MUSTANG 60 MACHINE SHOP
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE
UNIVERSITY
1 GRAND AVE
SAN LUIS OBISPO  CA  93407-9000
Purchase Order 0514CMCCARTHY
Paid $14.27
Invoice 51838561
Invoice Date 5/14/13
Shipped to
Attention: Silvia Aguilar
Building 197
Mustang 60 Machine Shop
California Polytechnic State
University
1 Grand Ave
San Luis Obispo  CA  93407-9000
Information About Your Payment
Credit Card Visa Ending- 7371
Date 5/15/13
Name on Card Silvia R Aguilar
Your Account 171690100
Chris McCarthy placed this order.
Line Product Ordered Shipped Balance Price Total
1 9600K37 Push-in Grommet, 5/8" ID, 1-1/8" OD, 1/8" 
Thickness for 7/8"  Diameter Panel Hole, Packs of
50
1
Pack
1 0 8.78
Per Pack
8.78
Merchandise  8.78
Sales Tax  0.66
Shipping  4.83
Total  $14.27
Payment Received 5/15/13  (14.27)
Balance Due  $0.00
Packing List Shipped Weight Carrier Tracking
3073207-01 5/14/13 1 lb UPS Ground 1Z9293810316940417
 Receipt
562-692-5911 
562-695-2323 (fax)
la.sales@mcmaster.com 
Page 1 of 1Federal ID 36-1458720 McMaster-Carr Supply Company
 
Billed to
ATTENTION: SILVIA R AGUILAR
MUSTANG 60 MACHINE SHOP
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE
UNIVERSITY
1 GRAND AVE
SAN LUIS OBISPO  CA  93407-9000
Purchase Order 0504CMCCARTHY
Paid $15.33
Invoice 51272178
Invoice Date 5/6/13
Shipped to
Attention: Silvia Aguilar
Building 197
Mustang 60 Machine Shop
California Polytechnic State
University
1 Grand Ave
San Luis Obispo  CA  93407-9000
Information About Your Payment
Credit Card Visa Ending- 7371
Date 5/7/13
Name on Card Silvia R Aguilar
Your Account 171690100
Chris McCarthy placed this order.
Line Product Ordered Shipped Balance Price Total
1 6391K285 SAE 841 Bronze Sleeve Bearing, for 1"  Shaft
Diameter, 1-1/4"  OD, 1-1/2"  Length
2
Each
2 0 4.86
Each
9.72
Merchandise  9.72
Sales Tax  0.78
Shipping  4.83
Total  $15.33
Payment Received 5/7/13  (15.33)
Balance Due  $0.00
Packing List Shipped Weight Carrier Tracking
2659721-01 5/6/13 1 lb UPS Ground 1Z0094040301763023
 Receipt
562-692-5911 
562-695-2323 (fax)
la.sales@mcmaster.com 
Page 1 of 1Federal ID 36-1458720 McMaster-Carr Supply Company
 
Billed to
ATTENTION: SILVIA R AGUILAR
MUSTANG 60 MACHINE SHOP
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE
UNIVERSITY
1 GRAND AVE
SAN LUIS OBISPO  CA  93407-9000
Purchase Order 0501CMCCARTHY
Paid $15.50
Invoice 51000044
Invoice Date 5/1/13
Shipped to
Attention: Silvia Aguilar
Building 197
Mustang 60 Machine Shop
California Polytechnic State
University
1 Grand Ave
San Luis Obispo  CA  93407-9000
Information About Your Payment
Credit Card Visa Ending- 7371
Date 5/2/13
Name on Card Silvia R Aguilar
Your Account 171690100
Chris McCarthy placed this order.
Line Product Ordered Shipped Balance Price Total
1 62805K35 High-Cap Leveling Mount with  Zinc-Plated Steel
Stud, 3/8"-16 X 2"  L Thread, 2"  Base Diameter
4
Each
4 0 2.47
Each
9.88
Merchandise  9.88
Sales Tax  0.79
Shipping  4.83
Total  $15.50
Payment Received 5/2/13  (15.50)
Balance Due  $0.00
Packing List Shipped Weight Carrier Tracking
2520387-01 5/1/13 1 lb UPS Ground 1Z9293810316249273
 Receipt
562-692-5911 
562-695-2323 (fax)
la.sales@mcmaster.com 
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Billed to
ATTENTION: SILVIA R AGUILAR
MUSTANG 60 MACHINE SHOP
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE
UNIVERSITY
1 GRAND AVE
SAN LUIS OBISPO  CA  93407-9000
Purchase Order 0513CMCCARTHY
Paid $16.27
Invoice 51721570
Invoice Date 5/13/13
Shipped to
Attention: Silvia Aguilar
Building 197
Mustang 60 Machine Shop
California Polytechnic State
University
1 Grand Ave
San Luis Obispo  CA  93407-9000
Information About Your Payment
Credit Card Visa Ending- 7371
Date 5/14/13
Name on Card Silvia R Aguilar
Your Account 171690100
Chris McCarthy placed this order.
Line Product Ordered Shipped Balance Price Total
1 3014T253 Steel Eyebolt with Shoulder for Lifting, Zinc-Plated,
3/8"-16 Thread, 1300# Work Load Limit, 1-1/4" L
Thread
2
Each
2 0 5.32
Each
10.64
Merchandise  10.64
Sales Tax  0.80
Shipping  4.83
Total  $16.27
Payment Received 5/14/13  (16.27)
Balance Due  $0.00
Packing List Shipped Weight Carrier Tracking
2986725-01 5/13/13 1 lb UPS Ground 1Z9293810316833597
 Receipt
562-692-5911 
562-695-2323 (fax)
la.sales@mcmaster.com 
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Billed to
ATTENTION: SILVIA R AGUILAR
MUSTANG 60 MACHINE SHOP
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE
UNIVERSITY
1 GRAND AVE
SAN LUIS OBISPO  CA  93407-9000
Purchase Order 0418CMCCARTHY
Paid $17.84
Invoice 50338284
Invoice Date 4/19/13
Shipped to
Attention: Silvia Aguilar
Mustang 60 Cal Poly
1 Grand Avenue
Building 197
San Luis Obispo  CA  93405
Information About Your Payment
Credit Card Visa Ending- 7371
Date 4/22/13
Name on Card Silvia R Aguilar
Your Account 171690100
Chris McCarthy placed this order.
Line Product Ordered Shipped Balance Price Total
1 1677K21 PTFE-Lubricated SAE 841 Bronze Flanged
Bearing, for 1"  Shaft Diameter, 1-1/4"  OD, 1" 
Length
2
Each
2 0 6.05
Each
12.10
Merchandise  12.10
Sales Tax  0.91
Shipping  4.83
Total  $17.84
Payment Received 4/22/13  (17.84)
Balance Due  $0.00
Packing List Shipped Weight Carrier Tracking
2026958-01 4/19/13 1 lb UPS Ground 1Z9293810315635231
 Receipt
562-692-5911 
562-695-2323 (fax)
la.sales@mcmaster.com 
Page 1 of 1Federal ID 36-1458720 McMaster-Carr Supply Company
 
Billed to
ATTENTION: SILVIA R AGUILAR
MUSTANG 60 MACHINE SHOP
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE
UNIVERSITY
1 GRAND AVE
SAN LUIS OBISPO  CA  93407-9000
Purchase Order KEY, CROSS BAR, PLAT
Paid $37.99
Invoice 50005009
Invoice Date 4/16/13
Shipped to
Attention: Silvia Aguilar
Cal Poly
1 Grand Avenue
Mustang 60 Shop, Building 197
San Luis Obispo  CA  93405
Information About Your Payment
Credit Card Visa Ending- 7371
Date 4/17/13
Name on Card Silvia R Aguilar
Your Account 171690100
Chris McCarthy placed this order.
Line Product Ordered Shipped Balance Price Total
1 90499A868 Plain Grade 8 Steel Hex Nut, 1-3/4"-12 Thread
Size, 2-5/8"  Width, 1-1/2"  Height, Packs of 1
1
Pack
1 0 9.75
Per Pack
9.75
2 98535A146 Spring Steel Standard Key Stock, 3/16"  X 1/4", 
12"  Length
1
Each
1 0 20.50
Each
20.50
Merchandise  30.25
Sales Tax  2.27
Shipping  5.47
Total  $37.99
Payment Received 4/17/13  (37.99)
Balance Due  $0.00
Packing List Shipped Weight Carrier Tracking
1847744-01 4/16/13 3 lb UPS Ground 1Z9293810315421953
 Receipt
562-692-5911 
562-695-2323 (fax)
la.sales@mcmaster.com 
Page 1 of 1Federal ID 36-1458720 McMaster-Carr Supply Company
 
Billed to
ATTENTION: SILVIA R AGUILAR
MUSTANG 60 MACHINE SHOP
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE
UNIVERSITY
1 GRAND AVE
SAN LUIS OBISPO  CA  93407-9000
Purchase Order 0520CMCCARTHY
Paid $47.23
Invoice 52139413
Invoice Date 5/20/13
Shipped to
Attention: Silvia Aguilar
Building 197
Mustang 60 Machine Shop
California Polytechnic State
University
1 Grand Ave
San Luis Obispo  CA  93407-9000
Information About Your Payment
Credit Card Visa Ending- 7371
Date 5/21/13
Name on Card Silvia R Aguilar
Your Account 171690100
Chris McCarthy placed this order.
Line Product Ordered Shipped Balance Price Total
1 6785K21 E-Stop Corrosion-Resistant Enclosure Switch, Pull
to Reset, SPST-NC, Plastic
1
Each
1 0 39.44
Each
39.44
Merchandise  39.44
Sales Tax  2.96
Shipping  4.83
Total  $47.23
Payment Received 5/21/13  (47.23)
Balance Due  $0.00
Packing List Shipped Weight Carrier Tracking
3264966-01 5/20/13 1 lb UPS Ground 1Z9293810317190182
6/7/13 Discount Steel - The widest selection of steel, aluminum and other metals at discount prices.
www.discountsteel.com/account/order_detail.cfm?order_id=44177
Discount Steel 1-800-522-5950
© 2013 Discount Steel. All Rights Reserved.
Order Information
Chris McCarthy
EVS
209-345-0377 p
cmccar01@calpoly.edu
Billing Information
Silvia Aguilar
Silvia Aguilar
2606 Newhall St. Apt. 31
Santa Clara CA 95050
Shipping Information
Silvia Aguilar
Mustang 60 Shop - Bld. 197
1 Grand Avenue
San Luis Obispo CA 93407
Status: New Order
Delivery Method
FedEx Ground
Payment Information
Order Type: Credit Card
Item # Item Description Your Price Qty. Wt. Lbs. Subtotal
10030
Mechanical/Structural Steel Rectangular Tube 2-1/2" x
1" x 14ga 
(11.000") 
Cut Type: Chop Saw - Steel
$7.80 1 2 $7.80
Items Subtotal: $7.80
Total Weight: 2 lbs.
Shipping & Handling: $8.79
Tax: $0.00
Total: $16.59
Order Detail - Order No: 44177
6/7/13 Discount Steel - The widest selection of steel, aluminum and other metals at discount prices.
www.discountsteel.com/account/order_detail.cfm?order_id=44325
Discount Steel 1-800-522-5950
© 2013 Discount Steel. All Rights Reserved.
Order Information
Chris McCarthy
EVS
209-345-0377 p
cmccar01@calpoly.edu
Billing Information
Chris McCarthy
28044 S. Alycia Way
Tracy CA 95304
Shipping Information
Silvia Aguilar
Cal Poly Mechanical
Engineering
1 Grand Avenue
San Luis Obispo CA 93407
Status: New Order
Delivery Method
FedEx Ground
Payment Information
Order Type: Credit Card
Item # Item Description Your Price Qty. Wt. Lbs. Subtotal
16045
ASTM A108-07 1018 Cold Rolled Steel Flat Bar 3/16" x 3"
(3.000") 
Cut Type: Chop Saw - Steel
$6.08 4 2 $24.32
Items Subtotal: $24.32
Total Weight: 2 lbs.
Shipping & Handling: $8.79
Tax: $0.00
Total: $33.11
Order Detail - Order No: 44325
6/7/13 Discount Steel - The widest selection of steel, aluminum and other metals at discount prices.
www.discountsteel.com/account/order_detail.cfm?order_id=44002
Discount Steel 1-800-522-5950
© 2013 Discount Steel. All Rights Reserved.
Order Information
Chris McCarthy
EVS
209-345-0377 p
cmccar01@calpoly.edu
Billing Information
Silvia Aguilar
2606 Newhall St.
Apt. 31
Santa Clara CA 95050
Shipping Information
Silvia Aguilar
Cal Poly Mechanical
Engineering
1 Grand Avenue
Mustang 60 Shop Building
197
San Luis Obispo CA 93407
Status: New Order
Delivery Method
FedEx Ground
Payment Information
Order Type: Credit Card
Item # Item Description Your Price Qty. Wt. Lbs. Subtotal
09833
Mechanical/Structural Steel Square Tube 1" x 1" x 12ga 
(13.000") 
Cut Type: Chop Saw - Steel
$6.29 1 1 $6.29
09827
Mechanical/Structural Steel Square Tube 1" x 1" x 14ga 
(11.375") 
Cut Type: Chop Saw - Steel
$5.88 2 2 $11.76
16177
ASTM A108-07 1018 Cold Rolled Steel Flat Bar 1/2" x 8" 
(8.000") 
Cut Type: Band Saw Cut - Steel
$30.40 1 9 $30.40
13307
ASTM A108-07 1018 Cold Rolled Steel Square Bar 1" 
(12.000") 
Cut Type: Chop Saw - Steel
$14.06 1 3 $14.06
12328
ASTM A108-07 1018 Cold Rolled Steel Flat Bar 1/4" x 2-
1/2" 
(6.000") 
Cut Type: Chop Saw - Steel
$7.39 1 1 $7.39
Items Subtotal: $69.90
Total Weight: 17 lbs.
Shipping & Handling: $16.91
Tax: $0.00
Total: $86.81
Order Detail - Order No: 44002
6/7/13 Discount Steel - The widest selection of steel, aluminum and other metals at discount prices.
www.discountsteel.com/account/order_detail.cfm?order_id=43009
Discount Steel 1-800-522-5950
© 2013 Discount Steel. All Rights Reserved.
Order Information
Chris McCarthy
EVS
209-345-0377 p
cmccar01@calpoly.edu
Billing Information
Silvia Aguilar
Cal Poly
2606 Newhall Street, appt.
31
Santa Clara CA 95050
Shipping Information
Tom Mase
EVS
1 Grand Avenue
San Luis Obispo CA 93407
Status: New Order
Delivery Method
FedEx LTL
Payment Information
Order Type: Credit Card
Item # Item Description Your Price Qty. Wt. Lbs. Subtotal
02623
ASTM A36 Hot Rolled Steel Plate 1/2" 
(22.000" × 30.000") 
Cut Type: Shear Cut - Al,Cu,Brs,Steel,Galv
$121.08 2 187 $242.16
02623
ASTM A36 Hot Rolled Steel Plate 1/2" 
(30.000" × 30.000") 
Cut Type: Shear Cut - Al,Cu,Brs,Steel,Galv
$157.84 1 128 $157.84
10109
Mechanical/Structural Steel Square Tube 3" x 3" x 1/4"
(38.000") 
Cut Type: Chop Saw - Steel
$30.11 4 112 $120.44
10030
Mechanical/Structural Steel Rectangular Tube 2-1/2" x
1" x 14ga 
(11.000") 
Cut Type: Chop Saw - Steel
$7.80 2 3 $15.60
16060
ASTM A108-07 1018 Cold Rolled Steel Flat Bar 1/4" x 1-
1/2" 
(4.000") 
Cut Type: Chop Saw - Steel
$5.96 2 1 $11.92
12066
ASTM B221-08 6061-T6 Aluminum Round Bar 1" 
(7.500") 
Cut Type: Chop Saw - Aluminum
$7.44 1 1 $7.44
12113
ASTM B221-08 6061-T6 Aluminum Square Bar 1" 
(8.000") 
Cut Type: Chop Saw - Aluminum
$8.25 1 1 $8.25
12076
ASTM B221-08 6061-T6 Aluminum Round Bar 2" 
(1.000") 
Cut Type: Chop Saw - Aluminum
$6.30 1 0 $6.30
11894
ASTM B221-08 6061-T6 Aluminum Flat Bar 1/2" x 1" 
(8.000") 
Cut Type: Chop Saw - Aluminum
$7.10 1 0 $7.10
11894
ASTM B221-08 6061-T6 Aluminum Flat Bar 1/2" x 1" 
(5.500") 
Cut Type: Chop Saw - Aluminum
$6.44 1 0 $6.44
Order Detail - Order No: 43009
6/7/13 Discount Steel - The widest selection of steel, aluminum and other metals at discount prices.
www.discountsteel.com/account/order_detail.cfm?order_id=43009
12517
ASTM A108-07 1018 Cold Rolled Steel Flat Bar 1/4" x 2"
(24.000") 
Cut Type: Chop Saw - Steel
$12.65 1 3 $12.65
12426
ASTM A513 1020 Drawn Over Mandrel (DOM) Steel
Round Tube 1" x 12ga 
(1.000") 
Cut Type: Chop Saw - Steel
$5.35 1 0 $5.35
13780
ASTM A513 1020 Drawn Over Mandrel (DOM) Steel
Round Tube 3-3/4" x 1/4" 
(2.000") 
Cut Type: Chop Saw - Steel
$11.23 1 2 $11.23
13536
ASTM A513 1020 Drawn Over Mandrel (DOM) Steel
Round Tube 2" x 1/8" 
(3.000") 
Cut Type: Chop Saw - Steel
$7.50 1 1 $7.50
12281
ASTM A108-07 1018 Cold Rolled Steel Round Bar 5/8" 
(11.000") 
Cut Type: Chop Saw - Steel
$6.96 1 1 $6.96
13785
ASTM A513 1020 Drawn Over Mandrel (DOM) Steel
Round Tube 4" x 1/4" 
(2.000") 
Cut Type: Chop Saw - Steel
$11.67 1 2 $11.67
15768
ASTM A108-07 1018 Cold Rolled Steel Round Bar 1-1/2" 
(1.750") 
Cut Type: Chop Saw - Steel
$6.80 2 2 $13.60
16275
ASTM A108-07 1018 Cold Rolled Steel Flat Bar 1-1/4" x
5" 
(8.000") 
Cut Type: Band Saw Cut - Steel
$41.88 1 14 $41.88
12113
ASTM B221-08 6061-T6 Aluminum Square Bar 1" 
(7.000") 
Cut Type: Chop Saw - Aluminum
$7.85 1 1 $7.85
12930
ASTM A108-07 1018 Cold Rolled Steel Round Bar 1-3/4" 
(13.000") 
Cut Type: Chop Saw - Steel
$23.16 1 9 $23.16
16065
ASTM A108-07 1018 Cold Rolled Steel Flat Bar 1/4" x 3-
1/4" 
(9.000") 
Cut Type: Chop Saw - Steel
$9.66 1 2 $9.66
09997
Mechanical/Structural Steel Square Tube 2" x 2" x 1/4"
(7.000") 
Cut Type: Chop Saw - Steel
$7.84 2 6 $15.68
13065
ASTM A108-07 1018 Cold Rolled Steel Round Bar 6-1/2" 
(0.250") 
Cut Type: Band Saw Cut - Steel
$17.32 1 2 $17.32
15938
ASTM A108-07 1018 Cold Rolled Steel Round Bar 4" 
(0.250") 
Cut Type: Band Saw Cut - Steel
$14.32 1 1 $14.32
6/7/13 Discount Steel - The widest selection of steel, aluminum and other metals at discount prices.
www.discountsteel.com/account/order_detail.cfm?order_id=43009
13706
ASTM A513 1020 Drawn Over Mandrel (DOM) Steel
Round Tube 2-1/4" x 3/16" 
(1.000") 
Cut Type: Chop Saw - Steel
$6.38 1 0 $6.38
Items Subtotal: $788.70
Total Weight: 479 lbs.
Shipping & Handling: $186.55
Tax: $0.00
Total: $975.25
Description Order Number Paid By: Date Cost Reimbursed on Account
1 Arduino Controller Chris McCarthy 2/22/2013 65.18$         5/22/2013 ME
2 Gas, San Luis Obipso, Trip 1 to EVS - Chris McCarthy 10/19/2012 51.05$         11/2/2012 ME
3 Gas, Goleta, Trip 1 to EVS - Chris McCarthy 10/19/2012 40.02$         11/2/2012 ME
4 McMaster Carr order - Bearings, etc.. (total cost: 1,044.17) 0406CMCCARTHY Chris McCarthy 4/8/2013 840.00$       5/22/2013 ME/EVS
Total Spent: 996.25$       
Remaining Funds: 3.75$           
Description Order Number Paid By: Date Cost Reimbursed on Account
1 Discount Steel - All Steel Components 43009 Silvia 3/7/2013 975.25$       3/7/2013 Silvia 
2 Automation Direct - Motor, Freq Drive, Gearbox 8344003 Silvia 3/12/2013 712.00$       3/12/2013 Silvia 
3 Hevi Rail Linear Rails and Bearing 1810 Silvia 3/12/2013 255.59$       3/12/2013 Silvia 
4 McMaster Carr - Bolts/bearings/washers Chris 4/8/2013 42.63$         5/22/2013 ME DEPT
5 McMaster Carr - Rollover from ME Account Chris 4/15/2013 204.17$       5/22/2013 ME DEPT
6 Miner's Ace Hardware - Saw Hole Nick 4/5/2013 17.27$         4/17/2013 Silvia
7 McMasterCarr - Key and Nut Silvia 4/15/2013 37.99$         4/20/2013 Silvia 
8  Motor Mount, Gear Box Mount, crossbar Etc. 44002 Silvia 4/18/2013 86.81$         4/18/2013 Silvia 
9 Bronze Bushing Chris 4/18/2013 17.84$         4/20/13 Silvia 
10 Additional Clamp Material Chris 4/18/2013 27.84$         5/22/2013 ME DEPT
11 Post Office - Returned Shipment for Casters and Flange Bearings Silvia 4/26/2013 18.57$         4/26/2013 Silvia 
12 Supplimental Material for Motor Mount 44325 Chris? 5/1/2013 33.11$         5/22/2013 Silvia
13 Extra Sq. Tubing Material - Arm - Replacement for other arm 44177 Silvia 4/25/2013 16.59$         4/25/2013 Silvia
14 2 Bronze Sleeve Bearings Silvia 5/3/2013 15.50$         5/3/2013 Silvia
15 Misumi Bearings Silvia 5/5/2013 147.71$       5/5/2013 Silvia
16 Returned Casters and Flanged Bearings 0406MCCARTHY Chris 4/29/2013 (328.99)$     4/29/2013 Chris's CC
17 Miner's Ace Hardware - Bolts In Store Chris 5/10/2013 10.00$         5/22/3013 ME DEPT
18 McCarthy Steel - Material For Force Transducer and Bottom Clamp McCarthy's In Store Purchase Silvia 5/13/2013 31.80$         5/13/2013 Silvia
19 Adafruit, SD Card Storage for Arduino Silvia 5/16/2013 41.55$         5/16/2013 Silvia 
20 Nema L5- Connector CED In Store Purchase Silvia 5/20/2013 20.85$         5/20/2013 Silvia
21 Fuse Kit - 3P CED In Store Purchase Silvia 5/20/2013 76.05$         5/20/2013 Silvia
22 Conduit 10/4 SO Home Depot In Store Purchase Silvia 5/19/2013 27.43$         5/19/2013 Silvia
23 Emergency Stop Box 0520CMCCARTHY Silvia 5/20/2013 39.44$         5/20/2013 Silvia
24 OMEGA Engineering - Force Transducer Nick 5/22/2013 349.88$       5/22/2013 Silvia
25 Red Emergency Button Silvia 5/22/2013 47.23$         5/22/2013 Silvia
26 Senior Expo Foam Board and Stand Cal Poly Bookstore Silvia 5/29/2013 13.87$         5/29/2013 Silvia 
27 Consolidated Electrical Distributors In Store Silvia 5/24/2013 11.01$         5/24/2013 Silvia
28 Electrical Components - Strain Release, fittings, zip ties In Store Silvia 5/29/2013 11.31$         5/29/2014 Silvia
29 Poster Board Glue Cal Poly Bookstore Chris 5/30/2013 6.60$           5/30/2013 Silvia
30 Misc - Cash In Store Murali 5/30/2013 33.10$         6/5/2013 Silvia
Total: 3,000.00$    
ME ACCOUNT  
EVS ACCOUNT - Material Expenses
